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This thesis analyses the struggle for selfdetermination by Indian peoples of Mexico, 

emphasising on the last decade. Indian peoples have been purposefilly denied their rights by the 

Mexican state throughout history, resulting in their impoverishment and ongoing anned rebetlions, 

culminating in the a t m t  economic and social cnsis in the country. 

Indians have us& political strategia through political organisations (armed and peacefirl). 

A theory of symbolic politics is used to analyse the process by which ùidians of Mexico have: 

reclaimed their cultural identities; developed political ideologies of opposition against those of the 

doMMnt society reflected through lndianismo versus indigentsrno, and attempted to negotiate the 

terms of a new political relationship by means of constitutional amendments which would recognise 

a Fourth Level of Government by/for Indian peoples. It is concIucied that the most effective 

resolution for Indian peoples' dernand for selfdetermination may be to ùnplement a fourth level of 

govemrnent. 
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Glossary 

Alcalde Mayor: royal governor of a district. 

Callpuli: the srnafiest politica and social unit present in the Meso-Amencan Civilisation. 

Calpliin: the plural of Calplii. 

Cacique: the name of the mlers givm by the Spaniards. 

Costa: a distinct group of people as characterised by the Spaniards, in t e m  of place of bitth and 

race. 

Cédula Real: regdation created by the King of Spain which describeci the procedures that the 

Viceroyais had to undertake in New Spain in political, ecouomic and social matten. 

Congregocidn: a large compact of Indian communities after they had been re-settled as a renilt of 

a programme for scatteral communities to facilitate christianisation and collection of 

tribute. 

Corregidor. the royal govemor of a district. 

Corregidor de Indios: the royal governor who administered corregimientos. 

C~rre~miento: district of Indian people. 

Encornienda: an assignment of Indians who were to serve the Spanish grantee with tribute and 

labour. 

Encomendero: the holder of an encornienda. 

Ejido: An agricultural wmrnunity which has received land in accordance with the Mexican 

agrarian laws but based in the Spanish way of goveming. 

Hacienda: a large estate land. 

Hacendado: owner of hacienda. 

Milpa: cornmon land used by the Indian communities to grow their crops. 



Sefido: Mexica-Nahua nation-state in Meso-America. 

Sistemu de Rizyu: system used by the encornenderos and hueendados to endebt the Indian working 

under his charge. 

Tlatoatzi: mIer of each date in Meso-America. 

Tlatope: plural of TiatOaai. 

Vasallos: vassals of the King of Spain. The name given to some 'pnvileged' Indians who served 

the Viceroys in Meso-America under supposedly better conditions than other Indians. 
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Generai Introduction 

Oa January Ist, 1994, around three thousand Mayan militant men and women, declared 

war on fderal governent of Mexico by taking over four municipalities in Chiapas State. They 

referred to themsetves as the Zapatista Army for National Liberation, in memory of the Mexica 

bero Erniliano Zapata who, in the revolution (1910-1920) Ied Indians to recover land and self- 

determination. The neo-Zapatistas chose the day as that the North-Arnerican Free Trade 

Agreement was to corne into effect, for which President Salinas's govenunent had passed 

amendrnents to Article 27 of the Constitution in order to prepare conditions for the NAFTA 

signing. Thus, the communal lands called ejidos (lands distributeci to peasant comrnunities by the 

state) and communal Indian lands could be sold, jeopardising indians' struggle for self- 

detemination. hdians chose to declare war as a last resort response, and as a warning to the 

nation-state that they were dive and had not been taken into account in the decision-rnaking 

processes. Through the Lacandona Jungle Dedaration, Zapatistas annowiced their dernands, the 

main ones king that the constitution be renewed for the recognition of selfdeterrnination, and the 

NAFTA accord with Canada and USA be revised because it does not consider Indian peoples. 

Additionally, they were demanding social welfare and health services, official recognition of Indian 

languages in the country, and they asked that the govemment show deep respect for the hdian 

cultures of Mexico. 

By declaring war on the day in that Mexico was supposai to becorne a member of the 

'First World', Zapatistas called attention, asking for both national and international suppon fiom 

civil society. 

As a state response, the Mexican army 'recovered' the municipalities and 15 thousand 

soldiers took over the Mayan region of Lacandona in the state of Chiapas. In two weeks of combat, 



approximately four hundred people were killed; the majority were rebels and civilians. On the tenth 

day, Salinas's' govemment declared that his government would seek political negotiation as the 

Zapatistas were prepared for a long-terni war in the Lacandona Jungle. In Salinas's view, this 

could endanger Mexico's image and scare away foreign capitalist investment. 

On January 12tk Saiinas declareci a cease-fire. By the last week of February* peace-talks 

began mainiy due to civil society's mobilisations in support for peace. With the creation of the 

National Commission of Integral Development and Social Justice for Indigenous Peoples (January 

1% 1994), the federal govemment responded in order to control potential uprisings fiom other 

Indian regions in the country. 

The main Factors that led Mayas to war were the lack of historical justice and democracy 

and the appropriation of their rich lands by Europeans which has forced them to live in the poorat 

conditions for five centuries, and without political representation in the federal institutions. Another 

factor was the most recent amendment to Article 27 (1 992). Indians were alarmed by the loss of the 

origioal content of the article, which had required that lands be retumed to the pesants, in the form 

of ejidos to be protected by the state. The uprising was a last fim response to new hocenabdos's 

system (land owners) who have forcibly appropriatld their lands with institutional support. 

The Zapatista rebellion is embedded within a long history of Indian rebellions since the 

invasion of Europeans, rebellions airneci at recovering selfdetermination by and for Indian peoples. 

The Zapatistas recognise themselves as a product of five hundred years of Indian stmggle and 

resistance. As the Zapatistas have 'socialised' their demands, rnany of which are consistent with 

those of other social sectors in Mexico, they have had success in wiming the support of civil 

smiety. With the Zapatista cal1 to resistance, by August 6th, 1994, the National Democratic 

Convention (CND) took place in the Lacandona Jungle. More than six thousand delegates and 

observers from hundreds of organisations fiom different backgrounds such as Labour Unions, 



Students, Wamen, InteUectuaIs and othcrs, met to support the Indian stmggle for se& 

cletennination and to discuss transitions to democracy in Mexico as common goal. Indians are the 

only sector who do not have a recognition in the federal powers and institutions. Thus, there are no 

official Indian laws even though they represent the root of Mexico as a nation. As an important 

part of the national composition, currently in the country there are 96 Native peoples. Some of 

them, such as the Aziec-Mexica, the Otomi-%hilu and Mayas corne fiom a background of high 

civilisations. They represent the three major peoples w i t h  Indian population untii today. Mexicas 

(3.5 million) and the h h i i u  (2.5 million) are distributeci mainly in Central Mexico, whereas the 

Mayas (2 million) are settled in the southern states. By 1990, the total Indian population was 

estimated at 12 million, representing 14% of the total population of Mexico (91, 145,292). 

Historicaily, Native populations have k n  wilfiilly ignored by the Spanish Crown and 

currently, by the nation-state. Their rights and collective properties were taken away. Since the 

invasions to their nations their lands were seized by Spaniards who created Spanish institutional 

property through encorniendas, and later on the hacienda system took over holding big extensions 

of Wan tenitones, where M a n s  were to serve the encornendero and hacendado (Spaniard land 

owners, representatives of the Crown). With rebellions, hdians have tried to recover their 

territories throughout history. After having participateci in the Mexican revolution (1910-1920), 

Indians achieved partial success by pushing an agrarian reform through Article 27 which 

recognised the communal land, the ejido, as a way to retum Indian lands to peasants. As the 

agrarian refonn was only partially fiilfilled, Indians have used other political strategies to recover 

their lands and autonomies, such as creating local, regional and national organisations. But their 

demands were and are stiIl king considerably ignored by the state. Due to the unsatisfactory state 

response, Indian guerrdlas are pursuing m e d  resistance as a last resort. 



Aside fiom peace-talks process between the ULN, (Ejército Zapatista de Liberacion 

Nacionai), and the federal govement, there is a supportive peaceful Indian process for a 

constitutional amendment represented by the National Indian Assembly for Autonomy ( M A ) .  

This assembly is wmprised of 250 uidian organisations fiom across Mexico. Bot. positions 

(EZLN's and ANIPA's) have been unified to strengthen Indian historical and contemporary 

demands. It can be argued that there is a strong rebirth of Indianist philosophy and the stmggle to 

achieve selfdetermination. This is symbolised in the slogan of the newest National Indian Congress 

(1997), "Nunca mis un México sin nosotros", (never again a Mexico without us). 

The purpose of this thesis is to analyse the struggle for seIfdetermination by Uidigenous 

peoples of Mexico, especially in recent years. The prirnary focus will be on the political strategies 

that indigenous peoples have pursued through a range of political organisations (including both 

amed struggIe a d o r  peacefùl negotiations). Drawing upon the theory of symbolic politics 

developed by Jhappan, the thesis wilI anaIyse the processes by which indigenous peoples of Mexico 

have: reclaimed their cultural identities; developed political idedogies of opposition against those 

of the dominant society (reflected through Indianismo versus indigenismo}; constructed 

cornrnunities of political interest between lndian peoples who are differently situated vis-à-vis the 

state and civil society; and attempted to negotiate the terms of a new political relationship with the 

state by means of a consitutional amendment which would recognise a fourth order of govement 

for Indian peoples . 

Methodology of the Research 

This study is based on primary sources and on my direct participation in indigenous 

organisations,' as well as infornial interviews with leaders of other Indian organisations that are 

mernbers of ANIPA. Representatives of international organisations such as  the Indigenist 

Interamerican Institute, the World Council of Indigenous Peoples, Tonatiena and Comisibn 



Coordinadora de Organizaciones y Naciones hdigenas del Continente, CONIC (Cwrdinating 

C o r n .  of hdigenuus Organisations and Nations of the Continent) have also been inte~ewed 

during derences held in Ottawa in the Surnmer of 1996. 

My direct participation in conferences since 1992 related to the study has been 

fiindamentai for the analysis of the stniggle of indigenous peoples and the understanding of the 

position of the nation-states toward Indian peoples. The more inclusive position of international 

organisations that are beginning to recognise indigenous peoples' rights for seIfdeterrnina6on has 

aiiowed for a new appraach in the relationship between indigenous peoples and the nation-state of 

Mexico. 

My recent participation at different conferences which range fiorn the 1996 Meeting of the 

Commission for Sustainable Development (CSD) in the United Nations and the International Court 

of Justice Spring Session in 1996 in Ottawa, Canada, have provided additional substance to my 

work. The use of electronic mail and phone with ANIPA's main co-ordinators have enabled me to 

maintain relatively close observation of the recent phenornena that have happened in Mexico duting 

my absence as an active member of ANIPA. 

This work has been realised within a qualitative research framework that contains 

historical and d y t i c a l  components. Furthemore, it has used the practice of qualitative inquiry2 

iather than quantitative data collection. The method used is deductive, approaching fiom the 

generid to the particular. The use of govemment documents and documents h m  indian 

organisations, including the Mernories and Dedarations of amed rebellion guerriIlas, have been 

key for the product of this study. Besides the literature review about issues concerning self- 

determination, Mexican history and indigenismo, Indimisrno and eurocentncity have given 

substance to this thesis. The theos, of symbolic politics is used as the main basis for interpretation 

of the Indian selfdetennination process, in Mexico. 



The main focus of this study is to analyse the different approaches of Indian peoples in 

Mexico for the achievement of selfdetermination, At the sarne time, it analyses the position of the 

Mexican féderal govement. 

This study is divided into six chapters that embrace the theoretical and hktoricai 

explanation of the relaîiomhip between Mexican indigenous peoples and the nation-state. This 

relationship has been cbaracterised by social confiicts and armed rebellions as a response to 

ethnocidal indigenist practices of the Mexican state. The thesis also presents the new pro- 

democratic relationship between indigenous peoples and global state actors as a result of the 

permanent Indian struggles. Finally, diis study outlines a proposd for selfdetermination by and for 

Indian peoples, as well as the site's project for uidigenous peoples' development in seeking 

national unity. 

Chapter 1 refers to the theory of symbolic politics developed by Jhappan which explains 

the theoretical framework of the thesis. The concepts of opposition ideologies, symbolic reversal, 

s).mbolic competition and community-building and routinization of conflict are applied to Indian 

peoples' struggle to seEdetermination and resistance. 

Chapter 2 provides an approach to the Mexican case referring to the idedogical construct 

of indigenismo which is based on Western practices and vaIues, and outlines the negative effects 

indigenist ideology and practice have created over Natives. The chapter then contrasts indigenist 

idedogy with the development of the opposition ideology of Indianisrno which is posited as a mode1 

for democratisation of the country. This chapter illustrates the politicd and cultural strategies of 

symbolic reversal and symbolic competition. 

Chapter 3 sets the historical context by outlining Mexico's policieç towards indigenous 

peoples since the invasion. Therefore, it takes into account the three centuries of the colonial 

period, the independent period, the Mexican Revolution and the Constitution of 19 17. Additionally, 



it accounts for the ment coastitutiona1 refonns in 1992. Finally, it highlights the present policies 

exerted by the Mexican governent as well as the M a n  position with respect to those policies. 

Chapter 4 examines hdigenous peoples' strategy of forrning intemational alliances, and 

da i s  with the concept of seIf-determination in a global perspective. hdigenous people' stniggles 

around the world are shown to play an important role in seeking selfdetennination in Mexico. The 

chapter dso shows how new relationships have surged between indigenous peuples and major 

internationai organisations, who are working towards the recognition of indigenous peoples' rights 

in international organisations such as the United Nations, the Organization of Amencan States and 

the International Labour Organisation. For e m p l e ,  the chapter refers to 1992 as the year of 500 

years of Indian Resistance, and to 1993 declared as the International Year of Indigenous Peoples, 

and beyond (1994 was the beginning of the Decade of Indigenous Peoples), as they represent the 

significance of such recognition. 

Chapter 5 reconsiders indigenous people's struggles for seIfdetermination in Mexico and 

in particular, the attempt of ANIPA to create structures and instruments for the management of 

political confiicts by means of a constitutional amendment recognising ùidigenous rights. It 

contrasts the governrnent's proposal to refom Articles 4 and 115 of the Constitution, bartialiy to 

recognise hdian rights) with ANIPA's proposal for the creation of autonomous regions. 1 wiII 

argue that the uidian proposal for selfdetemination in Mexico is the most viable solution to 

achieve democratisation in the country, as well as to maintain national unity. The creation of a 

fourth order of government where Indians are represented by thernsetves within the state structure I 

will argue is the optimal means of correcting the historical imbalance of power between indigenous 

peoples and the state. 

Finally, conclusions of the study with respect to the results of the research are drawn and 

considerations about the near fiiture are made. 



' The author is member of A . A  and the Plural Group sinœ their foundation. 
Sec Steven 1. Miller and Monad Fndericks. Quaiitative Research Method. Social Epistemology and 

Practical Inqwre. Peter Long. 1994. 



Chapter 1 

Symbolic Poiitics as the Approach of Indian SeIf-Determination 

This thesis seeks to analyse the processes by which indigenous peoples of Mexico have 

stniggled for setfdetermination in recent years. In particular, they have begun the process of 

rejuvenaihg their cultural, social, religious and political identities, and they have begun to develop 

an indigenous ideology in opposition to the domhant ideotogy which has justifieai their subjugation 

and dispossession. These processes have been critical to the construction of a community of 

political interests between diverse indigenous peoples, who have formed a number of umbrella 

political organisations to present their dernands and needs to the state. Such organisations have 

attempted to re-negotiate the place of indigenous peoples vis-à-vis the Mexican state, through a 

variety of instruments, and more recently by means of a constitutionai amendment to recognise 

indigenous rights to selfdetennination. 

The thesis analyses these political strategies by adapting the theory of symbolic politics 

developed by Radha niappan to study indigenous politics in canada.' nie theory identifies a 

number of strategies that oppressed minority groups (such as raciaVethnocultural and indigenous 

peoples) typically have employed in order to re-negotiate their statuses and rights within larger 

encompassing societies which have dispossesseci them of their rights of ~it izenshi~.~ The theos. of 

symbolic politics identifies six syrnbolic strategies typically employed: syrnbolic reversal; symbolic 

competition; communïty-building; 'using the system' (the courts and other instruments); creating 

appropriate political settings and attracting media attention; and routinizing conflict . 

This thesis will apply four of the strategies mentioned above to the politics of indigenous 

selfdetermination in Mexico: symbolic reversal, symbolic competition, cornmunity-building and 

routinizattion of conflict. These have been chosen as the most appropriate of the six for anaiysing 



the Mexican case. For example, indigenous peoples in Mexico can not use instruments such as the 

courts because, unlike the Canadian conte* there are no laws, treaties of constitutional rights for 

indigenous peoples, nor is there a state bureaucracy comparable to the Department of Indian 

Af%àirs which administers the reserve c~mmunities of indigenous people who are registered under 

an Act of Parliament rewgnising their status as Indians. Therefore, the nonnal uistitutiod, legal 

and bureaucratie routes availabIe to indigenous peoples in Canada, the United States, Australia, 

New Zealand and several other states are simply not available to the indigenous peoples of Mexico. 

Aiso, the strategy of creating appropriate political settings to draw attention to indigenous issues 

will not be discussed directly in this thesis, though it will be illuminateci indirectly through analyses 

of the international strategies of alliance-building and the Zapatista uprising. 

It must be noted that Jhappan7s theory of symbolic politics is intended to apply to groups 

operathg in a democratic politicaï milieu.' However, in my view, it can dso be applied to Mexico, 

which has a formally democratic constitution, although the President wields a very wide range of 

executive powers. 

1.1 Symbolic Reversal 

After the processes of colonisation by Europeans many ethnic groups, cultures and 

civilisations were displaced fiom their temtories, stripped of their lands, civil and political rights, 

and in many cases threatened wîth disappearance by the new dominant society. Everywhere, the 

colonisers devalued and dehumanised the colonised, both to justifY their dispossession, and to 

pacify hem politically. The process of stigmatisation is a welldefined strategy that colonial 

societies throughout the world have deployed, and it is describeci by Jhappan in t e m  of the 

creation of stigmatising myths. These myths, based on negative stereotypes, are believed by 



outsiders to be tme, and have seeped into the stigmatisai groups who, aiter a certain p e n d  of 

tirne, may assimilate the stigmas irnposed on them. 

In the struggle for s u ~ v a i ,  and in order to gain recognition of their rights, the subjugated 

minority must defise such stemtypes by attempting to make the externally-imposed stigmatic 

identity a positive force: they must tum poison into medicine. 

Symbolic reversal as a strategy is embedded in the symbolic interaction between the 

minority and majority, but used by the former to respond to negative images. in uiis sense, the 

concept connotes "the tendency of groups in crisis to reverse or invert the noms of society".' 

Indeed, A.P. Cohen stresses: 

An increasingly cornmon response to the imposition of stigmatic identity 
a p p m  to be an assertion by those who are stigmatiseci of the characteristics 
wbich 'spoil' their identity..,A more recent strategy observed among ethnic 
groups and other disadvantaged groups had been to 'honour' the stigma, to 
render it as a positive values and thereby to destigmatise it.' 

As Jhappan notes, the strategy of reversal has been a key feature of Afican, Asian and Latin 

Amencan independence movernents, as well as of the 'Black Power' rnovernent in the U.S., and the 

gay and lesbian movements of various cauntries. It has also been a necessity for the indigenous 

peoples of Canada, wvho confiont institutionalised beliefs of their supposai 'inferiority' expresseci 

in a wide range of govemment policies and societal practices. In the Canadian context, syrnbolic 

reversal has meant reclairning the stemtypes by: resurrecting and asserting the dignity of their pre- 

contact histories; revaiorising Native heroes (especialIy those who resisted the European invasion); 

revitalking Native values (such as equality, personal autonomy, non-hierarchical organisation, 

consensual decision-making and sharing); rekindling spiritual and cultural practices; creating a 

kind of 'Pan-Indian' identity as an amalgam of the culturd and political practices of various tribal 

traditions; and refiaming the meaning and significance of the treaties, the reserve system, and 



we~fare.~ Thus, "specific symbols of their unequal status in Canadian society b v e  been 

reconfipd] x> that they have becorne status-conferring'"- 

In the case of Mexico, lndian peoples as a minority are adopting similar strategies. 

Symbolic reversal is evident in their 'honouring' of the tenn 'Indian', a concept imposeci by the 

wlonisers. A curent position of Indian leaders in Mexico is to state, " if, as Indians we were 

oppressed, as Indians we will get fieedom". The Native population in Mexico, a k r  five centuries, 

b s  been s t e r e a w  as iazy, dirty, unworthy, fools, etc. By using symbolic reversal, they are 

reversing the stigmatic identity in order to gain a positive force. Thus, qmbolic reversal as a 

strategy h a  re-enforced hdian pmpIes' self-confidence and respect. The progressive stimulation is 

given by highlighting the values of Man culture vis-à-vis dominant society. Natives of Mexico are 

revitdishg their cultures by using again original names and resurrecting their heroes. Most 

irnportaatiy, they are ciairning selfeducational systems and the right to the re-interpretation of 

history. Syrnbolic reversal thus strongly irnplies the assertion and improvement of the public image 

of Indian peoples; in order to strengthen this strategy, the values are contrasted. Thus, in an 

attempt to re-enforce Indian identity, symbolic reversal confronts indigenisrno, the state-sponsored 

idedogy that stigmatises Indians. A clear example in Mexico is the celebration of October 12th as 

'Dia de Ia Raza' by the state for white and mestizo people, refening to the discovery of America; 

Indians have declared it as the ciay of Indian Resistance. The reversal response has strengthened 

Indian identity and dignity. 

1.2 Symbotic Cornpetition 

Another strategy used by oppressed peoples, besides symbolic reversai, is thai of symbolic 

cornpetition, which is mainiy based in opposition. Schwimmer refers to this tenn when a 

subjugated group "rejects the symbolic code in which it is disadvantaged and replaces it with its 



own, in whicb it is relatively powefil, or to which it has exclusive access".' By using this code of 

its own, the minonty asserts, as Jhappan points out, its conceptual ideologicai s~periority.~ With 

symbolic cornpetition, the minority not only seeks equality, but rather, it assem its superiority to 

the dominant society, dthough the W r  attempts to exert dominion in al1 orders. Beîween 

symboIic reversal and symbolic competition, there lies a nuidamental distinction, even though they 

appear to be alike. While symbolic reversal deals with cultural rejuvenation, stigmatisation and 

stemtypes as stated above, symbolic competition is more politically oriented and is airneci at 

developing political solutions for minorities, such as Indian peoples. As Jhappan states, symbolic 

competition: 

.. .implies the development of counter-positions, not just to tackle the problem of 
stigmatic identity, but to oppose the prevailing n o m  of the society at the 
idedogical level. Symbolic competition is a more militant sûategy than 
symboIic reversal, and is more likely to be observed in groups embarking upon 
a politicai stniggle.'* 

One of the main features of this strategy is the development of an overarching political 

polemic, or ideology of opposition. In this way, clairning the moral superiority of their own beliefs 

and ways of life, the subordinated groups show themselves as the counterpart of the Iife style of the 

dominant majority. 

In the Canadian context, Native position ideology rejects characterisation as a civil rights 

stnrggle for acceptance as an equal ethnic group, but instead stakes clairns to special status and 

rights based on the lact that they are the origmal inhabitants with "prior clairns based on a prior 

reality"." The ideology is oppositional in that it "questions the legitimacy of the criteria by which 

nghts and benefits are distributed in so~iety".'~ More significantly, the opposition ideology is 

ilIusbated by the developrnent of Aboriginal nationalism, the 'Red Power' movement of the 1960s 

and 1970s, the concepts and demands for recognition of Native sovereignty and nationhood, 

AboriginaI title, Aboriginal rights and self-govemment/self-deterrnination. ' 



In the Mexican case, where indian groups are excluded from the political activities of the 

nation-state, such as lack of specific representation as peoples in the Congress and federal 

institutions, they are likely to compete at the symbolic level by using symbolic competition and 

opposition ideology as -1s to claim moral superionty based on their ancestral philosophy, vaIues 

and organisational systems and ways of Me. 

Mians daim to be distinct fiom the dominant society; holding different cultures, they state 

tbat interactions with the latter are unequa1 and unfair. Mexico's apparently democratic political 

system which is criticised by Indians because the society in power does not mgnise Indian 

peoples as a component of the country. As part of their symbolic competition strategy, Indian 

peoples of Mexico c l a h  a superior way of organisation because their systems recognise the 

collective. They point to the gap that exists between the ways of life of the dominant society and 

those of the Indian peoples. While the rnajority group is based on individualism, industrialisation, 

exploitation of naturd resources with consequent pollution, Indian values and ways of life are 

based cm communal ownership, on sharing, consensus, feelings, and on deep respect h r  nature. 

Thus, the key strategy of symbolic competition is to invert and revert the scaling cnteria 

cunstnicted by the dominant society throughout history. 

Chapters 3 and 4 refer to how the dominant society has exerted indigenist policies towards 

Indian peoples over t h e  and the continuous Indian response of symbolic competition and 

opposition ideology strategies. For example, declaring 1492-1992 as the period of five hundred 

years of Indian resistance was cuntrary to the dominant society's point of view, which saw it as 

five hundred years of discovery of Arnerica. indians have adopted a political posture and a more 

militant strategy, challenging the liberal political ideology. 



1.3 Community-Building 

Where indigenous peoples lack political power in the form of significant representation in 

mainStream politicai institutions, and especially where they are members of diverse cultural groups 

which coliectively are a minonty of the population, community-building is a hdamentd tool for 

k ing  society and nation-states. Symbols are used to build a common identity where cultural and 

other differences are put aside to stress common political interests. indigenous peoples of Mexico 

were subjected to disruption and isolation by Spaniards during the colonising process. In an 

atternpt at s u ~ v a l  and renaissance, in recent years they have gathered together in their stniggle 

and resistance. In Jhappan's theory of symbolic politics, this strategy is explaineci within the 

framework of comunity-building . 

Community-building has two important parts. The first refers to cultural aspects 'used' in 

order to construct national Indian identity in a wider sense. This refers to Pan-Indianism as a 

concept that articulates those symbols to create the comrnunity-building strategy. The second part 

refers to the organisational process as symbolic politics of community-building used by Indian 

peoples in order to build unified organisations at different levels which co-ordinate and represent 

Indians' matters in politics vis-à-vis nation-States. 

In Jhappan's thmry of symbolic politics, the strategy of cornmunity-buiIding is a key 

-or to create a common Indian identity. The author refers to modem cultural Pan-Indianism as 

"the articulation of a kind of cultural nationalism which minimises differences and mavimises 

sirnilarities between indian g r ~ u ~ s " . ' ~  Cultural Pan-lndianism thus refers to the activities and 

cultud Indian positions which led to the creation of Indian identity by using cultural symbols. 

The unity of Indians is the postulate of Pan-Indianism. Bonfil Batalla refers to this unie as 

the attempt to reaffim a civilisation which transcends the differences of specific ethnic groups and 

points out that these ethnic differences have been accentuated by the dominant society as a strategy 



of dorninati~n.'~ In the fàce of this reality, Indians have adopted a united position by using symbols 

h m  difkrent cultures to produce national Indianism. 

In Mexico, Indians have adopted a strategy to reinforce Indian unity through conferences, 

meetings and events in which they use symbols. The rnost cornmon are the use of their Ianguages in 

speeches and religious ceremonies; another is to Wear theù own traditional clothes. Other 

contributions to develop m*ty (Pan-hdianism) are the dates in which they gather; for exampie, on 

March 21% for the Spring Solstice; November 12th to protest for the celebration of the day of 

'Columbus' discoveM and so on. 

The indian efforts to build unified poIitical organisations is an important cornponent in the 

community-building strategy. The main reason is the achievernent of political unity in order to 

create a sense of common interest between Indians. A new feature of Indianity as a recent ideology 

is the unification of Indian resistance and stniggle through the creation of regional and national 

organisations beyond discrete, local sellrinterests, thus strengthening Indian political unity. 

Indian political organisations in Mexico have joined in declaring seIf-detennination as a 

political symbol which embraces common indigenous demands. Their efforts are to cal1 for 

participation in the politicai system where the dominant state and society do not allow them to 

share powers. The recent creation of a series of national Indian organisations in Mexico (as FIPI, 

CNPI, etc. in i990) denotes that the strategy of cornrnunity-building has empowered the Indian 

movement vis-à-vis the nation-state (See Chapters 3 and 4). This has been more recently seen in 

the CO-operation established between the EZLN and ANIPA. 



2.4 Routinization of Conflict. 

Another strategy which is applicable for this thesis, besides symbolic reversal, symbolic 

cornpetition and community-building, is routinization of conflict to the politics of Indian seIf- 

determination in Mexico. Within Jhappan's theory of symbolic politics this concept is used to 

explain how ethnic groups have had to deal in a political interaction over a penod of t h e  where it 

is necessuy to establish the pliticd parameters for the resolution of codict. In this way, the 

author uses the tenn 'routinization' to mean "the establishment of stable and consistent guidelines 

for conflict resolution: either in the form of consultative bodies set up by governrnent to receive 

policy advice fiom the group in question, or in the stronger form of legislative or even 

constitutional guarantees of the group's rights."16 Thus, Indians attempt to routink conflict in 

order to seek cornmon and greater benefits through mechanisms for conflict resolution." The 

achievement of such mechanisms would signal the indigenous peoples7 institutionakîto as they 

would have been accepted as legitimate participants in the political process, and as  rights-bearers." 

To achieve conflict resolution mechanisms and stabilisation of the politid relationship, 

negotiations between governent and Indian groups are embedded in a political interaction over a 

period of time. Here, the government tries to enlarge their fundamental rights "so that the 

batgaining at this level will nonnally involve a good deal of symbolic posturing since the new 

minority/govemment relationship will be codifieci in legalistic language ...".'9 Jhappan identifies a 

nurnber of outstanding functions of routinization of conflict. Fi&, the mechanisms used for 

bargaining allow for social interaction between the participants, which rnay have the effêct of 

increasing tbeir sensitivity of each others' positions, goals and political wnstraints. Second, 

routinization signifies the assurance of creating an environment which denotes that the confiict is 

being well directeci and most importantly that compromises will be reached, especidly by 

governrnents. Finally, it allows the minority to use other symbolic strategies. 



Routinization of confiict is shown in Chapters 4 and 5 as an attempt of Mexican Indian 

peoples to gain a legitirnate place in the politicai processes in order to remedy traditional exclusion. 

Thus routinization of conflict as a strategy used by Indian peoples in the country, goes from a 

merely symbolic strategy to a more real and practical fiinctioning in bargaining with the nation- 

state; seeking fkir treatmenk king recognjsed in the Constitution and achieving seIfdetermination. 

Indians of Mexico are using symbolic politics in reclairning both the recognition of their 

cultural identities as weii as a place within the state, as is shown in the rest of the thesis. Jhappan's 

theory of symbolic politics helps us to understand the four strategies mentioned above which have 

been used by Indians of Mexico in an attempt to negotiate a new political relationship with the 

The next chapter outlines the idedogy of Indianisrno vis-à-vis indigenismo, as a strategy 

to shift the Indian politicai relationship with the nation-state. Symbolic reversai and symbolic 

cornpetition have been basic strategies for Indian leaders in creating a strong struggle and 

resistance in their quest for selfdetemination. 

- - - - - - 
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Chapter 2 

Indianismo vs. Indigenisrno. Reversal Response of Indian Peoples vis-&-vis the Nation-State. 

For five centuries, the ideology and practices of indigenism bas been exerted over Natives 

in the Americas as the basis of the colonising process. In Jhappan's terms, indigenism is a 

stigmatising myth wIiich has Ied to policies which only recognise indigenous peoples as a problem 

of inkgration rather than respecting i d a n  political cultures in their identify and diversity. As a 

reversal response, Indianismo became the counterpoint in a symbolic and philosophical sense. 

Indians have developed ideologies of opposition through symbolic politics against those of the 

dominant society, reflected through Indianismo vis-à-vis indigenismo. Syrnbolic reversal and 

syrnbolic competition (see Chapter 1) are strategies which have been used by Indians to constnict 

cultural and poIitical ideologies. By using symbolic competition, Natives have challenged the 

indigenist political ideology. This chapter contrasts the two opposhg concepts of indigenism and 

Indiunisrno by outlining five points: eurocentricity/racism as the background of indigenism; 

indigenisrn as a central process of the nation-state to govem W a n  peoples; the historical exclusion 

of Indian peoples fiom the state; the present situation in Mexico regarding the application of 

indigenism, and finaily Indianismo, which has developed in opposition to the indigenist model. 

2. 1 Eurocentrism and Indigenist Ideology - Stigmatising Myths 

The invasion of the Americas by Europeans marks the beginning of a pattern of genocide, 

ethnic assimilation and ecological devastation.' This pattern has been repeated through history to 

the present &y. Eurocentrist points of view tried to embellish the tale by Unagining Europeans as 

the 'discoverers of a New World', rather than as invaders and destroyers of hundreds of cultures. 

They argued the right to conquer by christianising the so-called 'savages' and 'barbarians'. ïhey 



discredited the developed civilisations that were evolving until before the dismption. The 

Europeans proudy referred to how they brought culture to the 'uncivilised' Indians. Accordhg to 

Bill Bigelow, eurocmtric schod books developed a myth of Columbus' 'discovery of ~rnerica'.~ 

This and other myths like that of the New World, the conquest and the colony, are historically 

embedded in the eurocentric ideology. The legacy of these rnyths is invasion, oppression and 

exploitation.' Eurocentnsm claims that Western culturai, economic, social, religious and political 

models are the best and the most logical soIution for al1 peoples. 

The slogan "imitate the West, the best of al1 possible wor~ds'~: evolved in Meso-Amenca 

to embrace liberal and nediberai dernocratic market-pIace patterns. This has inevitabiy prduced 

victims of the system and impose- the North-South relations as well as the concept of peripheral 

countries. 

Eurocentris& refuse to accept that the colonisation of Arnenca was inherently genocidal; 

even if the truth is known, denial and distortion persist. The Europeans disrupted the Arnerican 

continent by imposing politid and economic capitalism which led fiom slavery to impoverishrnent 

and subsistence wage labour, an economic system based on the exploitation of nature and lndian 

populations .6 

At the beginning of the invasion, eurocentrk thought created the basis for the indigenist 

ideology which was being built by the Christian clergy in the New-to-the-Europeans World. The 

latter paradigm was based in evolutionist thinking which was itself re-affirmed during the 

Illustration by Vico and Hegel. Sixteenth century Spmish intelfectuals like Bartolomé de Las 

Casas, Jose de  cost ta' and Vaxo de Quiroga, who called themselves 'Indian defenden' and 'soul- 

saviours' were the main precursors of indigenist thought, especially Las Casas and de Acosta. 

However, indigenisrn as praxis and thought has been implemented since the sixteenth century, 

when Las Casas, the M a n  protector, defended the indians fiom the genocide and ethnocide 



carried out by his colleagues. Fray Bartolomé de Las Casas, as indigenist, was an encomendero 

and he hirnselfwas served by a slave in his eariy years, when Colon gave hun a Taino Indian as a 

g i f t  An indigenist as weU, he condemned the injustice camed out by his culonid counterparts, but 

allowed and enhanceci both the Christian God's and the King of Spain's mandates, promoting 

colonisation and christianisation, fkvouring mestizo culture and the capitalist economic model. a 

In any consideration of the first indigenist positions, there is evidence of the mischievous 

way of valuing indigenous cultures despite their claim to rescue Indians h m  the ravages of the 

invaders. Equality with respect to the M a n s  was always undermineci and they were treated as 

small, defenceless beings, who must be christianiseci, converthg their cultural, spiritual and 

economic values to make them become Iike Europeans. In the seventeenth century the influence of 

Las Casas augmented the indigenist ideology by arguing the spintual and material benefits to the 

Indiaos derived fiom misiones indigenasSg The benefits implied, however, the incorporation of their 

cuItures into a homogeneous national culture. 

The process of genocide reported by these colonial UiteIlectuab was accornpanied by the 

process of ethnocide they themselves carried out. Exploitation and degradation of the environment 

followed, which made them responsible for ecocide too. In Mexico, indigenism was 

institutiondised in Mexico in the 1940s with the creation of the Interamerican Indigenist lnstitute 

and was then expandecl to the rest of Latin America. One of the more lucid views of contemporary 

indigenism is that of Gonzalo Aguirre Beltriin, one of its more outstanding theoreticians of this 

hdigenism is not a policy formulated by Indians for the solution of their own 
problems, but rather, it is one created by non-indians with respect to 
heterogeneous ethnic groups which receive the general designation of 
indigenous people.10 



In social sciences, indigenism is a theory and a praxis exerted by nation-States to bring 

about cultural and socimnornic change in Indian peoples.l' Thus, contemporary indigenisrn is a 

set of government policies aïmed at 'naîional integration"* through assimilaîionist policies to 

transform Indians into Mestizos as a national model in the pursuit of monoetbnicity. As 

Stavenhagen stresses, uidigenism has become one of the most characteristic intellectual and 

politicai mainstreams of the twentieth century.13 In Mexico, indigenism was institutionalised as a 

consequace of the revolution. But for al1 contemporary intellecniaIs, the ideology is clearly rooted 

in the politics of the colonid invasion. 

This ideological mainstream is nationalist, and its main aim is to hornogenise and 

strengthen a unique national culture. In the name of nationalism, the states of the American 

continent attempt to reduce the internal differences of their populations. With integrationist, 

barbarian and ethnocidal policies, indigenism's main goal is to eliminate Indian nationalities, which 

could endanger the state's project of national uni@. Therefore, indigenism became the base of the 

nationalist policies across Latin America. S uch policies have been built through programmes for 

education, culture and arnelioration of poverty, and are justifieci by arguments about the necessity 

to bridge the gap built over the ~enhiries.'~ 

The exercise of this ideology means the disappearance of Indian cultures, not ody in the 

interests of national unity, but ais0 for the purpose of progress and developmentt, and more 

specifically, for State reasons (por razones de Estado). As Aguirre Beltian states, the indigenist 

ideology "is against the artïficial creation of Indian nationalities which do not exist."" 

In light of the above, it becornes clear that indigenism has its roots in eurocentiic pattern: 

both indigenism and eurocentrist ideologies assume cuIturaI, social and econornic superiority, 

promoting westernidon as the best model for al1 peoples. Eurocentrism shares with indigenism 

the vision of homogenisation, cultural superiority and individualism, which has been exerted by the 



calonisers over the Natives, nanùng them as 'minonties7 when they were evidently, a majority, thus 

minimising them; they must be eliminateâ in name of progress, without concem thaî they fonn, and 

belong to, different nationalities. Indians have been judged until today as 1a.q dirty, unworthy, 

incapable and so on and, to some extent, some Indian groups have intemaliseci these beliefs by 

assuming such degrading tenns and patterns. 

Furthemore, contemporary indigenists refer to an Americanist indigenism, thus inferring 

that indigenism is an evolvhg ideology. Eurocentrist Alcina Franch elucidates that, even though the 

Lascasiano indigenism is the fiindament of indigenism, the Americanist indigenism'6 exerted by 

present states, constitutes a more solid foundation of the hiture indigenism. Thus, it c m  be seen 

that today there exists the so-cailed Americanist indigenism, exercised by the nation-states in 

pursuit of homogenisation. 

~urocentrism" and indigenism are seen as a form of internal coloniali~m,~~ characterised 

by a monopoly of power and oppression of others. Both are based on the capitalist model, and 

create the conditions for development of the Western model of 'development'. This has generated 

serious conditions of misery among American indigenous peoples, which are societies that are 

culturally unrelateci to such capitalist models. These two western ideologies reflet a form of 

racism through the coloriiaI subjugation of the Indian cultures and the exclusion of their own 

idedogies. Therefore, indigenism has provoked westemization among the Natives and more 

radicaily, as Bonfil Batalla inferred, was intended $90 achieve the disappearance of the in di an^."'^ 

2.1.1 Account of Historicrii Exclusion of Indian Peoples by the Mexican State. 

Indigenous peoples in the World, historically, are mots of the grand civilisations and 

owners of the knowledge applied in the development of humanity. They have their own histories, 

cosmovisions, philosophies, arts, sciences that are tied with respect to Mother Nature. During tbe 

historid process of colonisation, indigenous peoples have suffered manipulation and destmction 



of their civilisations. Many cultures have been eradicated, others have been transformeci, becoming 

comrnunities out of balance. The loss of equilibrium provokes destruction within and without their 

societies and environment. But those which have resisted a history of exploitation and 

discrimination for more than five centuries have done so s u ~ v i n g  in subhuman conditions within 

the colonial nation-states. Nations have not m g n i s e c i  the indigenous historical right to fieely 

participaîe in the state. 

Native people in Mexico, since the arrival of the Europeans five centuries ago, have been 

excludeci fiom the process of nation-building and have been denied the right to selfdetemination. 

With the proclamation of independence (1821) by the creoles and with the Mexican Revolution 

(19 10-192 1) they have not had any improvernents in their conditions of poverty as indigenous 

riabons. With the elaboration of the Mexican Political Constitution in 19 17 (as a result of the 

Revolution), hdian peoples were not considered and were left out of the federal organisation once 

again. This historical exclusion fiom the policy-rnaking processes has Ied to the current conditions 

of extreme poverty and marginalisation as well as disempowerrnent. The situation has provoked 

social conflicts between the state and indigenous peoples both in past and present times. The 

govement's response to their legitimate mobilisation has been militarisation of indian regions and 

rural areas, threatening the integrity of the nation-state of Mexico. (See Chapter 3). 

2.1.2 Present Situation in Mexico 

The Mexican state, as the host to fiirther contemporary indigenism in the Arnericas, has 

exerted ethnocidal and genocidal policies towards indigenous peoples. The National Indigenist 

Institute 0, created in 1948, acts as the main pillar and the highest-ranking official agency of 

the Mexican state's indigenisrn. The policies derived from this institution have the stated objective 

of amelioration of poverty and 'modernkation'. 



However, indigenism in Mexico in the present context, has created a series of negative 

impacts in each and every aspect of Indian peoples' lives, d y  through policies airned at national 

integratioa. The main consequences cm be diainguished as en~jenuci6n,~ olienaczdn2' and 

alineucidna by the state towards Indian cultures. The processa of cultural disintegration, 

disruption and homogenisaîion are the most prominent results. Another direct result of indigenist 

policies is the repression of Indian creative capacity. The most characteristic aspects of M a n  

creativity, one of the culture's more valuable resources for survival, have been undermined and 

undedued. 

Seventy-eight per cent of al1 the Native population of Mexico (which today is at 14% of 

the national total)" is fomd in Oaxaca, Veracruz, Chiapas, Puebla, Yucatan, Hidalgo and 

Guerrero. In some states, like Oaxaca and Yucatan, the number of Lndian peoples is higher than 

that of non-Native people. In other states, like Chiapas and Quintana Roo, the indigenous nodes 

constitute more that a third of the total population. Of the 2,403 municipalities in Mexico, 803, or 

a third, are rnunicipalities that are composed of more than 35% Aboriginal people. Over 75% of 

the Indian people of the nation live in this type of municipality. There are indigenous peoples in 

almost 30% of al1 the localities of the country (44J 18). Out of these locdities, 13,000 are 

classified as 'eminently Indian localities', for they have over 70% of Native-speaking people." 

The living standards of indigenous peaptes are noticeably lower than the national average 

due to their rnarginalisation, discrimination and exploitation. In Mexico, the numbers of those who 

Iive in a state of poverty are extremely hi&: official statistics refer to 40.3 million poor Mexicans 

(which represents alrnost Mf of the population);2s 17.3 million of the latter live in indigence. It is 

at tbis level that alrnost a11 of the Indian population dwells. This has provoked migration to the big 

citia and to the United States of  meri id in search of employment, exacerbating the loss of 

Indian cultural values in the younger generations. Today, 15% of the Mexican popdation (which 



inchdes the estimated national M a n  portion) uccupies the lowest rung on the socio-econornic 

ladder. 

In cecent years, globai economic integration has impelled Mexico toward the modernisation 

of its rural economy. This bas meant the widespread irnpoverishment of the indigenous peasantry, 

the end of the country's food self-sufficiency, and a stniggie for cultural s u ~ v a ? ~  in rural areas as 

weii as increased internd and extemal migration. Thus, indigenous peoples are subrnitted to the 

most severe and inhumane conditions of marguialisation and poverty. For example, in the 

municipalities that are predominantly Native, the illiteracy rate is 43%, which corresponds to more 

that three times the national average. Fifty-eight per cent of five-year oId chiIdren do not attend 

schools and close to one third of the population aged six to fourteen do not know how to read or 

write. Likewise, lndian peoples experience dramatic rates of unemployment in the market economy: 

approxhately 60% of the population aged 12 years or more, do not find paid empIoyment. The 

incorne of employed population in the municipalities that are completely Indian is extremely low: 

43% ofpeopie receive an incorne which is under the minimum salary, which is more than M c e  the 

nationai average of 19%, which by itself is extremely high. Meanwhile, the rate of Naîive people 

who do not receive a monetary income in those municipalities is almost 30%, which is four times 

that of the national average. The deficits that the Native population suffer fiom in terrns of seMces 

and housing (absence of electrid energy, drinking water, sewage system, bad infiastmcture, 

overcrowding) complete the picture of the terrible inequality and rnisery which descendants of the 

o r i g d  peoples of Mexico are subrnitted to. In this dramatic fiamework, the most affected are 

Indian women. For example, the illiteracy rare in the female Indian population of the municipalities 

is as high as 53%. 

Many of the regions which are now considered traditionai Native temtories are areas of 

great environmental relevance due to their rich biodiversity. The fact that such regions have 



conserved the equilibrium of their ecosystems was in the past attributed to clirnatic factors and 

other naairal agents. Today it is known that such preservation is due to the wise and sustainable 

ways to manage resourcs which implies the communion of Indian p p l e s  with nature? 

Nevertheless, these regions are increasingly under environmental stress adding to the disastrous 

incidents Indian peoples have had to fhce. 

The causes of margindisation and poverty are not attributable to sociocultural or ethnic 

characteristics of the Indian peoples. Rather, it is due to the unequal relationships and the 

subordination which have been imposed upon them. Also, it is because of the social and political 

exclusion which they suffered during the three centuries of colonial regirne and which they have 

been attempting to reverse ever since Mexico becarne an independent country. 

The poverty of Indian peoples is a poverty built over the last five centuries, but the 

indigenist poIicies of the last decade have been the main agents responsible for establishing indian 

p p l e s  as the poorest of the poor. Poverty is reflected in high levels of malnutrition and increased 

levels of mortality and morbidity. The most recent document issued in 1996 by the Secretariat of 

Foreign Af£àirs of Mexico  tat te," states that, in 1994, malnutrition was the twelfh most common 

cause of death. The text rnakes it clear that the most affectai municipalities are conspicuously 

composed of indigenous peoples. Oaxaca, Campeche, Quintana Roo and Yucatan are plagued with 

malnutrition in over 60% of their populations. Children under five are affecteci in 80% of the cases; 

the remahder are mainiy the elderly. In some areas of the highland region of Chihuahua, between 

80% and 90% of the indigenous population has reached severe levels of rnalnut~ition.~~ The text 

confinns the state of rnarginalisation in which indigenous people find thernselves as  well as 

pointing to the lack of integral state programmes directed towards their well-being. In general, 

indigenism has created sub-hurnan conditions, exemplifieci by a lack of basic social senices, like a 



Eresh water supply, electricity, sewage systems and the like, thus fbrther diminishing Indian 

populations: they are the Ieast servi& segments of the population. 

By means of indigenist policies the nation-sbte has rnaintained the denial of political 

representation of Indian peoples. Ever since they lost their sovereign& they have not bad any 

power in the state. The uidigenist policies of the past five hundred years have set up the Indians as 

foreigners in a temtory they have ocnipied for thousands of years. kidians are considerd by the 

state to be a problem that must be solved through radical assimilation programmes using 

paterdistic and m p t i o n  strategies. 

Political representation for indigenous peoples as such, does not exist. Thus, until now, 

they have been purposely excludecl from the political decision-making procases. Existing 

institutions in Mexico are not adequate for Indian peoples in this respect because the institutions 

exist to implement paternalistic and ethocidal policies. Thus, specific institutions created by and 

for Indian peoples would become h d m e n t a l  political and administrative organs. Such institutions 

would be able to fonnally evaluate and contest the consequences of capitdism, where its expansion 

is touted as the key to development of the country. For instance, the Mexican state sees the 

exploitation of oil, natural gas and minerais, as well as building dams and the like as progress, even 

if they endanger the physical survival of the Indian population. The temtories of Indian peoples 

and their own criteria to sustainably martage such temtories are not recognised by the Mexican 

govenunent. 

The state created the ejido systern &er the Mexican Revolution, and as a consequence of 

the demands made by indians and mestizo peasants at that time. The policy for ejidos refen to 

providing a d o r  rehiming lands to Indian comrnunities and peasant villages. Ejidos are collective 

land portions owned by ejidatarios (peasants with titles recognised by the state) and which until 



1992, ejidos could not be sold. The argument of the state regarding its benefits referred to the 

reinforcement of the sense of collectivity. 

However, during the last decades, the Mexican state has adopted a policy of capitalist 

development which bas degradeci the living conditions of Indian people and hanneci the 

environment. As an example, the ejidas occupy 43% of the Mexican fiundand and comprise well 

over 60% of the nation's -ers. Yet, they produce less than 10% of the country's output. This is 

due to the federal govemment's refhsal to provide econornic support to lndian comrnunities in an 

attcmpt to eradicate collective organisation and, at the same tirne, enhance individual property 

holdings through land privatisation, for which the state gives economic subsidies as incentive. The 

ejido, the feature which is rnost closely related to Indian land ownership, is monopolised by few 

rich ranchers @amfindistas) who "for very little money per year, saturate the lands with animals, 

provoking the ovemse and erosion of  land^."^' The depletion of Indian lands due to outside 

interests, private and multinational companies, and the govenunent, which exploit such natural 

'econornic' resources, create conditions dangerous to indian survival. 

Furthemore, with Salinas's reform to ArticIe 27 of the Constitution of 1992 (discussed 

further in Chapter 3), the ejido became negotiable, supporting the neoliberal project of the World 

Bank and IMF through a programme of stmcturd adjustments. In Mexico, structural adjustments 

have worsened the living conditions of the population, as reflected in the low productivity, 

monetary inflation, low wages, and unemployment in the ejido sector. These refonns are 

encoufaging migration fiom nird zones to the cities and to the USA, causing disruption and 

ethnocide in a process of homogenisation." 

Since its creation, the IN1 has provoked the destruction of Indian cultures and the 

integration of ethnic cultures into the lowest and most exploitai stratum of the national class 

structure. The ethnocidal policies have been reflected with the ca~tellmiu7cibn'~ among the Indian 



population at ail age-levek. Moreover, Spanish is recognised as the only official national language. 

With this ideologicai tool in hanci, and through key educational cumculums, transformation of 

Mexican indian cultures has been justifid in terms of national unity. Through schools, mass-media 

and the like, westeniization is easily introduced and its values are well promulgated. In this way, 

the Indian people are induced to reject their own culture, while the western one is continually 

shown as the best way of lifè. This has definitely been the major irnpehis of acculturation and has 

generated serious coniùsion among Indians. Indigenist policies have caused discrimination against 

features of Indian culture and against individuals. This systematic discrimination has been 

reidorced by others to the point where it is being self-produceci in fmlings of inferiority and self- 

hate. 

ui Mexican economic relations, it is acceptable to offer &r payment for hdians' goods 

and Iabour. Intermediaries, who pay aImost nothing for Native products, exploit an endemic 

discrimination. A clearly delineated racial discrimination is manifesteci in the fict that the wages 

for Indian persons are often lower than the rest of the population. 

Indigenism has exerted paternalistic political constants that are based in patterns of 

colonial times. This is evident in the loss of sovereignty of Indian peoples, where ïndigenism has 

created politid impotence and resentment against the elite power. Specifically, indian resentment 

is directed against the so-called 'familia revolucionaria ' ('revolutionary fkmily'): the owners of the 

nation-state7s power, economy and land; the main agents of expIoitation in al1 matters regarding 

Indian population and territory Additionally, they deny Indian reprwentation and self- 

determination; indigenist bureaucrats decide and speak in the name of indigenous peoples. Thus, 

they impose conditions of marginalisation, exploitation and discrimination, undewaluing and 

stigmatising Indian self-identity as that of its cornrnunity. In the confiision creaîed by that 



impotence, they have generated ways of Me that affect and destroy the Indian communities, such as 

alcoholism, violence and physical and social isolation. 

Indigenism has rep1icak.d colonial patterns, both openly and in a covert manner (Inown as 

neoîolonialism)." Even thougb indigenist ideology was bom out of a desire to ameliorate the 

spiritual and material situation of Natives, as was Las Casas' mission, five centuries Iater it can be 

seen that indigenism has worked as the major force in the demolition and disappearance of many 

cultures. Political and economic power has been held by European invaciers (Spanish, English, 

French, Portuguese and so on) even though independence has been declared and revolutions have 

occurred. Like holding hancis, power has been passed through generations of European 

descendants. 

For the propagation of westemization, indigenism has applied three important tools: 

education, language and culture. The indigenist educational process is oriented to promoting and 

teaching Spanish language as a way to transfom cultures and values, assimilating lndian people to 

the national society in a clear process of homogenisation. Tresierra refers to indigenism as a state- 

policy that has effectively and systernatically obstmcted autonomous, independent indigenous 

efforts to organise rnovements of national ~ c o ~ e . ~ '  Also, it has denigrated the personality of Indian 

peoples, pushing and implement hg ethnocidal, genocidal and ecocidal practices . The exclusion 

fiom power and marginalisation caused by indigenism has affecteci the real integrity of the nation- 

state as manifestai in hdian m e d  rebellion? protesting centuries of discrimination and violence. 

It has become clear that the neo-liberal government implements programmes towards 

indigenous peoples that are intirnately related to the broad economic and political goal of the state. 

These programmes are ethnocidal and in many cases, have provoked cultural extermination, 

particuiarly where the MI and other natiod secretaries enable and control the incorporation of the 

Indians into the national and global capitalist schemes by eliminating their economic and cultural 



identity. It is necessary to stress that this process uses conftsion to acceierate the process of 

acculturation of Native people.37 

In recent years, globalisation and nediberalism have increased poverty levels. lndigenism 

is the iddogical pla$iorm for state action to ensure control over indigenous peoples through cu- 

optation and dienation; but d e n  it fkils, the state opts for repression and violence. Oppression has 

been mother result of indigenist poiicies towards Indians in Mexico which is also directed at 

mes& population. Physical violence by the military and by the state has becorne a constant; the 

military and civil police forces have made themselves felt in numerous cases, as in the 1995 

slaughter at Aguas Blancas, Guerrero, where seventeen Indians were killed, and in the repression to 

the vi1Ia.e of Tepozîliin, Morelos (1995-present). Landowners have increased oppression with the 

s d I e d  guardiris blancas (civil guards), as have entrepreneurs who seek to exploit natural 

resources. The oppression of the Indian peoples has fàcilitated a displacernent from their lands, 

which for them, is the means to physical suNival and collective identity. There is an hcreasing 

migration due to a decreasing land-base and econornic pressures. This has forced the tndian people 

to leave their homes to seek employment outside of their communities. 

The state indigenist position has relegated the indigenous peoples' cultures to that of a 

subailture3' within a more 'civilised' official culture. The resulting cultural diminution sets up an 

imaginasr problem of integration. Aguirre B e l t h  States that this views indigenous peoples as 

minorias subdesarrolladas (underdeveloped minorities) and as a problem for the republic, due to 

their inherent historical rights. In this framework, the Indian condition of existence is one of basic 

survid. In social terms, they occupy inferior social levels and as Indians, they have been 

subsurned within homogenising policies. As a group, they are appreciated only as a folkloric 

element, subject to exploitation and mistreatment. 



As a result of its histoncal process of marginalisation, indigenism has Lihibited indigenous 

peoples fiom making legislation and having political representation. Moreover, legislation has been 

b d  on individualis~n,~~ ciemoolishing the legal and political personality of indian people. There is 

no full recognition in the Mexican Political Constitution with respect to political, territorial or legai 

rights. This has meant the margidisation of potential actors in the country's deveIopment as welI 

as development of its pople." The siate has created deficient conditions for the integral survival of 

Indian peopIes and the latter have inevitably become dependent upon the state. Indigenist politics 

have denied Indian peoples the possibility of exercising selfdetermination which implies the re- 

production and re-creation of their policy-making. Some indigenous leaders who are attached to 

politicai parties have seats in the Congress or the Senate but only represent the parties' interests 

rather than indigenous peoples' issues.'" 

indigenist policies regarding amelioration of their conditions and goodwill toward hdian 

peoples have ody been hetoricai. The reaIity is the articulation of ethnocidal practices. This has 

resulted in the disruption, migration, extreme poverty and present wginalisation of Indian peoples 

and, specifically, in the acculturation reflected in deformed cultures built throughout centuries of 

coIonialism. hdïgenism has become the main ideology in contemporary history for extenninating 

every vestigial pattern of Indian cultures. The same ethnocidal ideology has also created racism 

and rejection to the roots of their cultures, converthg the Indians and their cultures into folklore. 

Indigenism, in this sense, has undervalued the real value of Indian civilisations: their art became 

handicraft, their science is referred to as witchcraft, their languages are called dialects and their 

culîures, subcultures. 

Moreover, indigenist policies have denied the right of hdian civilisations to the 

preservation and development of their own ways of life, justice, dignity, history, cosrnovisions, 



philosophies, socialanomic relations, arts, languages, sciences, self-governance and self- 

cietennination. 

As Stavenhagen asserts, indigenism is used by the state as a way of manipulation and 

ideologicai and political control of Indian communities exerted by indigenist bureau~rats.~~ 'The 

c u m t  state has exerted political denial and control over the hdian peoples based on a colonial 

 tat te'" Current Mexican state policy of eînadesarrollo (ethndevelopment) is, as Stavenhagen 

notes, 'mis de Io mirno" (more of the same) rhetoric to cuntrol Indian peoples and give 

concessions combined with repression, but still airning at the elimination of the indigenous cultures. 

In recent years, this ideology has becorne more threatening with increased Indian mobilisation as a 

response. Indigenism under the banner of national unity does not accept the possibility of self- 

govemrnents and sees hdian mobilisations as a threat to national integrity (sovereignty). In their 

perspective, Indian nationalities, simply do not (and must not) exist . 

2.2 Indian Resistance 

In spite of denial of Indian selfdetermination, Indians have resisted assimilationist 

methods and maintained their cultures fiom colonial times until today. The exercise of autonomy 

has continuai in resistance and practised outside the law. It has been noted that the Constitution 

does not recognke the Indian right of selfdetermination. The symbolic politics have been key 

&ors for punuing selfdetermination and s u ~ v a l .  In order to revert negative self-images that the 

state and the dominant society have created, Indians have experienced cultural renewal by 

W o r m i n g  negative images into positive ones. In this way, Natives have construaed a proud 

sense of Indian identity through Indianisrno ideology. Jhappan explains this phenornenon as 

symbolic reversal, where Indians' values are contrasted with those of the dominant society; 

highlighting the best feahires of their cultures (like arts, witing, music, language and the like), 



Indians are rebuilding seWanfidence and respect in order to overcome the state's aim to erase 

their identity. In this sense indians are confionthg assimilationist and paternalistic practices by 

assuming a political posture of resistance through militant strategies, (Indian rebellions and 

traditional organisations). In Mexico, Indianisrno ideology (community-building which has created 

a cornmon Indian identity) bas b a n  strengthened due to latest armed rebellions and pcefùl Indian 

organisational -es. There is a rebirth of Indian stmggle based on Indian nationalism. Indians 

have thus becorne the main focus of national agenda- hdian resistance has allowed to constmct 

wiified political organisations (as ANIPA and the Plural Group) which, as Jhappan states, go 

beyond local, linguistic and religious barriers, creating a solid basis for cornrnunity-building by 

maximising similarities and conunon interests. 

2.3 Indianisrno as the Counterpoint of lrrdi'genismo. 

The continued existence of Indian cultures and nationalities is a result of an Indiankt 

stniggle for s u ~ v a l  by, and for, Indians and not because of any of the state's indigenist policies. 

The ideology and the theoiy of ~ndianismo.~ as Bonfil Batalla suggests, is the cornterpoint to 

eurocentric attempts to assimilate indigenous ideologies and practices. While indigenism defines 

and justifies the state's policies toward Indian peuples which have labelleci Indian peoples as inert, 

targeting the Indians as objects rather than subjects, Indianismo opposes western domination. By 

assuming a political posture and reversing the n o m  of the dominant society, Natives are 

reclaiming their cultural identities and a place within the state. Evidently strategies of symbolic 

reversal and symbolic cornpetition have reinforceci Indianismo ideology. 

Aithough the ideology of Indianisrno is based on five centuries of struggle, it has been 

revitalised and strengihened relatively recently with the resurgence of indigenous peoples' 

movements throughout the hemisphere in the last two or three decades. The findamental impetus 



for the hdianist response has been the ethnocidal and genocidal practices exerted over hdian 

The vision of this ideology is laid out in the Dechration of Ollantaytambo (1980) by the 

Consejo Indio Sudamericano: 

We rea fkn  Indianisrno as the central category of our ideology, because its 
vital philosophy advocates seIf-detennination, autonomy and the 
socioeconomic and political selfdirection of our peoples and because it is the 
only life aitemaiive for the world today, which is in a total moral, economic 
and politicai crisis? 

Indianisrno as an expression of symboIic cornpetition rejects westemization, consumerism, 

capitalkm and developmentalist policies which have destroyed the environment and disrupted 

Native peoples. In contrast, Indianisma pursues de-colonisation and the recognition of self- 

determination based on historical ri&. The organiseci Indian movements and meetings in regional, 

national and intemational contextsy form the basis of wnternporary Indianisma ideology, Indian 

political thought opposa westemzoloniser ideology. It shows that the Indian was never conquered 

but, in fkt, invade. by the colonisers who exercised imperialism. There was no surrender or 

consent by or fiom indigenous peoples to the occupation of their lands or their exclusion from 

socioeconornic and political rights. 

As Bonfil Batalla says, western-style revolution, M d s m  and the rest of socialist 

thoughts and theones are seen as insufficient and inapplicable to Indian civilisations. Indigenism 

based in eurocentric patterns has failed to assimilate Indian cultures even if it has deeply damageci 

thern. This author stresses the fkct that there was an invasion, and not conquest, reflected in the 

domination, violence and force creating dismption, dependence and stnrggles. 

Indianisrno is an ideology and practical guide for Indian poiitical action, becoming the 

contemporary expression for Indian raistance, aiming at selfdetermination and demanding 

political participation within the nation-state. Indianisrno is dramatically opposed to indigenism. 



Indignism means officiai integrationist policies, whereas Indianismo means survival and the 

struggle to be mgnised as Indian nationalities, as indian people with the right as peoples to hold 

seKdetennination. As wiU be seen below, the latter concept, in the Indianismo ideology, does not 

mean secession but recognition of lndian peoples in the ftamework of the nation with constitutional 

rights- 

2.4 Conclusions 

By claiming their cultural identities and exerting a political posture, Indians have 

strengthened the Indianisrno ideology in order to be heard by the state. Furthemore, Indians' 

symbolic politics through the use of symbolic cornpetition and symbolic reversal, are challenging 

the indigenist-state positions. Indianisrno has become a developed politid ideology of opposition. 

In the present context, Indianisrno is demanding a fàir place in the nation-state in which 

indigenous peoples are to be recognised and considered as the mot, the original inhabitants and an 

important sector of the Mexican population wiIike the actual situation where they do not have any 

actual representation as such in the nation-state. 

Miunisrno has been a continuous struggte against oppression, expressing themselves as 

mie nati~nalities,~ baseci on a distinctive ideology in opposition to that proposeci by the nation- 

state. A key Fdctor in Indianismo is the decolonisation of history. It seeks to build a nation fiom 

its own mots rather than importing western models; the ones which have only endangered hundreds 

of cultures. 

1 suggest, therefore, that the alternative political proposais (short-term and long-term) of 

creating pluri-ethnic regions in Mexico should be included in the national Constitution and in the 

composition of the nation-state. This means creating the conditions for the participation of indian 

peoples in Mexico who must be recognised in the Constitution, which must make direct reference 

regardhg power for Indian peoples. The state should not only seek partial accommodations 



h u g h  amendments in the constitution, for this does not ailow for the full recognition of indian 

self-governments. In contrast to govemment claims, the Indian cal1 for self-government has no 

secessionist intentions, but raîher, is a proposai to be part of the nation in specific t e m  (irnplying 

the creation of one more level of govemance). 

The only way in which Native peoples can escape fiom the current situation of 

margidisation and poverty is that the state takes into account their demands. The latter m u t  be 

c-ed out by the federal Constitution, acknowledging their legal status as peoples and their right 

for seEdetermination expresseci in autonomy within the Mexican state framework, and taking into 

account social, politid and cultural rights. In such a framavork, social development has to be 

carrieci out by indigenous people for indigenous peoples, improving education in their cultural 

conte* improving health among them with their own systems. 

The state should deal with hdianismo ideology as an inherent right, alIowing the organiseci 

participation of Indian peoples in the decision-making processes, planning and development. The 

state must recognise itself as multinational and allow for a strong multi+thnic nation where peace 

with justice and dignity may prevail. It should eliminate the discriminatory policies and iNI 

proposais, burying the eurocentric perspective in the ideology and practice of indigenism. 

Once self-government is recognised by the nation-state, Indian peoples will be able to 

increase their capabiIity, contributhg to a solid base of development for the nation, embracing 

other ways of approaches to development. If the conditions worsen for indigenous peoples without 

land-bases and political representation, the destruction of Indian cultures will continue and the 

stniggles for suMval will become both more pronounced and more of a threat to national unity, 

and civil society will be affêcted. With the advance of privatisation and modernisation of the state, 

the indigenist practice will become more violent and repressive in response to Indianisrno demands. 



Since it is pluriethnic in composition, the nation-state must recognise itself as a pluri- 

national state. As Nahrnad ~ i t t o n ~ ~  points out, the state has the ciuty to rethink the indigenist 

ideologies and models built fkom the colonial eurocentric schemes. Therefore, the state has to de- 

colonise the nation, allowing for true integration, recognising politicai rights for those nationalities 

or so-called ethnic minorities. The key Etctor is the distribution of national incorne benireen the 

vicths of indigenism who are the poorest of the poor anci, at the same the,  as a contradiction, the 

original inhabitants of Mexico. 

It is fundamental to take in to consideration the decolonisation and reconstruction which 

permit a multinational nation with a personality of its own. This would enable development based 

on its roots rather than inappropriate imported models which oniy have enriched a few voracious 

people. The state will have to approach a polycentnc muIticulturalism which involves a 

''restnicturing and re-conceptualisation of power relation between ~ommwiities",~ referring in this 

case to the reIationship between nation-state and Indian peoples. 

The unfair current coIoniaI relationship between Natives and the dominant society that 

Indians have lived for five centuries has led them to resist in a stmggle for survival. In the last few 

decads, they have been seeking to recover selfdetermination by using strategies of  symboiic 

politics, among others. 
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Chapter 3 

Policies Exerted Over Indian Peoples From Colonial Times in Mexico 

As seen in the previous chapter, the state's indigenist policies have been designeci since the 

invasion to assimilate a d o r  wipe out Mexican Lndian peoples. At the same the, they have creaîed 

negative images and stigmas over them. While the policies have changed over the,  the underlying 

intent has not, and it has resulted in a massive human ri&& violation and an ongoing political 

instability. Indians' response has been not oniy physical rebellion but also symbolic cornpetition 

and symbolic reversal. The former asserts the superiority of the minority and points out the 

uiconsistency of the dominant society's, values and practices; the latter htends to highlight self- 

determination, self-government and autonomy (see Chapter 4) and uses 'cultural genocide' as the 

concept to describe the objective of indigenist policy (seen in the previous chapter). Despite the 

Mexican state's attempt at assimilation, Native peoples have suMved and have resisted policies in 

various ways. At the community level, there has been a historical record of cultural resistance, 

defence of their languages, education, religious and medicina1 practices, exchange of goods and 

decision-making processes. There has been ongoing armed resistance to neo-liberal policies. These 

policies have led to higher levels of organisation arnong Indian communities since the 1970's. 

The present chapter is divided into three main sections that reflect the policies exerted over 

hdian peoples since colonial times in Mexico. First, cornes the disruption and invasion of Meso- 

Amencan civilisations. Second, the chapter refers to the coIonial p e r d  and the treatment of the 

Indians, property nghts such as land rights, and the colonial implications for Native cultures. 

Third, the indigenist policies of the nation-state fiom Independence to present tirnes are analysed in 

ternis of Indian rebellions, the Mexican Revolution and the Constitution of 1917. The refom to 

Articles 4 and 27 of the Constitution are also analysed within the fkamework of the policies of 



ment and current Me'ucan govemments versus Indian positions. From the latter, this chapter 

shows that the capacity for seLfdetennbtion among Indians d l  exists despite five hundred years 

of imposed colonial patterns and indigenist pfactices. Before Europeans' arrival, civilisations were 

flourishing in Meso-America, exercising self-detemination among them. 

3.1 General Notes on Meso-America Before the Spaniards' Invasion 

Within the Meso-American civihation, there existed several cultures that were well 

developed, exercising welldefined political, social, cultural and religious Nnctions. Before the 

Mexica-Nahuas or Aztecs were settled in the centre of Mexico, large organisations and cultures 

were already developed, such as the Otomi-Teotihuacans, the Otomi-Toltecs, the Olrnecs, the 

Zapotecs, Mi- and others. The Mexicas developed their culture by hcorporating the cultural 

traditions and social and economic patterns from these older cultures.' 

The Triple ~lliance' that had been established among the Mexica, the Tepaneca and the 

Acolhuas, controlled the whole area. The Mexica-Nahua culture was the strongest, particularly by 

15 19. The State of the Triple Alliance Mexica-Nahua, became the dominant one in Meso-America 

before the Spaniards' arrival. Its dominion generated a miIitary, politid and economic hegemony 

over other states in the area. The Mexica-Nahua state (the SeAorio) controlled the economic system 

through a tribute collection programme, which consisted of demanding products fiom different 

states as payment to the dominant state.' The Mexiw were aware that they were not to destroy the 

local institutions and respected the privileges of the other states. For e m p l e ,  tribute was paid in 

granos (grains), mantas (dresses) or in persona1 senices, but the Mexica rulers did not demand 

thaî the local people leave their lands nor did they destroy their social or political organisations 

which had existed pior to their arriva1 and dominance. 



The cowicil of the Triple Alliance elected the main Tla~mni (in Mexica, it means d e r  of 

the Meso-Amencan state who received orders fiom the Council), who was in charge of the 

Executive Power and was also Chief of the Confederation h y .  It must be noted that the states 

were autonomous, each baving its own political organisations and its own tlatooni and tlaroque 

(plural of Tlatoani). They also each had a rnilitary-religious leader: the huey tlatoani, who 

exercised power together with the mil iw  governors: cuauhtiatoque, tlacatecameb and tribute 

collectors, the calpixque, who were named by the state's council. 

The political organisation at that t h e  in other regions was very like that of the Mexicas'. 

Taking a closer look at the political structures, ranging fiom the smallest to the most cornplex, we 

SUI see that the srnallest politid unit was the culpulli, or group of fàmilies living in one small 

locality. A number of calplli (calpultin) had a Council in which every calpulli was represented by 

a chosen leader. Every Council dealt with local disputes and problems independently. A 

representative of the Council was named as the Tlatouni who received orders from the Council; 

one or more persons were selected, sharing the religious and military power with him. Often, a 

state was composed of a group of Calpultin with its own temtory and a certain degree of 

independence. Boundanes between states were marked by zones where people were not allowed to 

live. 

Moreover, those who were rivals of the Triple Ailiance, like Tlaxcala Huejotzingo and 

Michoach, were completely independent states fiom the Mexica-Nahua The organisations 

of these Meso-Amencan nation-states differed in some aspects. However, the brief description of 

the Mexica-Nahua is an example of the developed structures and the degree of cultural 

sophistication that the Native nations of Meso-America such as the Mayas and others had before 

the Europem' invasion. 



3.1.1 Disruption of Meso-Arnerican Civilisation. 1519 -1540 

The arrivai of He& Cortés at Vera Cruz in April 15 19, marked the beginning of 2 1 

years of battle between the Spaniards and the Natives. The Ml of Tenochtitlan in August 152 1 in 

Central Mexico was, in the eyes of the Native peoples, an invasion by the Europeans that disrupted 

the existing poIiticd, social, cuitural, religious and economic systems. 

By means of several expeditions, the Spaniards went out in al1 directions fiom 

Tenochtitlan, destroying the way of life of a11 the different cultures they encountered dong the way. 

When the Spanish became nilers in the Mexica Seiiorîu, they sent military expeditions through 

MichoaCan to Colirna, in the West; to the Huaxteca in the North; Southeast to Tehuantepec and 

beyond, controlling them texnporarily. During this temtorial invasion, the Spaniards forced the 

Wan Arrnies to act against other hdian peoples. The target here was to destroy and erase the 

indian warrior vocation within the colonial regime. Rebellions and resistance broke out al1 over the 

country, including tenitories of the ïîapanecs, the Zapotecs and Mixes frorn the area of Oaxaca, 

and the Chichimecs among others. The Purépecha Seiiorfo in Michoah was defending its 

sovereignty when, in a stniggle, the d e r  Calmnci was executed by the Spaniards in 1530.' 

The Spaniards were voraciously searching for gold, silver and tributes and the last thing 

they considered was the respect that the Indian way of life deserveci. Their aim was to detennine 

the numbers of the Indian populations and exterminate them so as to control the resources of every 

comr of the In general, the p e n d  fkom 1524 to 1530 was very difficult for the old 

Native rulers who rernained in power. They fought among themselves as well as against the 

Spanish encornenderos.' 

At the beginning of the Spanish invasion, and because of the religious doctrines imposed at 

the tirne, the Indians were considered as beasts with no souk and no spirits. The Spanish did not 



understand the Indian religion and spirituality, which was based in a love for the natural elements 

in connection with the Universe. Ironicdy, the Spaniards called this 'pagan life', even though 

Indians were wisely haadhg both civil and ritual calendars, hterconnecting the corresponding 

activities. One of the main goals of christianisation was to change Indigenous political systems and 

to iatroduce the Spanish language to create dominion ovet hdian peoples. Felipe II set up 

punishment for those who peaisted in using their own languages. Around the eighteenth cenhiry, 

the leaming of the Spanish language became compulsory, and laws were passed forbiddhg the 

speaking of local indian languaga. 8 

Attempts to christianise the Indians were justifiecl on the grounds that they were savage 

neophytes and devil-woahippen. This was the argument of the Spaniards towards the Crown, 

which served as the means to justify the devastation. The indigenist policies of the clergy and the 

otate established the evangelisation towards Indians. When, by the end of the sixteenth century, the 

Vatican and the Crown of Spain recognised them as human beings, they becarne vassals with 

nstncted capacities legally imposed that stated that the Indians must remain under a tutelage 

regi~ne.~ 

M e r  the initial period of invasion, the process of exploitation continued. The Spaniards 

eliminated many Seilorios. The Indian political hierarchy was destroyed in this p e n d  together 

with other important aspects of their diverse and rich cultures, such as indigenous spiritual 

piactices. Deaths due to diseases corning fiom Europe also led to cultural decline in Meso- 

America. 

In those towns which S U M V ~  the initial pend  of destruction, the style and urban setting 

of the indian cities, t o m  and calpultin were altered and displaced to suit the clergy and the 

Spanish authoritia. Co& distributecl almost the entire Native population of Meso-America b y 

way of the encornienda (an assignment of Indians who work to serve the Spanish grantee with 



tributes and labour, also the area of the Indians so granted). Thus, al1 the communal lands were 

acguired by the encornenderos (holden of an en~omienda)'~ destroying even the smailest 

commuaity unit, the calpulli. Native peoples were quickly assimilated as a result of the 

encomienaàs. Their culture, religion, political, economic, social systems almost disappeared 

completely. In this way, each Native lord (natoani or governor) with his respective people were 

placed under the protection (en dep6sifo) of the encomendero, whose mission it was to transfomi 

them into Chrisbans and vassals for himself and the Spanish King. 

The assimilationist process developed by the Spaniards becarne brutal and oppressive. The 

encomiendas were designed in such a way that they could take fiil1 advantage of the ïndigenous 

states. One, two or more encorniendas were set up in one Native state, or conversely, a number of 

states could be under the regime of one encornienda controlled by one encomendero. 

These encorniendas often changed ownership, especially in the first decade of the invasion 

and beyond. After 1550, the encomiendas were put under the jurisdiction of a royal magistrate. 

One such jurisdiction was the Marquesado del Valle, in Oaxaca (1529), mled by He& ~ortés." 

It consisteci of twenty-two separate encomiendas and the right to their tributes, lands, vassals, 

incorne, pastures, and water and with it the priviIege of exercising civil and criminal jurisdiction 

and appointhg magistrates. 

In other places, such as Valle Matlatzinca (Valle de Toluca), the encorniendus were under 

a crown inspecter called corregidor who collected tribvtes (taxes) h m  the peoples for the 

Kingdom of Spain. The corregidor was like the King's magistrate and could exercise justice, 

exerting his own mandate. Under their own radical practice of justice, the Native population 

declined and the cash value of the tributes followed." 



To cornpensate for barbarïties committed against him, the Spanish Crown gave the 

descendants of Moctezuma some encorniendas in perpetuity (like the ones Cortés had acquired). 

However, the Native encornenderos did not take part in the Spanish governrnental apparatus. 

3.2 The Colonial Period 1541-1821 

The real impacts of the procedures carried out towarck Indian peoples d u ~ g  the p e n d  of 

coIonisation were varied. Native people were oppressed and inhibited fiom exercising self- 

govemment, and the procedures enabled the Spaniards to take advantage of the Native people and 

use them as came de canon (cannon fodder) to becorne independent of the Spanish Crown. This, 

however, was done without rnodifjmg the Native peoples' status, thus perpetuating their status as 

a 'problem' for the national state of Mexico, which even today, advocates modernisation policies 

and the appIication of assunilationist, indigenist, coIonialist, imperidist and cosptionist methods 

toward the indigenous peoples. This has resulted in the desired outcome as far as the govemment is 

concerne.: the systematic diminution of the indigenous population. 

Indigenist theory argues that in the policy implemented t o ~ a r d s  hdian peoples from the 

sixteenth to the seventeenth century, there existed a generous consideration that recognises the 

humanity and freedom of Natives. It also argues that colonial oppression did not completely 

destroy the civilisation of the Indian cultures." However, what in fàct did happen was that the 

disniption caused by the invasion created chaos. It obviously did not respect the fieedom nor the 

humanity or the property of indigenous peoples as peoples: neither did it allow for their own 

maintenance and administration of their govenunental institutions. 

From 15 1 9 to 182 1 (Colonial period) and al1 through the Independence pend, from 1 82 1 

to 1910, the policies applied towards indigenous peoples in Mexico have b a n  very similar. During 

the Spanish period, there was a cultural shock between the Europeans and the Native cuItures, 



which produceci a resistance and permanent stniggle fiom the latter. On the other hand, Spanish 

administration generated an ideologicai, practical and institutional attitude in order to dissipate and 

destroy indigenous institutions and populations. 

One can distinguish contradictions in the history written by the invaders themselves. At the 

same time they were praising the Indians for their tremendous capability, the Spanish were trying 

to disqualify the indigenous civilisations by arguing they were barbarous and idolatr~us.'~ 

As Zavala and Miranda point out, the methods applied have appeared in various modalities 

which ought to be studied in the context of the period. This is characterisai by Christian 

patexnaiism of the Austrian Dynasty in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The Illustrateci 

Despotism (Ilustrisrno) of the Bourbons was present in both the eighteenth century and the 

egalitarian regime in the nineteenth century . " 

It should be noted that d u ~ g  the colonial period, the overall indigenous population 

decreased. This was partiy due to disease and Iack of food supply (as discussed below). However, 

many other factors were cornbineci to reduce the overall indigenous population: Indian people were 

Sacfificeci during the war against the Spaniards. Slavery and inhuman conditions in the mining 

system were also detennining factors. The price for an Indian slave during this period was lower 

than that for an African or even for the beasts of the Antilles. When the first stage of the invasion 

was over, the Indian rebellions offered the Spmiards a new opportunity to obtain slaves. In 1530, 

the Crown had attempted to irnpede the enslavement of Native people with a Cédula Real (law 

issu4 by the Crown of Spain to be apptied in the colonies). But the invaders did not apply the 

instructions cuming fiom the kings of S p a  who were simply justifjing the growing status of the 

kingdom of Spain. This took place even though some positions against slavery and defence of 

Native fieedom were put forward by men such as Las Casas, Vasco de Quiroga, Fray de 

Sumarraga and P. José   cos ta." 



The political bistory of the new Spanish rulers never took into account Indian political 

structures and lndian nobility was wnsidered in a minimal way. The hposed government was 

divided horizontally into five branches. These were: the civil administration, the judicid, the 

military, the hacien& (Iarge estate or exchequer) and the Church. In the W g ,  Cortés held 

almot aii  of the responsibilities. The fkst Spanish governent in Meso-America was set up with 

the establishment of a municipal council at Vera Cruz in 15 19. The council elected Cortés as the 

Governor and Chief of Justice of the country (New Spain). These titles were confinned in a Cédula 

R e d  " on October 15th, 1522. The municipal system was a deliberate imposition of a European 

mode1 over that of Indian peoples." 

Little by little the Spanish rulers imposed their political system called the Viceroy 

Governent which did not acknotvledge Native governments or governors. Ai1 the positions of 

authority were given to the Spaniards by the King of Spain soon after the invasion. For example, 

the King ordered in 1527 that the municipaIities (ayuntamientos) should be separated by political 

boundaries. 

New Spain was ~ k d  in the beginning by royal governors and deputies until 1529, when 

the first Audiencia (a colonial high court and council of state under a Viceroy or captain general, 

or the area of its jurisdiction) was established. After 1535, the Viceroy was in charge of the 

government, while the Audiencia was the supreme tribunal, not only for New Spain but also for 

Guatemala and New Galicia (the current State of Jalisco in Mexico). 

Some changes arose when, in 1550, a Cédula Real by the Spanish Crown ordered al1 the 

encorniendas to be assigned to one corregirniento (district). By 1570 this order had been Uistituted 

throughout al1 the country. The corregimientos were distri bu ted as sinecures to S panis h residents 

of the capital toms and the political authority to mle the corregimientos was in han& of the 



Alculdes Mayores (royal govemors of the districts). Around 1550, the terms corregidor and 

Alcalde M i o r  were synouymous, for they had identical fiuictions. 

At the beginning of the Spanish invasion, some principal Indian umrnunities Iike the 

&Aorio de Tla~calan'~ were allowed to maintain their internai governrnent with certain stated 

modifications, but were s u p e ~ s e d  by the Spanish authorities. However, d u ~ g  the first part of the 

invasion, they eventually todt even this limited stat~s.~' 

The greatest potitical fractiodisation of New Spain was reached in the 1570s, when there 

were seventy alcaldias mayores and over two hundred corregimientos.*' T o w d s  1600, when 

there was a very reduced Indian population gathered in fewer settlements, certain corregimientos 

were eliminated. in the 1670s and 1680s there was a generd consolidation and adjusbnent of 

boundaries between the alcaldias mayores. Some of them strove to be called Gobiernos like the 

ones in Tlaxcala, Puebla, Acapulco and Vera Cruz Nueva, but they were under the subordination 

of the Viceroy and the 'Audiencia'. In 1786, the colonial govemment was recognised by the 

Spanish Crown. At this t h e ,  there were 116 civil jurisdidions in New Spain which were divided 

into nine intendencias. The alcaldias mayores were redesignated as partidos or subdelegaciones 

mled by subdelegados who had similar functions to the alcaldes muyores. It can thus be seen that 

during the three centuries of the invasion, Mexico was split into many different politicai divisions. 

The ecc 1 siastical division, the fi fth branch of the S panis h Government 's apparatus, had 

considerable political and economic iduence. The Church had designated its own subdivisions of 

provinces through the diocesan boundaries . The Franciscans, the Dominicans, and Augustinians 

had a particular and distinctive division of New Spain into a nurnber of different provinces. Thus, 

each set of boundaries divided up New Spain differently. Their influence was so great that ten 

bishops and archbishops served as Viceroys of New Spain. However, their main role was the 



conversion and persecution of the Native people everywhere. They frequently condemned Indian 

rebels ta death. * 

The main policy applied by the Spanish Crown towards Indian peoples in Mexico, was a 

disposition to allow them to be fiee to change residence, but to keep them separated fiom the rest 

of the Spanish populaîion. The second poiicy literally stipulated that they should gather and be 

reduced into towns of European style." The establishment of reductos or poblaciorres was one of 

the main elements of the Spaniard indigenist policy d u ~ g  the Insular ~eriod? 

These two policies were in contradiction with each other, because the Spaniards were 

living in many of the big cities of indian population and Indians did not have the freedorn to change 

places, but rather, were drawn kto European-style houses. The latter strategy allowed for the 

imposition of Christianity and the better control of their reiigious practices and beliefs? It also 

enabled the Spanish authorities to easily impart the European educational system to a11 the Indian 

people cornerd in such a way. Besides, the Europeans did not respect the Indian towns or cities 

and destroyed the traditional systems of life. When the Crown realised this, it determined to stop it, 

but it was too late. Spaniards, negroes and mulattos were in the main Indian cities. For this reason, 

the Viceroys referred to the Cédula of 158 1. They were opposed to those Spaniards who ill-treated 

the Indian people living in their own cities. However, this did not work because the freedom of the 

Mian people was never accomplished. Viceroy ~endota 'b  refen to the faa that there were many 

extortions from and disturbances against Indian people because they were not respecteci. Mendoza 

asked the King of Spain for their freedom," referring to the pragmatic Sanction of 1480 that had 

been applied to give fieedom to the vasçals in the Peninsula, Spain. So in theory, the f i d o m  of 

residence was set up through Iegal tenns, but in practice, it did not offer such a right. Additionally, 

Indian people were obliged to pay tributw to the Crown of Spain. 



Another law implemented in ttùs period stated that the Indian people cuuld not lave  the 

congregations or gaîherings. This represents the main indigenist Spaniard policy because it allowed 

politicai-religious control. In this sense, the congregation was forcibly created, provoking the 

bumuig of towns, the fleeing to uainhabited regions and individual and collective  suicide^.^ But 

d u ~ g  some periods, such as around 1605, the system was less oppressive, for in that year it was 

stated that the congregaîion must be voluntary. 

The Leyes de Indias which were benign and h d t a r i a n  were never implemented by 

viceroys or by the lower authorities because these laws favoured the ~ndians." 

In theory, the Crown's policy allowed the Indians to have local authonties (municipal 

administrators) and the general and provincial sectors were to be Ieft under the govemance of the 

Spaniards. But the reality was that the indigenous governments were suppressed and indigenous 

authority disrupted. The Viceroy Mendoza, for example, named govemors and ordinary Mayors 

for the indigenous peoples a littIe after he assumed authority. In some conglomerates (reductos) the 

Man Chiefi continued goveming their peoples in the local level, but this oniy went on for a 

couple of years after the invasion. 

3.2.1 Property Rights: Land Rights 

The Spaniards' material voracity was manifestai in the means they used to acquire power 

and wealth. The hdian peoples' desire to maintain and administer the land was never respectecl. 

The colonisers were constantly invading and taking away land fiom the Indian people. On the other 

hand, the Indian vision about the land was, like today, the means to satise their needs or for other 

hctions such as ritual practices. The Spaniards' concept of land was individualist, whereas the 

indian vision was communal and was against hdividualism." The policies based on the 

constitution of the colonial regime regarding Iand issues, created conflicts such as agrarian 

struggles among Indian communities. The economy of Indian people dunng the colonial penod was 



dishirbed b u s e  tbey were used in order to satise the Spaniards' needs. There existed only one 

law, O&M~~ZQ No.10, (1609) which refened to Personai ~ e ~ c e : '  stathg that those Man 

people who were treated as slaves in persona1 services, should be given the time to care for their 

own piece of land. It must be noted, however, that in 155 1, a CPdula ~eal' included in the 

Recopilacidn de las I d a s  had stated not to forbid the Indian people to breed cattle. But the reality 

showed tbat the regdation and the practice of it were never in accord. This generated social and 

economic differences between M a n  people and Spaniards, in favour of the latter. ui commerce, 

the Indians had a legislateci right to sel1 their h i t s  and products - but some restrictions were 

imposed; and the commerce of their products overseas was cornpletely monopolise. by the 

Spaniards. Additionally, the products for the intemal local market-places, tianguis, were prioritised 

for European settlers; indigenous peoples only had access to the lefi-overs. 

For this reason, insurrection and indigenous rebellions were very common during this 

period. Most of them were against the Spanish domination. The biggest and most important 

rebellions towards the Spaniards happeneci in New Galicia in 1% 1, in Chiapas during 17 12 and in 

Yucatan, a h o s t  f i e  years later (176 1). In reaction to these insurgencies, and to the hundreds of 

minor indigenous rebellions that arose through the three decades of invasion, the Spanish 

governrnent mounted great rnilitary campaigns. The fact that there was not a single year during the 

colonial period in which there were no insurrections reflects the constant indigenous resistance and 

their permanent struggle to recover self-government. 

With the European invasion, the population of Indian people decreased not only because 

of the battles against the Spaniards, but also due to the sichessa brought by hem, for which the 

Native people had no natural imunity." AI1 through the three hundred yean of the Spanish 

Colonial domination, there were two main epidemics that resulted in thousands of deaths among 

indigenous populations. One was known as the 'bmotlarahuatZs" or "fifur exontemdico" (typhus) 



and the other was srnallp~x.~ The Indian population was estimateci to be around eighty-five million 

in Meso-America and Arido-Arnenca at the tirne of the Spanish arrival. Three decades later, a 

considerable number of Native communities and regions had completely disappeared. After the big 

srnaifpox epidemics, and under the Royal cornmands stated in 155 1 and 1558, the surviving Native 

people were drawn into communities created by the ~ p ~ a r d s . ~ '  Many Indian people were forced 

to becorne slaves and thousands were taken to perish in the Antilles, while others died in Mexico 

due to the brutal treatment and forcd labour exacted by the ~paniards? Subsequent epidemics 

during the foliowing centuries resulted in the count of perhaps two million people of predorninantly 

M a n  blood by the year 1800, representing half of the total population. The other half were rnainly 

mestims; Spanish creoles accounted for less than 5 % of al1 the population.37 

Furthemore, the application of the policies afEecting Indian peoples resulted in an extreme 

abuse of power because the policies were modifieci arbitrarily by the colonisers for their own sake, 

disobeyng the Céduias ~ea les?  

The Crown's attempt to benefit the Indian people was manifestai in the various Cédulm 

t h  were published during the colonial period which tumed the Mexican indian people into vassals 

of the King of Spain. The Cédulas of 1697, the Cédula of 1725 (Feb., 12), 1766 (Sept., 1 1) and 

1768 (Jan., 16) were very alike, stressing the same point about the benefits to ~ndians," such as to 

work k l y  in the encorniendas, to produce and sel1 their traditional supplies in markets called 

tianguis and were aIso allowed to admiraister their own laws of civil and cnminal justice although 

always limited to an inferior level. 

After k ing mgniseci as human beings (end of sixteenth century) Native peoples were 

disthguished from other segments (espaiïoles-criollos, criollos-mestizos and negros) by social 

statutes. This status (established at the end of the seventeenth century) caused undesirable 

conditions for indigenous peoples on a permanent bais, although the policies of the Crown of 



Spain implemented in New Spain were supposed to aid the Natives and curb the abuses of the 

colonisers. Attempts to dirninish the repercussions of the invasion and colonisation by creating 

Cédulas Reales in fàvour of the Native population fâiled &r a short period of t h e .  The Crown 

began to d o w  for arbitrariness by changhg the CPdulas Reales in fkvour of colonisers, creating a 

negative impact on Indian institutions to the extreme of literaily annihilahg the cc~lpultin.." For 

exampIe, around 1550, an order was sent by the Crown of Spain to the Viceroy of Mexico which 

enabled him to oblige the Native people to work for the Spaniards if the voluntary policy was not 

sufficient to satisfy the Spaniards' adVities. 

The Native peoples' legal status regarding liberty and property given by the Crown was 

mishandled by the colonisers, who were demanding indigenous Iabour for their new enterprises. It 

can be detennined fiom this that there existed a separation between the law and its practical and 

diable applicability. On the scales of social justice, "the voracity for wealth and power ended up 

weighing more than the feeling of ~ustice.'~' 

The indigenist legislation was based rnainly on the Royal or central legislation, which 

collecteci and ratified the dispositions of the Viceroy and the Audience dealing with the problerns in 

the colony. ï h e  Crown ratified the determination of those dispositions. The colonial politics were 

dictated by the Viceroy or by the Audience for the application and execution of the Royal Laws 

and regarding the gaps left by the latter. The jurisprudence of the tribunab, council of the Indies, 

and the Audience collected the interpretations given to the laws, regdations or orders reIated to the 

Natives. Ancient indigenous customs, which were to be observed by mandate of the Royal Crown 

on August 6th 1555, were transgresseci because of the adaptation regarding the Catholic religion 

and Spanish laws imposed upon the hdian peoples. 

The means to 'defend' the Indians were in the hands of the Viceroy Govemors, Audiences, 

Corregîdores and Alcaldes Mayores and there \vas a special Magistrate set up. Noms were 



established witli regards to abuses to M a n  people that had been c h e d  out throughout the 

colony. 

in reality, however, the hdigenous Jurisdictional Sector did not exist and the Spanish 

Jurisdictional Sector was afEected by the Viceroy, who received the Indian people through the 

General Audiences, creating confiision regarding his cornpetence on serious Indian matters. This 

produced cunflicts between the Viceroy and the Tnbitnai (the General Jury) with consequent 

damage to the Indian people." 

The fictional protection by the state of Spain through the application of assimilationist 

policies to Indian people produced a tutelary regime. This treatment reduced their degree as human 

beings to an even more degrading status than the initial category nominateci by the Crown of Spain. 

The hunediate consequence of this was that the indian peoples' possibility of exercising their own 

ways of governance was completely disregardeci. The growtb of the big haciendas by encroaching 

on the lndian communities and populations is a constant factor. It genefôted prolonged judicial 

processes by Indians to recover their lands through the litigios (land daims) before the Crown and 

Viceroy, where the traditiond au thon ties were acting as representatives of Indian peoples ' 

interests. The protection of indigenous rights was compromised by the inevitabIe support the 

Crown gave to the colonisers. This support enabled the penetration and growth of the European 

society in the religious, political and emnomic fields." 

3.2.2 The Bourbon Dynasty 

The Crown's indigenist ideologies were fornulateci during the Austrian Dynasty in the 

eighteenth century (the Austrian House Dynasty refers to the royal h i l y  that was goveming 

Spain during this epoch) by using paternalistic Christianity as a fundamental basis. This religious 

system sanctifiai the stratification of social classes, supposedly for their own benefit, reducing the 

Indian population to the lowest degree and condition in the supposed hierarchy of human beings. 



The assigneci category refers to the lndigenous people as being the ' 'k t  of the body of the 

Republic." Their conception was that although Indian people must be treated with great 

consideration, they must not be allowed to quit their niche nor be raised to the superior cIasses. 

Even ifthose statutes meant thai the Indian people obtauied some kind of recognition from the state 

in Spain, it itself undemllned their status, enabling the colonisers to enslave them and exploit their 

properbes. 

During the Bourbon epoch in the eighteenth century, the imperial powers implernented 

ideologies of the Austnas which stated that a big monarchy or imperial dynasty could embrace or 

withhold provinces that had different laws and customs. Thus, the Spaniards took advantage of this 

theory to exert their power over rnany indian populations. Even more, the assimilationist and 

centralist positions were also implemented by them because they offered advantages for exploiting 

natural resources. The establishment of uniformity and hegemony with respect to languages and 

customs of the Indians was the key factor underlying their ideology? 

Spain participated in this voracity by imposing a tax amounting to the fifth part of the 

tributes and the merchandise produceci by the Indian peoples and the colonisers. 

As rulers of the Spanish state in the eighteenth century, the Bourbons modifiai the mode of 

production in its colonies. In New Spain they increased the taxes, promoted the intensification of 

production and strengthened the military senrices of the state of Spain, which for the creoles, meant 

tahg advantage of the so-calleci 'feet of the Republic', treating the Indians as slaves. The 

Bourbons maintaineci the assimilationist policies towards Indians introduced by their predecessors, 

and considered the indians as vassals, with some civil right.. But these relative 'protectionist' 

policies were soon underminai by the colonisers for their own benefit. 

The limited 'protection7 instituted in the eighteenth century by Spain was buried by the 

creoles' system of haciendas which had the real intent of using the Indian people as the colonisers' 



private slaves. By this tirne, Indian property and the population had been considerably reduced. 

The W r  were pushed by the hacericiadossis to becorne indebted in advance through the Sistema de 

Raya." One of the ways to oblige the fke Indian people to work, was the system of indenture 

which was rnainly practised in the hacie&s (exchequers). The hcendado irnplemented this 

system by Iending money in advance and placing the Indian in legal and economic dependence. The 

Spanish G w e m e n t  implemented important m a u r e s  to limit the amount of legal debts by issuing 

several Cédulas Realks. But in r d i t y  the debts were never Iimited, nor were they eradicated. The 

Indiaris were not allowed to leave the hacienda without paying their debts. 

Debt peonage was also adopted to force Indian into work in the mines." This work was 

descnbed in the indigenist discourse of this period as voluntary. The Spaniards used the same 

systtm as that for the haciendas, using the Sistema de Raya to endebt them and their descendants. 

The punishment of Indians who worked in the mines was not monetary but took the form of heavy 

woric, beatings, mutiIations or death. This meant that the Ilustrisrno did not bring any benefits; on 

the contrary, the Indians were extremely exploited. By the end of the colonial regime, in 1821, 

Spaniards were still canyuig hand~uffed prisoners with chahs around their necks fiom the 

northem provinces to the capital of New Spain, Mexico-Tenochtitlan. Some of these slaves were 

placed in the haciendas and others were sent to La Habana, Cuba, to work in the Fortifications. 

As slavery increased, Indian rebellions against Spaniards, in pursuit of selfdetermination, 

also augmented. in hct, in the eighty-nine years following the colonial period, there was not a 

single year without Indian insurrections 

nie meth& and treatrnent of the indian people in this Iate colonial epoch constitute the 

precedent for sirnilar patterns and consequent disruptions that are seen in the Independent period 

(1820-1910). 



3.3 Independent Mexico. (1820 - 1910) 

Wgenist ideology took a new fom in the period following the wars of Independence form 

Spain. The French ideology of egalitarianism in the post-revolution period affected Spanish ideas 

regarding policy-making towards indians in the 'New World'. The ideas pro- by some 

libeds sought to abolish the Castas (the different social groups that were distinguished by the 

Spaniards) and indian tribute and tri& to benefit the Indian people who no longer possessed 

properties. By 18 10, the regency exempteci the Indian people from paying tributes, and provided 

them with the land as well as allowing them to vote (considering Articles 24 and 25 of the colonid 

Constitution) to choose provincial creole deputia to negotiate bdian demands in the c o u d g  

However, these political and economic dispositions lasted oniy a short time, because of the 

revolutionary movements for independence in Mexico and the Spanish revolution in 1 8 2 0 . ~  The 

Iiberal thesis thslt inspired the revolution in France (1789 to 1799) was the bais of the conspiracy 

against the Spanish state in the Indies at the begiming of the nineteenth ~ a i h i r ~ . ~ '  

The intellectual authors of independence beIonged to social groups who had been 

increasingly dominant throughout the last decades of the colonial period. As Romero explains, 

politicai independence only fàvoured those who promoted it: the merchts, the clergy and the 

military who were creoles holding second caîegory posts (because they had been born in New 

spain)? The merchants wanted to increase their business, which was being threatened by the 

peninsular monopolists. The clergy needed to maintain their political power and the military 

wanted to hold state power." These sectors were thus attempting to expand their own pnvilega 

and never truly considered levelling-out with the rest of the population. Thus, Indian people did not 

obtain any benefit fiom the Independence movement and were once again seen as the 'feet of the 

Republic'. They were even referred to as the state's 'symptomatic problem' because they were seen 

as a handicap to economic growth and modernisation. 



One of the main elements of change that independence brought was in the status of Indian 

peoples who changed fiom king slaves in the encorniendas to peasants in the hacienlias. With the 

new liberal economy policy, Indians became in touch with the capitalist system using cash value 

through the Sistema de Raya where they were paid for the work. However, the liberals took 

advanage of the Sistem de &va in order to tie Indians into forced labour. Furthemore, the new 

political composition of the new nation-state split Native temtories even more, endangering their 

integ-ity as nations. 

It can be argued that the politicai status of Natives rernained the same as in colonial times, 

as they were ignored in the constitution of the nation-state and thus left outside of the decision- 

making prmesses. The perpetuation of indigenist policies did not change due to the fâct that the 

political class exerted the same assimilationist patterns and the continuation of stigmatisation over 

Indians persisteci even though the Crown was seeking the irnplementation of some beneficial 

policies for indians, and during the transition toward the Independence War (1810 - 1821), some 

masures were adopted in fàvour of Indian peoples and castas. When Father Hidalgo (Leader of 

the Independence movement) declared the abolition of slavery and the exemption of tributes, he 

was pursuing some benefits to establish a balance between opulencia (referring to the high 

bourgeoisie and aristocratie social classes) and 'indigence'. However, it must be rernembered that 

thousands of Indian people died and were used as 'cannon fdder' by the creoles, who, after the 

Independence War, repeated similar methods and policies to undermine indigenous peoples even 

more. During the independence movement, the creoles invited the lndians to rebel against the 

hacendados (the peninsular Spaniards) and the Crown of Spain. Thousands of Indian people 

became involved in the independence movement led by the creoles in the hope that they could 

becorne free and exercise self-government with independence and autonomy. However, after the 

independence was declared, the 'new' mlers fell into the same indigenist position setting the Indians 



outside of the composition of the nation-state, reflected in the constitution, where the Indians were 

completely ignored. The revolutiouaries' views about the indians did not differ substantially fiom 

those of their predecessors. The stigmatisation of the Indians continued. Indians were seen as 

unworthy persons and treaîed as infkts under the tutelary regime. One of the main reasons for 

independence in the eyes of the Spaniards bom in New Spain (creoles), was that they could only 

hold second category posts; thus they took advantage of the support of the clergy to rebel agaùist 

the Crown. Both creole groups took overwhelming advantage of the indians to empower their 

movemenf claiming they wouid provide the best living conditions for the hdians and their 

communities. As a consequence, thousands of Indian people were killed during the independence 

movement. The outlook and policies for indigenous MeWcan peoples were, once more, indigenist 

and assimilationist: the systern of tutelage, co-option and homogenisation were king widely 

practised, thus maintainhg the patterns of slavery, and intention to eradicate the lndian cultures 

altogether. 

The general dispositions fiom the insurgents and even more fiom the Spanish courts" 

established social and civil equality between Spaniards, Indian people and mestizos and the 

abolishment of slavery. Hidalgo and Morelos made a decree of these dispositions in 18 10 and 18 1 1 

respectively. The Constitution of Apatzingan in October 22nd 1814s5 and the sarne kind of 

dispositions issued by the Spanish Courts in 18 1 1, 18 12 and the last in 1820 are some examples of 

the policies eIaborated regarding civil equality that were never accomplished. 

Once Agustin Iturbide assumed power as the Emperor, he created the P h  de Iguala 

(Febmary 24th 1821), in Article 12 of the Monarchy Constitution which referred to the equality 

between Indian people, Black people and Europeans as citizens of the Monarchy in New Spain. 

The Constitutions which set up the states o f  the republic, the law proclaimed by Santa 

Anna (in the reform to Constitution of 1824), and the centralist Iaws declareci in 1835, establisheù 



restrictions to civil rights. For exarnple, if a person was a domestic servant, then she lost her civil 

nghts. ùi the same c ~ ~ t u t i o n ,  it was declared that in order to become a deputy, a senator, a 

president or a member of the rnunicipality, the person had to own property, thus denying the 

participation of Native peoples (and rnany others) fiom the very çtart. Of course, these laws did not 

mention Indian peopIes at dl, thus nuilifjing their participation. The Constitution of 1857 

eliminated some of these restrictions but, in practice, there were strong and persistent denials of the 

rights of Indian peoples." 

The general evaluation of independence is expressed by some critical creoles of the epoch. 

Once Guillemo Pneto stated, "independence converted us into the Indians' gachupinos ?' 

(oppressors; gachupinos is a pejorative name given to the Spaniards by the Natives). He was 

referring to the creoles and a certain sector of mestizos. For Carlos Matias de Bustamante, the 

situation of the Indians had worsened with hdependence." The positivist Agustin Aragon, clairned 

that with Independence, the hdians had merely changed tutors and the Congressional tutor dici Iess 

than had the Viceroy or Crown tutors." Independence perpetuated the Indians' limited possibilities 

of king mgniseci as peoples with the right to exert political, economic and cultural control over 

their lives. 

Arguing in favour of equality, the Iiberal indigenist policy tried to erase the charges on the 

Indians (such as tributes and others) and the 'privileges' that were meant to favour them dunng 

colonisation but which, in fict, had made them suEer. This generated a new stage of individualism 

which was counter to the Native way of living, making the comunity system become radical once 

again in an attempt for survivai exerting autonomy outside the law. 

D u ~ g  the thirty-five years of the Porfiriato (the regime of dictator Porfirio Diaz, 1876- 

1911), liberal individualism reached its maximum intensity" Porfirio Diaz, arguing for 

modernisation, introduced industrialisationM to the country, which he said was in the interest of 



'progress for the nation' and specifically, for the benefit of the indians. In the eyes of the 

Porfiriato, the Endians represented a drag on Mexico's progress. During the Porfiriato, the indian 

peoples continueci under the regime of tutelage and a hidden s~ave r~ .~ '  The Indians were still 

working in the hncienhs during the dictatorship and the Iandownea were using the Sistema de 

&p. This means that the old methods were reinforced, for the strategies were modified and 

improved and became profasional. Needless to Say, the ftndamentais b e h d  them were identica~.~ 

Regarchg propertyy the target of the policy in idependent Mexico was to eradicate the 

Indian cornmd properties. The rebellions and opposition fiom Indians did attempt to stop this 

process." However, new property laws declareci the dismantling of Indian temtories and resources, 

reducing them to private property." For emp le ,  the feded govemment set up a Campaia 

Desamortizadora. The law of Novernber 27th, 1824, contained a statute on this matter. 

AfterwardS, the states imitateci the federal measure. This statute becornes more clear in the Ley de 

Desarmoriizucion (lune 25 th, 1 85 6) which declares the elirnination of Indian Communal property 

and smail agricultural property. Through the issuing of a circular, Miguel Lerdo de Tejada, 

Minister of Econorny at the time," promoted and reasserted the disappearance of indigenous 

communities. More of these circulars set the federal governent to activate the desumortizacion of 

the Indian communai lands and ejidos, arguing that the indian peopIe were indifferent. Even 

Maximiliano (emperor of Mexico importeci from Austria), who was trying to 'benefit' the Indians, 

followed liberal policies, because he supported the desamort~zacidn of Indian communal lands.66 

Liberai agrarian poky during the dictatorship of Porfino Diaz brought iùrther disruption 

of the communal Indian lands. During his regime, and fiom 1877 to 1910, the majority of 

anfiscated Iands belonged to the Indians. nie lands were handed out k l y  and the desiindadoras 

companies (which delimited the land) took advantage of this situation, taking 5 1.8% of the land. A 



meagre 1.66% was given to poor fiamers. This shows the big difference created in fàvour of the 

individualistic liberal policies ." 

The indigenist policy during the independence period held, at least in theory, to an 

egaiitarian model, seüing up smdl fàmily property that would work as a capitalistic enterprise. 

However, the development of capitalism and the strengthening of iahfindismo provoked the 

disappearance of communal Indian property. Also, liberalism promoted the equality ofthe Mexican 

citizen in the name of natural rights." 

There were three important results arising fiom indigenist policia: the first was to see the 

Indian as a historical element which could contribute to the formation and modernisation of 

Mexico. This inevitably denied the ancestral rights for self-government, systernatically eliminating 

the hdian institutions in a process of homogenisation. The second factor is the conception of the 

Indian as a labourer. Indigenist policy was set up to deny the Indian the right to work freely, 

ailowing hidden slavery in the haciendas. Through the Constitution of 1857, 'work-fieedom' was 

declared, but this was not for the Indians, who were asked to continue working in personal service. 

As a consequence of the confiscation of Indian communal lands, the regime produced latrfindismo, 

(latifiindia). To strengthen it, the landowners applied the colonial method of seMce through debts 

that were irnposed on Indian people. In other words, this meant modem slavery through the use of 

the Raya system in the haciendas. The third fkctor was the attitude towards the Mians as 

individuals. 1 am refemng to both the concept of 'person' and, more importantly, m the political 

ideology of the liberals. Like in the colonial penod, Independent Mexico treated the indians as an 

inférior race. As an ewmple, the Spaniards (creoles) narned themselves gente de razdn (people of 

reason), as if the Indians were beasts. As a consequence, Indians were minimised in the spiritual 

sense, historically and intellectually. The general results of the indigenist policies were to reduce 

the Indians in numbers and to name and marginalisai them as a 'minority'; detennined not to deal 



with them, the Spanish tagged them as the 'Indian problem'. In contemporary Mexico the nation- 

state has perpetuated the sarne rnethodd9 Another result was the general proletarisation of the 

Indian population due to their loss of their communal properties and the exterminaiion of some 

Indian cultures, as well as exacerbated oppression.m 

In addition, the hplementation of the GeneraI Education Policy during the Porfiriato was 

to impose Spanish as the official language. Garcia cuba7' estimates that in 1877, 38% of the 

Mexican population spùke Native languages. The census of 1895 showed a decrease of Mf of this 

figure, representing 16.6% of the total population, and by 1910 it had been reduced to 12.93% . 

The 'success' of the indigenist policies is reflected in these numbers. Forty-four years later, this 

success was recognised by Gonzalez Navarro, who pointai out that linguistic assimilation had 

surely contributal to national wiity? 

3.3.1 Indian Rebellions 

The policies imposed by the state of Mexico were not met passively by the Indian peoples. 

As a response aga& hegemonic power, hundreds of upheavals arose al1 over the country 

throughout the century of Independent Mexico. Political instability was particularly marked frorn 

1821 through to 1876. It was ody when the Indians, through rebellions, shook independent 

Mexico, that the Indian 'problem' was addressed by the state. But this was done primanly by 

suffocating the rebellions with military strategies. In fàct, rebellions have marked the historical 

resistance and the struggle to recover self-government. 

In the North of Mexico where Indian peoples were struggling for autonomy, since they 

had ken the Ieast touched by the colonisers, the nation-state was promoting methods used in 

colonial times against the so-called ' barbarian' Indians. Iails and militaq colonies were 

estabtished, and religious missions were sent to 'civilise' the Indians. Furthemore, some governors 



f?om states like Chihuahua, Sonora and Durango promoted a barbaric measure around 1849 that 

paid the Indian hunters for each death or for each prisoner. In the latter case, they were sent to 

serve in the haciendas, particularly in Yucatan. 

Oa July 1% 1848, president Jose joaquin Herrera of Mexico decreed that new military 

colonies were established a h g  the recently redefined border with the United States of America in 

order to colonise in a western style that ensured national temtorial integrity. In the state's view, 

this was done because lndian peoples of the northem region of Mexico did not have the sense of 

being part of a national structure. Such an hposed structure denied the Indians' exercise of 

autonomy withui their tenitories which did not coincide with the boundaries established by the 

state. The ideology set up during this period was to eliminate ancient Indian institutions. As a result 

many Indian rebellions amsen which the federal govemment repressed through Mlitary missions. 

The rebelIions were constant and some were very strong. The Mayas (184701853) and Yaquis 

(1885-1909)" declareci separatist wars for autonomy. The chiefs of the insunections by the 

Yaquis were Juan Banderas, followed by Cajeme 18754887 and Tata Hiate 1887-190 1 al1 of 

whom maintaineci an almost uninterrupted struggle. 

Two other important rebellions took place in La Sierra Gorda by the Otomi-fiahnu. As 

noted above, there was not a single year during this pend (fiom 182 1 to 19 10) in which Indian 

rebellions did not occur. These were mostly due to the abuses against the Indians who were seeking 

self-government and autonomy. The indigenists argue that the rebellions were the result of disputes 

over land, minirnising the Indian stniggle and thus justi*g the methods applied. Of course, the 

desamortizacidn of the Indian communities was an important fhctor in the rebellions, but it was 

not the main fàctor. Rather, the principal cause of such conflicts was the Iack of recognition of 

self-government by the state. 



The federai govenunent's response to the rebellions was to repress them militarily. The 

reaction against Mans  did not allow for dialogue or negotiations. For example, the revolt called 

the Sierra Gorda de Xichu in Central Mexico led by Eleuteno Quiroz in 1848 ended with his 

execution in December 6th 1849. 

The Mayan rebellion in 1840 was not a war of Castas (Mayas against creoles) as the 

govement named it, but rather it was a separatist movement with intentions of becoming 

independent fiom Mexico. Thus, the state used rnilitary forces and the persuasion of the clergy to 

pacifl the situation. The Meral govemment used methods such as deportation to remove the Maya 

people. The deportations were not only for war prisoners, but for peaceful Indian people. The 

c m l e  govemment of Yucatan was selling and sending Maya people to Cuba to work in the sugar 

plantations and to serve as slaves." Even though the federal govemment had agreed to suspend the 

M c  of hdians in 1849, the traffic of Indian people had increased. Even children were sold. 

Other recurnmendations and denouncements were made on May 13th, 1860 by deputies against the 

slavery of the Indians. Benito J u h z ,  on May dth, 1861, decreed that the trafic of indigenous 

peoples of ~ucatan'~ was forbidden. nie fight was declared over on June 1% 1904, when the 

Mayas were defeated, but still, on January 2ûth, 1909, another rebellion had sprung up. 

The Yaqui war, which tmk place mainly in the current state of Sonora, was concluded 

around 1904 but still, in 1908, Diaz was informing the congress that some skirmishes were taking 

place in the state and that the Yaqui prisoners were being sent to Yucatan. The Census of 1900 

registered that eighty-five Yaquis had been sent to Yucatan, and by 19 10, 2757 Yaqui pnsonets 

had been forcibly taken there. But according to a North American joumalist, the reported Yaquis 

that were sent to Yucatan added up to eight-thousand.n 

The methods applied by the nation-state cmshed the lndian rebellions, creating confusion 

by tryùig to extinguish the desire for self-government. However, the latter concept has remained 



and Indiaos have built an opposition ideology around if using syrnbolic competitionn as an 

ideologicai strategy a g a h t  indigenist methods. In this sense, the state's political Iiberal ideology 

has been challengeci by Indians through rebellions. 

3.3.2 Mexican Revolution and Constitution of 1917. Politicai Transition: From the Mexican 

Revolution to Today's Mexico: A Retrospective of Events From the Indian Perspective. 

The Porfiriato Regime had imposed authoritarian practices which did not allow the rest of 

the aristocracy to share power. This f'âct, linked to the indigenist methods applied, created 

conditions for the Indians to rebel aga& the nation-state, which in tum provoked the aristocrats to 

fight for more participation in politics. 

Two parallel Indian rebellions occurred during the revolution (19 10-19 19) due to poor 

conditions of the people in a stniggle to recover selfdetennination and land. One was Ied by the 

Nahua-Mexica Erniliano Zapata (in southcentral Mexico) and the other was led by Francisco 

Villa, leader of the Indian peasants in the north of Mexico. However, Villa's agrarian programme 

differed in a number of ways fiom that of Zapata. In south-central Mexico, lands were distributexi 

among peasants immediately after confiscation. On the other hand, Villa's decree stated that the 

confiscated haciendas should remain under state control until the revolution was over (although he 

did pass some over to his lieutenants during the period in question). These two approaches to 

agrarian programmes differed because the population in the north was comparatively srnaller and 

the economy was more focused on cattle-grazing which required a more cornplex administration. 

Thus, Villa resolved to sel1 the cattle to the USA to secure arms and ammunition for the 

revolutionary army; revenues fiom the haciendas were to finance the revolutionary actors, such as 

soldiers, orphans, widows and used to restore usurped village lands Iater. In Zapata's revolutionary 

region, where the population was more dense, action was in response to direats of hunger, so there 



was irnrnediate distribution of agrarian h d s  to bdian peasants. Nevertheless, both agrarian 

programmes created a strong movement seeking justice through the demands for an agrarian 

reform. 

This circum~fance fàvoured the revolutiorwy movement, and, at the same tirne, was 

capiîaijsed by the aristocracy. Francisco Madero, a member of one of the richest EYnilies in the 

North of Mexico, sou& the national presidency on a platforni of "effièctive suffrage, no re- 

election". He established the Plan de San Luis, which skilfiilly embraced the Agrarian Reform. 

However, once he assumed power in June, 191 1, he maintained the sarne social, politid and 

economic structure as the Porfiriato regime. This meant that power only changed fiom one set of 

han& to another. As Bautista points out, the Zapatistas separated fiom Madero because he fkiled 

to accornplish the agrarian postulates of the Plan de San Luis, because Madero did not fiilfil his 

promises to strengthen srnall property in coexistence with the big haciendas. He was being Ioyd to 

his class o r i g i n ~ . ~ ~  

Duhg  the Revolution, the Zapatista movement maintained its struggle because the new 

mlers did not honour their promises of agrarian reform and political rights for Indian peoples.M 

The social situation had not changed for indigenous peoples. The revolutionary aristocratie 

govemments led by creoles Madero, Huerta and Carranza created new 'nul1 conditions' for hdians 

by not recognising them in the political structure of the nation. In this case, the Federal 

Constitution of 19 17 created the ejido," through Article 27, allowing the inclusion of Zapatista 

Movement dernands, but president C a m  denied and nullified completely the recognition of self- 

governent and self-determination for indian peoples. He argued the need for national unity, 

allowing the aristocracy to continue to hold political power. The assassination of Zapata (19 19) 

and Villa (1923) by the federal state represented the temination of the revolutionary phase, and the 

burial of tnie refonn, which would have been the recognition of self-government for Indian 



peuples. From this, the oligarchie 'revolutiona~y %ly' was born, drawn into the Partido 

Nacional Revolucionario (PNR, National Revolutionary Party) which, in 1938 was transfomed 

into the Partido Revoluc~onurio de Mexico, (PRM, Revolutionary Party of ~ e x i c o )  

With the expansion of monoply capitalism in Mexico by creoles, fiom 1940 to 1970, 

when the miIitary Casta was excluded fiom the PRM, (and hence fiom the political arena), the 

financial aristocracy becarne the permanent ruling 'family7 and remains so today. The 

'revolutionary W I y '  (referring to the 'new' governing aristocratie class) becarne represented 

withui the Institutional Revolutionafy Party (Partido Revolucionario Institucional, PRI) in 1946, 

by transformation of the PRM. 

The local and regiond Indianist movernents were struggling not ody for land but for self- 

determination and the defence of their natural resources. The creoles' CO-optation method was 

used to weaken Indian efforts; some paralle1 organisations were createù by the Federal 

govenunent which included representatives of Indian communities. The Indian Supreme Councils 

in the States of the Mexican Republic were funded and included in the National Peasant 

Confederation (CNC) an organisation of the Party-state. 

The practice of indigenism was institutionaiised during the 1940's. President Generai 

Lgfaro Cirdenas (1934-194O), created the Autonomous Depariment of hdigenous ~ f ~ i i r s ' ~  

which later became the lnstihrto Nacional Indigenista, MI. With the iNI actions lndian 

organisations became even weaker during the post-çirdenas period." The main strategy was to co- 

opt intellectual and Zndian leaders into the MI programmes. This provoked senous limitations to 

Indian self-organising. The IN1 prornoted a paternalistic and tutelary regime which  tas 

systematically imposed through methods of destruction, integration, assimilation, and 

ethn~~hagia. '~ n i e  creole revolutionary farnily, applying the indigenist ideology brought by their 

Spanish ancestors, has irnagined the Indian peoples to be a social problem as they have not been 



ef f ive ly  in- uito the state. These 'rninorities' have not been ernancipated, but have b e n  

reduced in numbers by the state. The tendency of indigenist policy is to diminish the numbers of 

Indians, arguing that the mestizos are now a majority in the country. By 19 10, the census classified 

20% of the population as 'white'; 37% as Indians and 43% rne~tiros.'~ 

In reality it is not thal the Indian population has declined so much, but rather that most of 

the Indian people adopted a rnestizo identity due the influence of hegemonic ideology wittiin civil 

society and the policies exerted by the nation-state which recognised relatively better conditions for 

the latter. So, the indigenist poticy implernented through the NI tias irnposed the tags 'indigenous' 

and 'non-hdigenous', recugnising as Indians those who speak the language and who live in an 

Indian community. Within the Indianist ideology, in contrast, a person is Indian not only because 

he speaks the Native language, but also because he or she lives within the Indian patterns of culture 

and has a particular way of thinking; it implies those who have been oppressed for five centuries 

and who do not have the nght to be represented in any way in the nation-state. From this, it can be 

stated that the majority of mestizos are Indians, not onIy because they have not had representation 

but also because they have mostIy lndian bIood. 

Still, the indigenist position treats the Indians as menores de edad (chilken) and as 

ignorant people, creating a hidden racism, not only fiom the whites, but fiom the mestizos toward 

the Indian population as well." It is clearly refiected in the nanow vision of indigenist Aguirre 

Bel& when he states, 'nie indian does not recognise hirnself as a member of a nation, an 

abstraction that ovefills the conceptual world that embraces the namow culture which he has as a 

patrimony' 

The MI applied specific programmes involving education, health, agriculture, justice, 

financial credits, communications; al1 were applied in order to integrate Indian cultures into an 

homogenised society without self-identity. These coercive rnethods deny any possibility for self- 



government, and destroy the basis of Indian cultures, not only as comrnunities, but as 

nationalities* within Mexico. 

During the 1940's, the created the now extinct Departamento de Educacibn indfgem 

(Depariment of hdigaiikt Education), the Deprtamento Autdnomo de Asuntos Indgenas 

(Autonomous Department of Wgenous AfEIirs) and the Direccidn General de Asums Indfgencrs 

(Gened Didon of Indian Affairs). It established residential sctiools for indigenous people and 

established bilingual-bicultural education, tending to create individual and occidental patterns as 

well as the teaching of Spanish as the officia1 national language. Through the Mision Cuhral 

(Culhirai Mission) and Esmela Rural (Rural School), the federal govenunent camed out an 

educatiod policy to integrate indigenous people to the national life, homogenising and cmshing 

the Native cdtures. Indian people resisted, rnanaging to maintain their languages. In 1938, these 

activities becarne part of the Indigenist Department, and in 1 942, they were re-established within a 

new programme, supposdy o f f e ~ g  a better way of life for the indian Cornmunities. 

In the period of President Avila Camacho (194 1-1943) a new educational policy was 

established, cailed the Unidad Nacional (National Unity) which sought the definitive integration of 

hdian peoples. It did not take into account the different cultures and languages, but used the 

slogan: 'T'o give al1 Mexico one language". 

During the decades of the 1930s and 40s, vanous experirnents were carried out to test 

indigenist methods for integrating Natives to the European way of life, through education in 

indigenous communities. For example, the House of Indian Incorporation was created in 1932 with 

the purpose of studying the process of Indian assirni~ation.~~ 

In 1944, with the National Campaign Against Illiteracy, the educational policy changed 

and The Literacy Mtute for Monolingual Indigenous Peoples was created because it was 

discovered, that if the Indigenous person was taught how to write his own language first, the 



process of literacy in Spanish was accomplished more quickly. As the indigenist Aguirre Bel& 

mentioned, the methods had to be tough, to demolish once and for al1 the indian languagesgl 

without any respect for the Indian pemnality. So, the N, later on, initiated a systematic process 

of assimilation, with the intention of creaîing a folkbric image around indigenous cuItures, 

damaging the dignity of the root of the nation. 

From this, it can be said that the indigenous populations have resisted through the 

centuries, but that in the present ceritury, they have been threatened in a more sophisticated way, 

placing them in a position of struggle to survive. Ironically, such stniggle has led to an Indian 

strengthening in the last decades as a response. in order to fulfil selfdetemination in al1 orders, 

Indians are challenging the state through political, cultural, and organisational resistance within a 

national scope. in Jhappan's theory of symbolic politics, this strategy is referred to as symbolic 

reversal, symbolic cornpetition and opposition ideology, community building and routinisation of 

conflict." (See Chapter 1). These forms of resistance are both political and cultural. They can be 

seen in contestations around treatment of illness, as weIl as more obvious struggles over control of 

the land. 

Indigenist policies have minimiseci the pre-colonial medicine referring to it as primitive or 

traditional medicine and replacing the age-old knowledge with more 'civiliseci' or eurocentric 

dlopathic methods. However, high quality Indian medicine has survived not onIy in the indigenous 

cornmunities but in the modem cities too. Furthemore, other advanced aspects in arts and 

sciences, like medicine, were truncated and undervalued throughout the coIonial period. The same 

process hîis been exerted by the creoles during the independent Mexico and in contemporary 

Mexico, periods in which the status of indigenous peoples has been alike. In seeking to impose new 

Western values within indigenous communities, the indigenist action has al tered values and social 



aspects of the cultures affected. Indigenist authorities have seen these results as "alagadores" (to be 

p"sed for)." 

Changes in land tenure instituted by the PM have also shaped the fom of Indian 

raistance. During the last years of the Porfinato, with 15,160,369 inhabitants, the land was 

distributed as follows: 120 million hectares were held by Spaniards and creoles; 47,968,814 

hectares were in han& of owners of deslinkdora companiesgO and 32,03 1,000 hectares were held 

by foreigners (not Spaniards), Mexicans who were living in other countries, by individual mestizo 

owners, indigenous comrnunities and the State. This gives an approximate totai of 200 million 

hectares altogether." Very linle land was assigneci for hdian communities, showing that the land 

had been seized by Spaniards and other foreigners during the last four centuries. Evidently, the 

seizing of land has been done in a particularly intense and sophisticated way in the last few 

decades. 

Article 27 of the Mexican Constitution of 1917 declareci the rights over the land for 

Natives and Mestizos, creating 'el ejida' to return stolen property to the indian peoples, using three 

methods: 1. restitution (by retuming original Indian land); 2. dotacibn (by giving land that repIaces 

the original one), and 3. amplification (by providing additional land to communities)." However, 

the execution of the Agrarian Reform was slow and in fict, was never completed. During the 

Chdenas period land return was pater ,  (18 million hectares of [and were distributed to almost 

twelve thousand villages in this period, which is quivalent to 9% of the 200 million hectares 

referred above)." However, this was done to c o q t  Indians as a state strategy to minimise the 

possibilities of Indians' selfdetemination. Cardenas's implementation of the reform was 

contradictory because the agrarian law favoured landowners, who could retain a considerable 

portion of their hacienda before ejidal distribution; the hacendados obviously kept best quality 

and imgated lands. 



Cardenas's hidden agenda was to create new institutions to irnplement indigenist poticies in 

pursuit of hornogenisation and disniption. Thus, the majority of indigenous communities received 

little advanîage fiom the Agrarïan Refonn. A main strategy for disniption was to give some 

comrnunities more land (or land of W r  qudity) than others, so coriflicts within indigenous 

communities as well as between neighbouring ones arose. This strategy was intended to impede the 

strengthening of the Indians' organisational capacity. Furthemore, peasants received land through 

governmental han& and were automaticaiIy tied to the Depurtamento Agrurio which applied 

indigenist practices in favour of the state's capitalist goals. It is well known that in the 1 WOs, the 

Mexican nation-state had created a solid framework to enable large private properties to increase in 

size and number? 

For the reason exposed above, the revolution nullified the principle of selfdetermination, 

in spite of the fact that rnany Indian people died in the process of the revolution. It can thus be 

argued that, just Iike in the 19th Century, when the independence movement took place, Indian 

peqk were manipula.  in the interests of the oligarchie and aristocratie classes, including the 

d i ,  the clergy and the new creoles. 

3.4 Neoiiberal Reforms in the 1990s 

Although the revolution, as such, did corne to an end, Indian rebellions persisted. The 

search for agrarian reform and political representation was repressed in the quest for the capitalkt 

mode1 and westemization imported by the PM during the 1970s. Since then, the repression has 

taken other shapes, such as the seizing of land. 

Since the beginning of the 70s, when the neoliberal positions began to be implernented in 

Mexico, individualkm and oppression have become even more tangible, particularly as violations 

of human rights to Indian populations, the poorest of the poor, became more apparent. These 



models are the new version of neo-colonisation and dependency, allowing the transnational 

corporations to exploit naturai resources and, as in the epoch of the hacienabs, to co-opt 

indigenous peoples to work in degrading conditions in fkvour of the new highly-defnanding 

productive systems (like the maquilas). This has increased migration to the cities and disruption in 

the Indian populations. 

The early 1990's were a pend of well defined Indian stniggle as a response to neoliberal 

poficies. President Salinas de Gortari favoured the demands of international markets (as did his 

predecessor Miguel de la Madrid). Salinas made changes in the Mexican Constitution without 

consdting the people. The arnendrnents to Article 27 (1 992) regarding privatisation of the ejidos 

negatively afkted Indian communities, while arnendments to Article 4 (1992), which mainly deals 

with the recognition of the pluriethnic composition of the country, Favoured them in a relative way. 

As in the Cardenas' period, Salinas gfanted the Indians a doubtfid presumptive recognition, which, 

on one hand tried to distract attention fiom the irnplementation of the negative amendment of 

Article 27 in the Constitution. On the other han4 Salinas did not give legal recognition to Indians 

to exercise self-government. 

Indians' dernands for justice and denunciation of repression became radical and 

undenninecl state indigenist policy. 'Participatory indigenism', which was created to offer 

goveniment posts to some critical anthropologists, was strongly criticised by the newer national 

Indian organjsations." Even organisations such as the National Coordination of Indian Peoples 

(Coordinadora Nacional de Pueblos Indios, CNPI) which was originally promoted by a 

govenunentai indigenist programme, demanded that the NationaI Indigenist Instjtute, MI be 

dismantled. The autonomous Indian organisation National Coordination Plan of Ayala 

(Coordinadora Nacional PIan de Ayala, CENPA) was created in 1979 to promote self-government, 

and was sustained by Indianist ideology. Other organisations such as Independent Front of Indian 



Peoples (Frente Independiente de Pueblos Indios, FIPI) arose and became stronger during the 

1980's. The policy exerted during this decade, was to exclude Inàian cornmunities fiom the 

national agenda The INI continuai promoting the s d l e d  'integral development' of indigenous 

communities. Their programme consisted of teaching Spanish; changing the traditional cultural 

values; tqhg to demolish the Native cultures; irnposing Westernization. As Bonfil Bataila has 

staîed regarding the official action of indigenismo, the pdicy is an attempt 'to bring about the 

disappearance of the ~ndian'.'~ 

On April 7th 1989, Salinas estabIished in the National Palace the National Commission of 

Justice for lndigenous Peoples, appointing intellectua!s, anthropologists, junsts, bureaucrats and 

indigenists, who thereafter decided the major indigenist policies to be applied for his sexeni~m.'~' 

The draft of Article 4 was prepared by the Commission, and one year later, in 1990 the h l  d& 

was sent to the lower Chamber of Congress by Salinas for approval. Later on it was added to the 

Mexican Constitution as follows: 

The Mexican nation has a mu1ticulturaI composition originally based on its 
indigenous peoples. The law shall protect and promote the development of their 
languages, cultures, uses, customs, resources, and specific forms of social 
organisations and shall guarantee their members effective access to the state 
jurisdiction. In the trials and agrarian proceedings to tvhich they are a Party, their 
legal practices and customs shall be taken into account as established by law.Im 

This paragraph was inserted on January 28th, 1992. Even if it is a relative advance for 

Indian rights, since Indians were partially recognised for the first the ,  it has its limitations. It 

represents the indigenist governrnental vision of al1 Indian peoples; recognising solely cultural 

rights, and excluding political, economic, judicial, educational, historicai, and territorial rights. 

These rights must be recognised if they are to be substantial. 

In the instance of article 27 regarding privatisation of the ejidos, the amendment rnakes 

reference to the integral protection of indigenous groups - and not 'peoples "O3 - nor does it 



m g n i s e  selfdetemiination, but offers instead 'protection' under a tutelary regime. AIso, the 

mechanism permitting the ejidal cornrnunities to recover communal status is not mentioned. 

Furthemore the agrarian spirit of article 27 was slaughtered with the Salinas refoxm. The process 

of privatisation of the ejidos, and of the communities, is justifiai in the naliberal modernking 

project b u s e  bth the ejidos and the communal property systems are seen as barriers to 

modemity . 

As F e d d e z  S o u  points out, there is an inherent contradiction in the article. On the one 

hami, while it states that "the law will protect the integrity of indigenous g r o ~ ~ s " , ' ~  there is no 

fom of property whch specifically relates indigenous peoples to the property itself. On the other 

hand, it is impossible thaî a law could protect the integrity of indigenous land because this 

property can be privatised by Constitutional mandate. From this it can be argueci that the current 

indigenist govemmental policies and resolutions, based on a neoliberal project and in response to 

indian resistance and struggles, have combined partial concessions with ingenious strategies in the 

process, creating confusion in the Constitution. W l e  lndian nghts were partially recognised in 

Article 4, these same rights were underrnined with the refom of Article 27. 

3.4.1 Policies of Current Mexican Govemment and Indian Position 

In the Salinas Presidential Sexeniwn (19884994) there was an apparent official attitude 

which was in fact very superficial with respect to the Indian dernands for dialogue. The 

presidential administration addresseci indian m i r s  with a great deal of rhetoric, rather than 

recognising some good initiatives for indigenous peoples. 

In 1994, the most crucial year of Mexico's contemporary history, January 1st was to 

become particularly controversial, as it was the day that the North Amencan Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA) was to corne into effect. Mexico was supposed to awaken as a member of 

the First World. The indian uprising in Chiapas showed that the recent indigenist poIicies 



conceming indigenous peoples have threatened their existence and denied social, political and 

cultural rights, referred to in Chapter 2. As a response, on h u q  19th the federal governent 

created the National Commission of Integral Development and SociaI Justice for Indigenous 

Peoples (CNDPDUSP) as a reinforcement to their control of Indian struggles. The control action 

has been c-ed out by IN1 since its creation in 1948. ï h e  Commission, like the NI itself, has 

been questioned by the Plural Group of Idan Leaders ( f o n d  in 1993), because the Group 

considers that the Commission is h e d  into the old indigenist colonising action that excludes the 

direct participation of Indian peoples and organisations. 

The federal governrnent has ben  reproducing the old indigenist schernes through Ni and 

mare recently by the CNDPDIJSP that bas produced a tutelary system with manipulation and 

intermediGes. ïhis has led to the subsequent oppression, injustice, human rights violations and an 

irnpedirnent to political participation for their own developrnent that would lead to the recognition 

of self-governent for Indian peoples as 'peuples'. (See Chapter 4). 

The Zedillo (1994-2000) administration has agreed to a relatively poor process of 

negotiations creating limited spaces to attend to the political agenda of Indian Anairs. The 

National F o m  of Consultation on Rights and Indigenous Participation c&ed out by Federal 

Institutions (Sedesol, MI, Local governments and the CNPDIJSPI) is an example, giving voice to 

Indian peoples but controlling information and participation. Also, the federal govemment's 

position with respect to the Autonomous lndian Forums has been one of negligence towards Indian 

people's voice. As ~oberanes"' expressed, "it is not enough to reform the Constitution and the 

laws; this only represents the starting point of the new relation between govemment and 

indigenous peop~es."'~ He argues that the relation between nation-state and indigenous peoples 

must recognise selfdetermination as an important part of Indian identity rather ttian an 



inîegntionist mode1 that nuIlifies the culture and sense of seIf of each of the indian peoples of 

Mexico. 

When President Zedillo studied the Minutes of the National Forum, he recognised the fàct 

that the autonomy of indigenous p p l e s  is not a contradiction of democracy nor would it Séct  

national sovereignty. He committed himself to: 

Prornote the necessary Constitutional Amendments before the Union Congress, to 
specify and guarantee the rights of Indian communities, to state the equality of the 
indigenous Mexicans with their compatriots, to acknowledge their way of social 
representation and to reafirm the States' commitments towards their cornm~nities.'~ 

In the Zedillo speech, it cm be noted that the policies supported by the nation-state are a 

replication of the ancient way of establishing tutelary relations with the Indians. 

in the talks with the EZLN, the federal indigenist position has been to diminish the national 

agenda of the neo-Zapatistas to a lacal political agenda which ody embraces the State of Chiapas. 

The paternalistic approach is reaffirmeà when, at the end of his speech , Zedillo States: 

... tfie INI will becorne a normative organism of national outreach. Also, this 
organism will have to surpas the actual operative limitations and will account with 
a clear f i r a l i s t  orientation which is integral, participatory, plural and inclusive.'08 

Of course, this position is a skiIfid 'palliative' reasserting Me.cican indigenism regarding tutelage, 

without touching the question of real power or recognising selfaetennination. 

The sarne day that the Presidential speech took place, there appeared a declaration fiom 

Subcomandante Marcos (spokesman of the EZLN) saying that, once again, the rnilitary presence in 

Chiapas does not allow for dialogue for peace and justice with dignity. With the most recent EPR 

(Ejército Popular Revolucionario) Indian uprising in June 1996, in Guerrero, the federal position 

h been to deny their presence as a guerrilla movement by granting no concessions in the nation- 

state's political arena. The EPR attacks the bankers' voracity, dernands the Indian peoples' 

autonomy, agrarian distribution, the elimination of latifûndia, unemployment insurance and the 



like.'w The recent Eicts in Mexico are that, at the sarne time the PRI-government is calling for taks 

with the ULN, they have increased their military presence in Chiapas, Guerrero and other states 

where there are lndian rebellions. In doing so they have threatened the generai Indian population. 

Govemmental repression of Indian communities has been systematically set up as in the 

outstanding cases of Aguas Blancas, Guerrero and Tepoztlin,   ore los^'^ where Indian people 

have been barasseci and several assassinated. Diaz Polanco reportai that 870 assassinations had 

occurred fiom 1982 to 1989 and most of this violence was d i r d  against Indians. As the UN 

Human Rights Office reported conceming the first 60 days of the Salinas de Gortari 

administration, 34 citizns were killed in political and social conflicts."' The repressive regirne in 

Mexico has m d y  targeted the lndian population. As Tresierra states, "repression is one more 

card in the deck of indigenism".''2 The typicd nation-state raolution of popular movements, and 

mcnc specifically, Indian movements, combines partial concession with reprasion,'13 affecting the 

relatmi betweeen Govemment and hdian peoples' rights. 

The nation-state must corne to a more mature stage in its conceptualisation of indigenous 

peoples and their affairs. It must reconceptualise the historical fàcts regarding the relationship 

between the nation-state and Indian peoples, which means elirninating indigenist policies from its 

programmes and fiom the Constitution. Unless this is done, there is a high probability that in the 

near fiinire the Indian reaction wiIl be manifestai through uprisings which., considering the 

military oppression in the country, could result in a serious civil war that would tear the country 

and its people apart. 

The nation-state must open a real space, therefore, for the exercise of power by 

indigenous peoples for themselves, recognising the Indian proposais, which exert Indian 

governance beyond their small fiagmented communities and towns. The nation-date must 



recognise that its indigenist themies have been demolished after a long history of Indian resistance 

to thern."" Indigenism should be expunged. 

The key h r  for this relation between the nation-state and Indian peaples is the creation 

of plunethnic regionsl" embodying self-detennination, and exerting autonomy, where not ody 

Indians wiU be represented but mestizos as well. The creation of these regions must be 

accompanied by a recognition of political representation for indian peoples in the federal 

government the Executive, Legislative and Judicial bodies. This recognition and representation 

must be extended to local govements and municipalities as well. 

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter has shown the range of policies used by the colonisers to dispossess 

indigenous peoples and to strip them of their cultures, traditions, economic, political and social 

rights, and their identities as discrete nations. These policies have continued in different f o m  but 

with the same underIying purposes from the invasion through the Mexican Revolution and even to 

the most recent reforrns to the Constitution in the 1990s. 

However, Indian resistance throughout the five centuries of colonisation, shows that the 

capacity for self-government still exists. The existence of 14% of Native population in Mexico, 

representing the hemisphere's largest indigenous population, supports this argument. With the 

support of Indianisrno ideology, Indians confront the cultural genocide and ethnophagia as well as 

the historical indigenist policies forcibly applied through centuries. 

The Mexican govenunent is beginning to show signs that it is recognising the rights and 

existence of M a n  peoples. But it must be stressed that this has been due to a permanent stmggle 

by Indian organisations across the country. Both the armed movements that are rebelhg and the 

Plural Group of Indian Representatives have been key factors in initiating the talks with the 

Federal Executive. But a most important factor is the creation of the National Assembly for Indian 



Autonomy (ANIPA) that was bom of the PluraI Group. The concept o f  selfdetermination is 

beginning to be recOgnised, as well as autonorny and the right to free association (even if it is onIy 

on paper). In some places, the Indian right to ptactice and apply the concepts of 'peoples' and 

cterritory' is king exercised, as is their Iegitimate right to political representation at a municipal, 

regional, and state level, which is the basis of pol i t id  pluralism. The following chapter seeks to 

explain how this shift in the state's approach to indigenous policy has corne about, by analysing the 

politicai stntggles of the indigenous peoples in recent years, as well a s  the key elements of  

indigenous political discourse, selfdetemiination/self-goverrunent and sovereignty. 
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Chapter 4 

Self-Determination in the Americas: A Multi-Level Approach. The Current Merican Indian 

Struggles 

As was seen in the previous chapter, Indian peoples of Mexico have suffered oppression 

due to the disruption they suffered throughout the process of colonisation and the subsequent 

imposition of indigenist policies by successive regirnes. In order to suwive as peoples, Indians have 

used a range of political strategia, including civil and sometimes m e d  resistance. In addition to 

this armed resistance their struggle has taken the fom of, but more typically in the long-range 

symbolic cornpetition, symbolic reversal, cornmunity-building, and routinization of cunfiict. Their 

aim has been and is to achieve selfdetermination. 

This chapter focuses, therefore, on the strategy of community-building by which diverse 

indigenous peoples have forged political alliances by stressing their cornmon political interests, 

both at the national level within Mexico, and increasing at the intemationai level within Amerkas 

and beyond. While there is considerable variation in the conceptualisations and operational f o m  

eavisaged by different people as appropriate to their specific ne& and circurnstancw, the major 

cornmon goal of indigenous peoples has congealed in the concept of selfdetermination. 

Selfdetemination can be seen as the right to govern with fieedom and autonorny. For 

centuries, the political status of rnany ethnic groups and tribes in the Amencas has been eroded by 

invasions of their cultural space. They have susered oppression, ethnocide and destruction of their 

traditional ways of governing and living. This has meant a continuing struggle to remver the right 

to establish their own political stnictures. 

The 1990s have witnessed a tum in the tide of the stniggles of indigenous peoples. The 

year 1992 marked the rebirth of indigenous movements, especially in the Americas, where 



indigenous peoples have long resisted and s u ~ v e d  oppressive attempts to govern them. But it mua 

be remembered that some peoples have disappeared. 

In Mexico, twelve million people are officially considered to be uidigenous people, which 

implies 14% of the total population of the country. They are the poorest of the poor and, moreover, 

their political right to self-government has been denied. Throughout the history of Mexican 

oppression of indigenous peoples systematic subjugation has been applied in such a way that their 

participation in decision-making structures has k e n  nullified. 

instead of respecthg indigenous people, the state has applied assimilationist policies which 

have endangered the sunival of Natives as a distinct people. Nevertheless, in Mexico, indigenous 

peoples' struggles for recovering basic political and human rights has led to two streams of action. 

One is the anned defence petformesi by the new Indian Zapatista Movement (Ejército Zapatista por 

la Liberacion Nacional) which began in 1994 with the declaration of war against the Mexican 

federal govement. This was considered a last resort in response to the lack of democratisation in 

the country. Given the irnbalance of military forces, armed stmggle quickly switched to diplomatic 

tactics as the EZLN has been holding peace talks with the govemment since Febmary 1994. The 

second Stream has involved a long-term process with a diplomatic disposition to achieve self- 

determination. This approach was initiate. by indigenous leaders who are seeking dialogue with the 

local and federal govements. They seek negotiations which allow for the recognition of 

indigenous people in the Mexican Constitution as part of the nation. This is represented today by 

the Asamblea Nacional India Plural por la Autonornia (ANIPA). 

This chapter first discusses the concept of self%overnment and relatai concepts such as  

selfdetennination and sovereignty. Secondly, it situates indigenous peoples' stmggles in a 

historid context in the Amencan continent. The latter is linked to a description of the events in the 

global political arena regarding indigenous peoples' issues, highlighting the significance of 1992. 



Thirdly, the chapter anaIyses the Indian struggle for selfdetermination in Mexico involving both 

peacefiil mobilisations and m e d  rebellions by the National Indian Assembly for Autonomy 

( M A )  and the Zapatista Nationai Liberation Amy (EZL,N) respectively. The agreements about 

Rights and Indigenous Culture between the federal government and EZLN representatives are aiso 

pfesented, followed by a general analysis. 

4.1 Self-Govemment 

Wgenous peoples fiom around the world who are under the rule of colonisers, are 

struggling to recover their temtories and autonomies. There are three diserent levels of and 

apprmhes to selfdetermination that can be distinguished as  Assiers and Hoekerna have 

mentioned.' The three distinct levels of self-government are refiections of the different Lidigenous 

sfniggles. 

The first dimension exists at the local and communal level. It is a stniggle to be recogpised 

in a modest project of self-government, which proclaims autonorny on a municipal basis. Various 

cornmunities within a 'singular culture' join togeher in order to create a srnaIl jurisdiction, 

mgnised by the dominant state. The second level is a strong struggle where various indigenous 

peoples fiom within a state are fighthg to be collectively recognised as part of the nation, and to 

achieve distinct legal status in the national constitution. Thus, they are working towards creating a 

pluralistic, pluri-national and multiethnic state. The third level refers to autonomy in the form of 

radical self-government or secession. It also makes reference to indigenous peoples who want to 

obtain power in their own territories, creating new states and their own f o m  of government 

outside of the existent state. For this reason, the demarcation of jurisdiction is the key to obtaining 

sovereignty . 



The second IeveI, that of a legal constitutional status, will be the one which the present 

chapter wili try to reafEm for the Mexican case. This level, which accords with various positions 

originatting with indigenous peoples, relates to a stniggle that aims to achieve self-government 

withia the state. It refers to internal rather than e x t e d  se~determhation.~ By using routuiizaàon 

of confiict strategies, Indian peoples of  Mexico are negotiating a new political relationship with the 

state which tends toward the recognition of Indian self-government at a constitutionai level. 

hdigenous peopIes fiom the Gmerican Continent have definitions of self-government that 

resemble each other. This is reflected in their actions and political relations with their respective 

governments. The desire to achieve seIf-government in Canada for indigenous peoples is the same 

as that in Mexico. PeopIes fiom bot' countries aim at goveming themselves as they wish, sharing 

powers within the state, preferring to be recognised rather than pursuing h~de~endence.~ However, 

we must be aware that many of the indigenous peoples are separateci by political borders; for 

ewmple, the Saami people, now in Norway and Fùiland, Mohawks in Canada and the USA; Inuit 

in Russia, Canada, U.S.A. and Greenland; Kikapoo in USA and Mexico; and Maya in Mexico and 

~uatemala.~ These peoples face special difficulties in creating a state with the characteristics of 

level-two govemrnent; however, this matter will not be dealt with in this thesis. 

4.1.1 Self-Determination 

The concept of selfdetennination embraces the following: 

(i) self-affinnation, meanhg the right of the peoples to proclairn their existence and to be 

recognised as distinct peoples; 

(ii) selfdefinition, which consists in the faculty of determinhg who are the members who constitute 

these peoples; 

(iii) selfdetennination, which ïndicates the right to define the territorial limits; 



(iv) seffkqanisation, which is the recognition of the peoples' power by the *te, which forms the 

basis of self-government; 

(v) seif-inanagement, or the fâculty of the peoples to manage their own matters; to govem and 

manage themselves with M o m ,  within the fhmework of their junsdiction.' 

Frorn the above, it can bc argued that political autonomy is one way to exercise seIfdetermination 

and to achieve politid unity. Natives have uniteci behind selfdetemiination as a political syrnbol. 

The goal is to routinize the confiict and seek the resolution and the recognition by the state of 

Indian selfdetermination. 

The nght to selfdetermination regarding indigenous peoples, according to international 

law, made its first appearance in the 1991 draft of the dedaration of the CM World Group of 

Mgenous Peoples (WGIP) which stated that by virtue of this right '%y freely determine the 

relationship with the states in which they live in a spirit of coexistence with other citizens and 

k l y  pursue h i r  economic, social and cultural and spiritual development in conditions of 

freedom and dignity".6 Like self-government, selfdetermination rnay be 'internal'. This refers to 

internal political and econornic organisation of a people, without necessarily affecting existing 

extemal relations. 

4.1.2 Sovereignty 

The concept of sovereignty is similar to selfdetermination in its use and meaning. Sanders 

(1995) refen to internal and extemal sovereignty.' Intemal sovereignty is paramount power over 

ail w i t .  the domain of the sovereign power's actions (i.e. authority over al1 persons, things and 

temtory). Extemal sovereignty rneans independence fiom control by any other sovereign power. It 

is the power that govemments exercise in entering into treaties and in creating international law. 



The stniggle of most indigenous peoples is not for extemal sovereignty, but rather for self- 

determination, which does not necessarily irnply the independence of the peoples fiom the 

constituted state. In the Uidigenous peopIes' perspective, the concept of sovereignty is linked to and 

M e r s  fkom seif-government, autonomy and selfdetennination. However, they are al1 considerd 

essentid for the integrity, survivai and development of Native peoples. 

The concepts of self=govemment and selHetermination which hdian leaders use on the 

basis of ùidian nationdism are usually used because they have a significant meaning of syrnbolic 

competition. In this sense, indians act from an opposition ideology vis-à-vis the nation-state; other 

concepts such as 'inherent historical rights' and 'sovereignty' are used to make reference to the 

pursuit of selfdetermination and in order that indigenous peoples be collectively recognised within 

a nation-state with a distinct legal status. 

4 3  Historical Context: Indigenous Peoples' Struggles in the Americas 

Indian peuples' struggles to recover selfdetennination have existed since the European 

invasion. AIthough the Mexican case is historically specific as seen in previous chapter, it is not 

utterly unique. The policies pursued by Europeans in the Latin-American temtones were simiIar in 

their purposes and s@les, even though each case has its own specificities. 

The indigenist policies imposed by the Latin American states were essentidly 

assimilationiçt, airned at the integration or incorporation of the indigenous peoples into the nation. 

They were generally very like those pursued in Mexico. With the implementation of these policies, 

indigenous peoples of America have traditionally been victims of human rights violations. The 

colonid states (Spain, United Kingdom, France and others) and, later, the republican states, have 

al1 been responsible for atrocities that range from genocide to political exclusion, including social 

and econornic discrimination.' Furthemore, after the 1940s' indigenist policia were 



institutionalised by the states. In this sense, the governmental indigenist policies have continued to 

threaten the existence of the Native cultures, imposing economic and social development policies 

which destroy indigenous cultures and exploit Indian land resources. 

These integrationist policies have endangered Native cultures for several centuries. In 

response, indigenous peoples have intennittently declared wars against nation-çtates, but without 

complete success. kîther, as the stniggles for independence in Mexico and Colombia show, they 

have bem utilised by other mestizo or colonialist groups who want to seize power. More recently, 

Native peoples have developed new strategies for s u ~ v a l .  Toward the end of the last decade and 

in the beginning of the 1990s, their permanent stniggle has proved fiuitfiil. They have enhanceci 

processes by which some of the governmental constitutions have partially recognised the existence 

of indigenous peoples' rights. In this context, countries like Brazil (Chapter Vm of the 

Constitution of 1988), Colombia, Mexico and Nicaragua can be mentioned. 

As a result of perpetual indigenous raistance to oppression, imposition of euro-western 

values and practices, language, religion, integrationist policies and denial of ancestral rights over 

their territories, a strong Native identity and power has emerged. Over the last two decades, a 

process of rebirth of indigenous nations has begun which has taken on an international dimension. 

Around the 1970s, an international movement of indigenous peoples of the Amerkas, the Arctic 

and the South Pacific fonned networks; indigenous peoples' organisations were foundedg 

developing Pan-indianisrno. By 1977, the International Indian Treaty Council, based in USA, 

achieved consultative status in the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations (ECOSOC). 

By 1996 the number of indigenous organisations in ECOSOC had grown to meive, ail with 

consultative status. Of these, only two are based in the Southern Hemisphere. None of them are 

from Asia or ~frica.'' This is a point that should be considered elsewhere, for it is important to 



note thaî in Asia and Afnca there are hundreds of indigenous and tribal groups, so the fkct that 

none of them have a permanent consultation status in ECOSOC must be examined. 

In the past five years, the UN systern has become an important pla$orm for indigenous 

peoples to air their wncems, enhancing and changing the traditional politics of exclusion by one of 

inclusion. Their stniggle has resulted in the establishment of the United Nations Working Group of 

Indigenous Peoples (UNWGIP) in 1982, as a subgroup of the United Nations Hurnan Rights 

Commission. This group is made up of five experts, who have been reviewing governent policies 

on the protection of human rights of indigenous peoples. Tbey are also subrnitting 

recommendations to the Sub-Commission for the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of 

Minotities as weU as to the Hurnan Rights Commission which must send them to the ECOSOC, 

then to the third Cornmittee and finally to the General Assembly. The Draft Declaration on the 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples presented by the UNWGIP emphasises, among other things, the right 

of indigenous peoples: to be free and equal to al1 other individuals; to freely determine their 

relationships with states and their political status; to f k l y  pursue their economic, social and 

cultural development; to have access to their lands, territories and resources; and to maintain their 

distinct identities and characteristics. ' ' 
As a result of this Draft, the Commission on Human Rights, through Resolution 1995132 

of United Nations, requested the establishment of a Working Group of the Commission on Human 

Rights to elaborate a draft declaration in accordance with operative paragraph 5 of General 

Assernbly tesolution 4912 14 of Decernber 23 rd, 1994. 

Also, as a result of indigenous peoples' historical movements, the UN has recently 

rnandated that indigenous populations should be recognised as 'peoples' according to the 

tenninology of international Human Rights Convention (Article 1). Previously, they were calleci 

rninonties.'* According to Article 1, "Al1 peoples have a right to selfdetemination". Frorn this, 



other tools have been adoptai in fkvour of the rights to selfdetennination: Convention 169 of the 

International Labor Organization (ILO), the Dr& of the Inter-American Declaration on the Rights 

of hdigenous ~ e o ~ l e s ' ~  and the Draft of the United Nations Declaration on the Füghts of 

Indigrnous Peoples in 1995. These instruments embrace the concept of s e l f e t i o n  as a 

political rigbt for indigenous peoples. 

The Draft of OAS, Art. XV on the Right to Self-Goverment, Management and Control of 

International Aflàirs, States: 

1. States acknowledge that indigenous peoples have the right to freely determine 
their politid status and fkeely puaue their economic, sociai and cultural 
development, and that accurdingly they have the right to autonorny or self- 
government with regard to the intemal local af!Fairs, including cultures, religion, 
education infomiation, media, health, housing, employment, sociai welfare, 
economic activities, land and resource management, ihe environment and entry by 
non members and to the ways and means for financing these autonomous fiuictions. 

2. Mgenous populations have the right to participate without discrimination, if they 
so decide, in al1 decision-making at al1 levels, with regard to maîters that might 
affect their rights, lives and d d y .  They may do so through representatives elected 
by them in accordance with their own produres. They shall also have the right to 
maintain and develop their own indigenous decision-making institutions as well as 
-al opportunities to access to al1 national fora.I4 

Indian peoples' organisations have used symbolic politics and, in this way, have challenged 

international states' fora by strengthening their politicai strategies at the international level. Such 

actions have producd some useful instruments such as IL0 Convention 169; the establishment of 

W G T P  in 1982, and their recognition by the UN as peoples and of the right to self- 

determination. Such strategies have thus positively contributed to changing the world's 

acknowledgement of their rights. 



4.2.2 The Significance of 1992 

In 1989, indigenous peoples of the American continent agreed to support the campaign 

hown as '500 Aiios de Resistencia Indigena y Popular' (Five Hundred Years of indigenous and 

Popuiar Resistance). This event was a manifestation of opposition to the 500-year invasion by 

Europeans since Columbus' arriva1 in the Americas. To the Native peoples of the Americas, the 

European invasion representted one of the major crimes in the history of humanity. 

In 199 1, it was clear that 1992 would be a rallying point for a new shift in the incügenous 

movement, a result of the talks and shared thoughts regarding the new phase that must begin: 

For indigenous peoples, 1992 must not be a year of simple rhetoric, of 
superficial speeches, full of lies and masking the tnith. For us, 1992 must be 
a year of deep reflection that must happen in the spheres of governors, 
political people, religious defenders, scientists, socid scientists, intellectuds 
and, it must dso happen amongst the hundreds of millions of men and women 
in whose veins there rwis the Indian blood that they feel ashamed of. l5 

The year 1992 marked a remembrance of five hundred years of controversies. Colonial 

govemments were preparing to celebrate five centuries of the so-caIled 'discovery of America'. At 

the same the ,  Native peaples were prepared to reject these festivities with an organised campaign 

The governrnental campaigns, al1 under the name, 'V Centenaria del Descubrimiento de 

America' (Fifi  Century of the Discovery of America), were supported by the European 

Community and govemments fiom the Americas. The re-negotiated perception of 1992's historic 

significance was marked by activities, campaigns, international fora to raise the issues of 

indigenous peopIe and the re-thinking of history. It is clear that, with the support of the Spanish 

Crown and govements fiom 1 I l  countries and 23 international organisations, ' W O  Universal 

92' took place to celebrate the 'discovery' of the American continent? The celebration of the 

European invasion of the Arnericas meant humiliation to the indigenous people that are still alive. 

LOO 



But this celebration was shadowed by the indigenous people's carnpaigns and world-wide actions 

of mlidarity. The campaign in Europe, 'U~msk '92' became one of the major factors countering 

rnainseearn fwtivities. Indigenous leaders travelled around Europe and other parts of the world at 

the end of 1991 and during al1 of 1992 showing and sbaring their own realities. Global civil society 

became aware of Native peoples' contemporary confiicts and the fâcts of historical resistance. 

In a letter written to King Juan Carlos of Spain, the opposition ideology of Indian people 

in Mexico is expressed: 

They [the Spaniards] irnposed religion, language and customs in the most 
homfic ways; they massacred Our cusmogony and cosmology. How can we 
name you, when you cal1 yourselves cccivilised" and you even want to cany 
out a Universai Festivity to celebrate your atrocities? 
For ail this, we are totally opposed to the celebration of the so-called Fifth 
Centenary and to any other action which may celebrate the tremendous 
injustices done against our peoples and nations." 

In the present decade and especially since 1992, there has been a rebirth of indigenous advism. 

When five hundred years of subjugation were reconceived as five hundred years of indigenous 

resistance in the Americas, indigenous peoples in the Amencas and elsewhere came together, 

nibstfy by creating networks on the issue of selfdetermination as a response of Indian struggle. For 

example, the General Assembly resoIution 47/75 of 14th Decernber, 1992, the Vienna Declaration 

and Program of Action, part II, paragraph 28, added momentum to the discussion of indigenous 

peopIesY issues. It was in this same year that their concems fomed part of the agenda of the United 

Nations Conference on Environment and Development (Earth Summit) in lune 1992. At the Earth 

Summit, States acknowledged the need to recognise indigenous peoples' values, temtories, 

traditional knowiedge and subsistence rights. At the Kan-Oca Coderence, held in May 1992 in 

Rio de Janeiro, parallel to UNCED, six hundred and fi@ indigenous representatives from around 

the world adopted a declaration committing themselves to following the traditional knowledge of 

their ancestors which also refers to se~fdetermination.'~ 



By June 1992, the IL0 Convention conceming lndigenous and Tribal Peoples in 

Independent Countries (Convention 169, 1989) was ratifieci by BoIivia, Colombia, Mexico and 

Noway. It is important to add that the Nobel Prize for peace was given to GuatemaIan indigenous 

human rights leader Rigoberta Menchu Tum in this sarne year. Further meetings of indigenous 

peopIes took place in 1992. The Joumey for Peace and Dignity united peoples from North and 

South, aIi converging in Teotihuacan, Mexico, restoring communication among communities f?om 

Alaska to Chile. Solidarity towards indigenous peoples became stronger and international fora 

were held cuncerned about the existence of disruption and threats upon indigenous peoples. Many 

activities gained momentum as a result of indigenous peoples' mobilisations. For example, in 1992, 

the Charlottetown Accord proposeci to enshrine Canadian Aboriginal Peuples' inherent right to 

seIf4etemiination. This accord which included many 0 t h  constitutional issues apart fiom 

Abriginai self-government, was r e j d  in a national referendum, but had it been passed, it would 

have created a third order of govement within the Canadian federation. This would have allowxi 

indigenous self-governments to implement their policies, and other governing rights, which they are 

forbidden to do under the current system of Canadian ~ovemment.'~ The right to self- 

determination is key to indigenous peoples' survival. 

After 1992, the indigenous peoples' movement had rnoved beyond the face of the 

traditional resistance, which implied that struggle for selfdetermination was camed out separaiely. 

The movement called for the achievement of selfdetermination world-wide, linking indian peoples 

within nation-states and overseas. Indigenous peuple who were not recugnised as such before this 

point, became aware of their political place in the world and declared themselves Native people 

with rights to fieely d e t e d e  their ways of govement. 



4.2.3 1993 and Beyond 

As a result of the indigenous mobiIisaîions and the support of civil-society and major 

groups that took place in 1992 around the world and, more spifically, in the Amencas, the UN 

proclaimed the year 1993 as the 'Intemational Year of the World's Indigenous People' under the 

heading Seeds of a New ~artnershi~." This gave birth to the UN deczt.de of the World's 

Indigaious Peoples that was announced and initiated on lûth December, 1994. 

This political success was transcendental for indigenous peoples who had been demanding 

recognition of their anceSttal rights for selfdetemilnation for centuries. Of course, the majority of 

the states where indigenous peoples live see it as a threat to their sovereignty and temtorial 

integrity . 

For the most part, however, the movements of indigenous peoples work to achieve 

'internai' rather than 'extemal' selfdetermination in the spirit of a political re-negotiation of 

relations with nation-states by routinizing the conflicts, which includes indigenous ways of 

goveming. This is notably different fiom ethnic groups who are fighting for independence like 

those in former Yugoslavia, and Palestine. The cases of the Kunas in Panama and the Miskito in 

Nicaragua, demonstrate that the achievement of 'intemal' selfdetemination is possible within the 

colonial states. 

0th peoples in other regions of the world, like the huit that live in cornmunities across 

the Arctic in Canada, Greenland, Alaska and Russia, have had to adapt their traditional modes of 

selfdetermination to systerns of governent that are new to them. However, as a result of 

organisation and using the comrnunity-building strategy and persistent daims for self- 

determination, Inuit in Canada will have responsibility for their own temtory. Nunawt will be 

created in 1999 as a federai temtory." Another outstanding case in Canada is the restoration of 

jurisdictions in Manitoba to First Nations Peoples Govemrnents, enabling them to ccntrol their 



liva through the determination of their own economic, social and cultural priorities." Self- 

determimîtion in Canada, appmved since 1986 by the federal government, can be aJUwed through 

a number of avenues, each to be negotiated by the local community, individual bands, groups of 

bands, tribai councils, treaty groupings or other regional entities. The resulting stmchires must 

codorm to the established principles, junsdiction and Institutions of Canadian political systern.= 

In August 1993, Sweden initiated a process which brought indigenous peoples closer to 

reaching their goals of se1f~o~emment .~  They followed the lead of regions like Finland and 

Nonvay thaî had recognised indigenous peoples' rights for selfdetermination back in 1973 and in 

1989 respectively. 

In the Americas the process has lately become considerably strengthened. The ciraft of the 

tnter-Amencan Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, shows us that the process is 

gaining legitimacy. The UN has also become a key player in supporthg conferences for indigenous 

people5 world-wide. This has enabled fûrther approaches to raising awareness relaîed to indigenous 

peoples' issues in the recent years.u They have helped to raise the issue of indigenous peoples at 

the international level and with the public in gened. The UN has taken into account aspects like 

selfdetermination and recognition of indigenous peoples and their struggle for dignity. With the 

international decade of the World's Indigenous Peoples (1995-2004) proclaimed by the General 

Assembly in its resolution 48 /163 ,~~  the UN, govemments and signifiant groups have cornrnitted 

to generate the promotion and protection of their human rights. The importance of these 

instruments and declarations raides in the fàct that the nation-states eventually fecognise Indian 

peoples' selfdetermination rights and implement them in their Constitutions. 

These international events describe- above have strongly influenceci the Mexican indian 

movements. By building a community of interests and forging international alliances, Indians of 

Mexico have strengthtned their struggle. The strategies of symbolic competition and opposition 



ideology have been used to reinforce uidian nationalisrn and the concept of selfdetermination. The 

creation of armed and peaceful organisations in Mexico reflects the efforts to unifi national lndian 

political organisations beyond separate interests. By using comrnunity-building, Indians are 

noticeably achidg  politicai unity within Mexico. 

4.3 The Contemporary Struggle for Self-Government in Mexico: Armed and Peaceful 

Struggles 

In Mexico, the stniggle for self-government and dignity has becorne stronger during the 

present decade. There have been peacefiil mobilisations by national organisations tike the Plural 

Group (Grupo Plural) and the Indian NationaI Assembly for Autonomy (ANIPA), as well as armed 

rebellions as the EZLN (a neo-zapatista movement) and the Popular Revolutionary Amy EPR). 

The Zapatista uprising strengthened the stmggle for self-government and raised the demand for 

autonomy as the main reform necessary to build a new relationship between indigenous peoples 

and the nation-state. 

The EZLN and ANTPA are major groups in the country that are seeking autonomy and 

self-government for indigenous peoples. It should be noted, however, that the =LN, through the 

1994 declaration of war against federai govenunent, has used arms as a last resort, while ANIPA 

rernains committed to peacefiil methods. 

These two distinct movements represent the contemporary Indian struggle for self- 

detetmination and the level of political organisation that indians have reached in the 1990s, 

showing that the liberal political ideology (exerted by the state) is challenged by Indians. in a 

symbolic cornpetition strategy, Natives have adopted a militant politid posture whicb is intended 

to routinize conflict in order to successfully accomplish the state's recognition of their right to self- 



determination. A closer account of the positions of both groups is offered in order to give a wider 

view of differing Indian methods to achieve recognition by the dominant society. 

4.3.1 The Ejército Zapatista por la Liberacih Naciond (The Zapatista A m y  for Nationai 

Liberation) 

îhe poor conditions into whkh Indians of Chiapas have been rnarginalised throughout 

history and the accentuation of their critical situation in the last decade (due to the state's reform of 

Article 27 of the Constitution and the NGlFTA accord) led Indians to declare war on the Mexican 

Etate. This was a last raon in the hope they would be taken into account by the nation-state, 

seeking selfdetermination as an inherent right by demandlig democratisation of the country. 

In the early hours of the New Year, January 1994, approximately three thousand men and 

women of the EZLN blocked the Pan American Highway between Tuxtla Gutiérrez, the capital of 

Chiapas, and San Cristobal de las Casas. They also blocked the road to the Ocosingo Municipality, 

thus declaring war on Mexico's authoritarian ruling Party, the Partido Revolucionario Institucional 

(PRI) and to the Federd Governrnent and military Forces. They took four Municipal buildings: 

San Cristiibal de las Casas, Altamirano, Ocosingo and Las Margaritas. 

in San Cristobal de las Casas, the major municipality in this area, the occupation was 

commanded and led by Major Ana Maria and her troops, but Cornandante Felipe and 

Subcomandante Marcos spoke for the rebels, declaring that their war was an ultimate but justified 

measure, because of lack of justice, democracy, liberty, work, health care, education, shelter and 

basic human rights. 

The rebeIs chose to initiate their war on January 1st when the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA) was planned to corne into effect: they chose this time as a waming to the 

Mexican government that they were not to leave indigenous peoples out of the decision-making 



structures. Subcomandante Marcos emphasised that the elected govenunent ought to be rejezted, 

on the grounds that there had been fiaudulent election procedures. Furthemore, he called for the 

instalment of a transitional government to ensure democratic voting procedures in the August 1994 

presidential elections. This was called for through the Declaracion de la Selva Lacandona (The 

Lacandona Jungle Declaration) and in it, it was stated that the Constitution must be renewed to 

I-corporate the recognition of indigenous selfdetermination and participation in the decision- 

making process and to open a path for democratic processes in the country as a whole. 

Additidly, it must be mteù that the demands did not exclusive1y focus on indigenous issues, thus 

d i f f e ~ g  fiom earf er Native upnsings. 

Cornandante Felipe was the person who revealed the ongins of the Zapatista Arrny for 

National Liberation. 'We are the product of five hundred years of struggle." This statement recalls 

the moment when the Spanish people anived in the Americas in 1492 and invaded this so-called 

'New World'. 

The Lacandona Jungle Declaration is a document that highlights the continuing cruel 

exploitation of the indigenous peoples throughout Mexican history? The Laws of the Mexican 

Revolution refer to: shelter, work, land, health, education, democracy, liberty, peace, independence 

and justice, which are not irnplemented in the Indian regions. 

Ever since the stniggle to improve their living conditions began, back in 1980, women 

have played an important role. They were pushed to create their own organisation since the very 

beginning. So, today, they represent over 30% of the ~a~atistas."  Out of the nineteen members of 

the 'Comité Clandestho Revolucionario indigena -Comandancia GeneraI del Ejército Zapatista de 

Liberacion Nacional', CCRI-CG (Clandestine Revolutionary Indigenous Cornmittees- General 

Cornmand of the Zapatista Army for the National Liberation), most of then named insurgentes, 

are of young age. But the main goal is that the indigenous movcments in Mexico search for a base 



from which to defend themselves, generating collective action, demanding indigenous rights and 

autoaomy. The EZLN and govemment began peace-talks by February 1994; ever since, they have 

had problems because Mexican Army presence has increased, thus peace talks have been 

intermittently intempted since they began. EZLN's strategy has been to socialise their dernands. 

Beyond Indian issues, the Zapatistas attempt to cal1 attention of civil society by demanding a fully 

democraîic process in the countq as a whole. 

AAer jus twelve days of hostilities with the Mexican Amy, the EZLN" agreed to peace 

talks with the fderal govemment. The Zapatista movement decided to lead the way in the peace 

talks with the support of national and international civil society and specificdly of local indigenous 

cornmunities as well as national Indian mobilisations. Its strategy has been to raise awareness 

within civil society calling on supporters to organise themselves in different organisations like the 

National Democratic Convention (CND). The Fourth Dedaration of the Lacandona Jungle of the 

U L N  on January 1% 1996 ratifieci the decision to fight with a m  for political change in Mexico 

and called upon civil socieq to create a political force with those members who do not desire to 

take public positions in working towards political transition in Mexico. This political force has 

becorne a fiont, named the FZLN (Zapatista National Liberation Front). 

Another strategy of the EZLN at the beguuùng of 1996 proposed the creation of an 

Indigenous National Permanent Forum. Its objectives were to achieve the recognition of indigenous 

rights and to act as a space for the operation of indigenous organisations which work for the 

benefit and well-being of Native peoples." 

More than six hundred Zapatistas built ~~uascal ienfes,~ '  where the first Convention 

Nacionai Democtitica, CND, was held in August 6th, 1994. More than six thousand delegates and 

observers from hundreds of organisations around Mexico, al1 of them united by the Zapatista caII, 

were present at this convention which took place in the Lacandona Jungle, in San Cristobal de las 



Casas. The first day of the CND began with a series of round tables, which dealt with five 

different issues. These were: 1. The transition to democracy and the illegitirnacy of the PM.; 

2. Peacefiil ways towards a democratic transition; elections, civil resistance and defence of the 

popular wills; 3. Coostniding a new nation; 4. The eleven points of the January lst, 1994 

Lacandona Jungle Declaration; 5. A constitutional congres on a new Constitution. 

The strongest themes included the recognition for the need for autonomy of Mexico's 

Indian peoples, the rnodincation of Article 27 of the national Constitution which ailows the 

privatisation of the ejidas (communai lands, Le., the selling of lands), and the new cirafting of the 

féderal Constitution to insert indigenous rights. 

The introduction given at the '1 Convention Nacional Democritica' by Subcornandante 

Marcos was very clear and strong. The Zapatista soldiers marched between the delegates and the 

grandstand, and were then followed by young women and men bearing sticks with white binding, 

representing a symbol of their search for peace. Delegates continuai discussing thernes of cultural 

autonomy and the tolerance of ciifferences, as well as dignity and justice. This convention proved 

the possibility of incorporating d l  ethnic groups into the democratic agenda. When the army 

invaded the Zapatista temtory in February 1995, the CND nehvorkf' produced large-scale protests 

in the whole of Mexico, co-ordinated actions in fifieen cities within the United States of America 

and Canada, as well as demonstrations in Europe and in Central America. The Zapatistas have 

been able to uni@ a wide range of organisations, thus creating a political coalition rnainly in 

Mexico. 

At the second meeting of the CND in October 1994, the Zapatista movement became more 

distant fiom the CND. This was because many grassroots groups that are involved in the CND 

were working more for the elections, supporting the left-wing Partido de la Revolucion 

Dernocratica (PRD) (Democratic Revolutionary Parîy), headed by Cuauhtémoc Chdenas. The 



EZLN disagreed with the strategy because the Zapatistas do not support a specific pliticai Party; 

even more, they do not support the systern of political parties as the only way to legitùnate 

democracy. But in the long nui, the Zapaîistas have cantinued working with the CND, not oniy 

because it has backed the EZLN, but also because the CM) has been a main actor in the definition 

of democracy in Mexico. 

Within this stniggle, Merent events have been organised, such as the 'Convenciones 

Estatales Democriiticas', (CED) (Democratic State Conventions). But the main conventions were 

the Convencih Nacional de Mujeres (CNM) (Women's National Convention) and the Convention 

Nacional India, (CNI) (National Indian Convention). 

In the fàll of 1994, five different regions of Chiapas declared themselves 'autonomous 

multi-ethnic regions', including fifty-eight municipalities that represent 50% of the state, 

guarand in Article 30 of the ~owtitution.~' The declaration does not mean the separation or 

splitîing-up of Mexico. In some areas there would be alternative governing systerns, consisting of 

elected community parliaments and regional councils. The Mexican govement, however, argues 

that it threatens national integrity. The federal governrnent has sent the rnilitary and created 

confiicts supporting the so-called guardias blancas" in order to neutralise this proposal. 

Moreover, confiicts between political parties in this region have become part of the scene. Human 

rights vioIations have increased towards M a n  organisations as welI as civil society NGOs. The 

wave of temor has produced deaths, torture and massive arrests." The d e  of law in Mexico is 

deteriorating. Indian organisations are concemed about the police and tnilitary presence in the 

indian regions of the country." These state instruments of oppression are producing violence, 

violation of indivrdual guarantees as well as of collective rights and human rights violations in 

general. For this reason, the indian organisations are asking for the immediate "expulsion of 

rnilitary and police forces" from the regions. One of the main dernands of the Indian Congres 



declaration 'Nunca Mis un México Sin Nosotros' (Never Again a Mexico Without Us), was the 

de-rnilitarhtion of the Indian zones of the country and the cessation of the repression of the Indian 

organisations as weli as the general social organisations. The process of militarization throughout 

the country is obsemed in four main aspects: the display of troops in cities, towns, roads and 

highlands; the trader of public security f ic t ions to m y  officials; the increase in expenditure on 

weapons (wadke equipment), transport and training; the increase in the training of troops and 

officials in foreign rnilitary schools or the hosting of foreign rnilitary staff in ~exico." 

4.3.2 The Asamblea Nscional India Para la Autonomia, AMPA (National Indian Assembly 

for Autonom y). The Peaceful Struggle 

Inspired by the success of the EZLN, ANIPA was created on ApriI 1 ûth, 1996. ANIPA 

was fi,nned by the Plural Group of indigenous representatives which emerged in the wake of the 

Chiapas uprising. The laîter group was constituted by writers, intellectuals and Ieaders who were 

members of various indigenous organisations. It is a strong Indian organisation seeking self- 

detennination, acting parallel to the EZLN. One of its leaders, Margarito Ruit, who is a Tojolabal 

and a spokesperson, said that these autonomous indigenous regions, mentioned above, must be 

extended everywhere in the country where their indigenous brothers stiII exist. For this to happen, it 

was considered convenient to push for new refoms to the Mexican Constitution in order to 

establish the recognition of these regions' autonomy. 

ANIPA was bom from a long process and was supporteci by al1 the groups fiom the Plural 

Group of Indigenous ~eaden." ANIPA includes indigenous intellectual leaden, tribal 

representatives and 250 organisations of indigenous peoples fiom across Mexico. Additionally, it 

counts on the support of advisors and intellectuals with expertise on indigenous populations and 

Indimisrno thought. 



ANIPA represents the interests of the majority of indigenous peoples in Mexico. Through 

peacefiil methods (routuiiang the confiict), dialogue and consultation are used as key strategies in 

the processes of seebg autonomy for Native peoples. ANPA has used dialogue, cdling together 

indigenous organisations to achieve its main objective: the creation of Autonomous Pluriethnic 

Regions (RAPs) through decree initiatives. It organises different commissions with the purpose of 

speaking with federal and local govements, and promoting a pact of unie and national alliance 

arnongst indigenous peoples. 

The first meeting of ANIPA took place in the Federal Congress on April 10-1 lth, 1995, in 

Mexicr, City. It was the first time in the history of the Union Congress that this was allowed, for 

political participation has been traditionally prohibited for indigenous peoples. From that point, 

there have been a number of assemblies, celebrated in Cajeme Temtory of Yaqui Tribe, Sonora 

(Assembly II, May 1995), in Tlaxicaco, Oxaca (Assernbly III, August, 1995), in Vaile de Jovel, 

San Cristobal de las Casas, (Assembly N, December 1995) and in Chilapa, Guerrero, (Assembly 

V, April 1996). 

Since its creation, this group has questioned the creation of the National Commission of 

Integral Development and Social Justice for Indigenous Peoples (CNDUSP) by the federal 

government. This commission was created and installed very soon after the EZLN armed 

movement arose in Chiapas State. It was composed of forty experts, none of whom were 

indigenous people, and therefore was not representative of them. For this reason, the Plural Group 

considers that the commission is hmed in the old indigenist-coloniser paradigrn. The Plural Group 

supported instead the creation of the Consejo Nacional de Pueblos y Organiisciones Indigenas 

(Nationai Council of Peoples and Indigenous Organisations, CNPOI). This group facilitated 

interaction with the state and federal institutions to build n a v  relations between indigenous peoples 

and the nation, thus eliminating indigenist schemes that have been enhanced by tutelage, 



manipulation and intermediaries. Such situations have limited the participation of indigenous 

peoples as subjects (as opposed to objects) of their own development and historic d e ~ t i n ~ . ' ~  

The CNPOl was eventually diminished by the state; it was dissolved by the end of 1994 

because its objectives of creating new relations with the state were stalleci by former president 

Salinas, when the organisation was not given further appointments and the talks for agreements 

were stopped. Furthermore, the CNDLJSPI tiad continuecl with its co-optation tactics which 

endangered the existence of the CNPOI. Atter dl,  ANIPA was k i n g  created with the specific 

purpose of creating a national Indian organisation with a specific project: to achieve self- 

determination by using the strategy of routinizing the conflict, seeking stable agreements through 

the creation of a fourth level of govemment. 

M e r  the Zapatista uprising, the indigenist state policies becarne more accentuated. The 

creation of CNDIJSPI denotes that indigenist actions were undertaken ai1 over Mexico to handle 

the 'Indian problem'. M A  has seen this fâct as a major problem in the process of renegotiating 

indigenous peoples' relationship with the state. In ANIPA's view, the indigenist position of the 

state has been set to weaken Indian struggles for selfdetermination through CO-optation of Indian 

leaders and by providing a series of material goods to Indian communities. 

Additionally, ANIPA is supporthg peace talks between the Zapatistas and the federal 

government and has sent advisors in order to strengthen the reconciliation process. At the moment 

there is no agreement between the federal goveniment and M A ,  since the Plural Group decided 

to stop the taks with the govemmental representatives at the end of 1994 (through the CNPOI). 

Nevertheless, ANIPA put forward a proposal which is being presented in the peace talks between 

the federal government and the EZLN. The proposal will eventually be presented in the Union 

Congres for its consideration, but no date has been established yet. There exists a possibiIity of 

establishing direct negotiations with the federal govemment. In this sense, the date should 



fecognise not only the armed EZLN fiom Chiapas but give equal weight to peaceful nation-wide 

initiatives (such as the ANIPA position) within a democratic process. 

In the four national assemblies organiseci by ANIPA during 1995, ANIPA has been 

revising the decree initiatives for the creation of the RAPs. This will be thoroughly discussed in 

Chapter 5.  The last revision of this document took place in the fuial meeting in Chilapa, Guerrero, 

in April 1996. Once the reviewing process of the decree initiative was finished, the ANIPA agreed 

to produce another document relate. to the process of peace in Chiapas. ANIPA agreed to support 

the peace talks and take part in the historical transition to a new level of govement (fourth level) 

for indigawcl peoples of ~e?uu>." 

The Zapatista movement is working to gain support of civil society for transitions to 

democracy in Mexico and at the same tirne is raising the Xndian issue on the national political 

agenda. At this point both organisations have reached a consensus in sharing general cumrnitments 

towards indigenous selfdetermination. The approach of both organisations was very clear in the 

Indigenous Forum (called for by the Zapatistas). At this 'Foro Nacional Indigena', Table 1, which 

was dealing with the issues of community and autonomy, supported the work of ANIPA. Since 

îhen, there has b e n  reciprocity. At the fifth Assembly of ANTPA~' (May 1% 1996) they were 

supporting each other. At the discussion table in San Andrés, Chiapas, Mexico, two working 

documents were presented. The officia1 one carne fiom the CNDIJSPI and the other one was 

presented by the ANIPA. From this, it can be seen that the Zapaiista movement and ANIPA are 

working in partnership to achieve selfdetermination. 

4.4 Table 1 on Rights and Indigenous Cultures 

Within the peace talks process between the EZLN and the federal govement, the San 

Andrés Agreements fiom Table 1 (Mesa 1) on Rights and Indigenous CuItures were signed on 

February 16, 1996. Other discussion tables are lacking in the negotiation process regarding issues 



on dernocracy, justice, developmenf welfare, women's nghts and others. However, the 

advancement of the signed documents of Table 1 represents a key step for the development and 

perspective of Indian p p l e s  of Mexico. 

The dialogue for 'Mesa 1' (Table 1, on Rigbts and Indigenous Cultures) lasted 1 1 months, 

f h  months fiom the t h e  the confiid took place. From ic there was an agreement, signed in the 

second part of the Resolute Plaias, of Table 1. 

AAer that, the legislative commission (COCOP A) (Comision de Concordia y Pacificacih 

del Congreso de la Union; Commission of Accord and Pacification of the Union Congress) handed 

the initiatives of constitutional refonns to the Legislative and Executive Powers which had resuited 

fiom Table 1. These proposais should have been debated in the sessions beginning the 20th of 

Mach, 1996 in the Union congres< which was not accomplished due to intermittent suspensions 

of the diaIogue. 

in general terms, the agreements referred to important advancements in relation to the 

fundamentai demands of national Indian movement in the last decade. What is important is the 

acknowiedgement of selfdetermination reflected in the documents signed by the EZLN and the 

federd governrnent. This is a political factor of great potentiality. However, it must be clearly 

noted that the govement did not accept autonorny as a regirne because, in the state's view, it 

represents the risk of creating a 'nation-state within another'. However, the written agreements 

imply the possibility of the pracfice of autonomy at the communal, municipal and regional levels. 

The govemrnent's position was to try to diminish the Zapatistas' dernands by excluding both the 

reform of Article 27 of the Constitution and the creation of RAPs through the setting of a fourth 

levei of government. (See Appendices 1 and 3). 

These basic agreements between the govemment and the EZLN on Table 1 had to be 

discussed in national fora of debate (such as the ANIPA assemblies) and in the national decision- 



making bodies (the Senate and the Union Congress). The agreements were a rnaterial for the 

dialogue with peace and dignity, in tem of Procedure Rules and the Law for Dialogue, 

Conciliation and Peace with Dignity in Chiapas and the agreements are integrated to the Agreement 

of Accord and Pacification with Justice and Dignity. 

According to many commentators, the govemmental delegation has adopted a deceitfil 

position during the process, of negotiation. As Carlos Puig points out, 'it sees its opponent as being 

too dl, it tolerates if it allows it to blabber on, and looks to the ceiling while it talk~'.~~ The 

delegation hplements a low-intensity war to undermine the position of Indian negotiators and 

advisors. For exarnple, the govemmental offer is focusing on the local rather than in the national 

s a p e  of the problem and on poor w e b e  policies raîher than policies that really address the mot 

of the crisis. Such t e m  were rejected by the EZLN. 

The dialogue did resuIt in some important changes as stresseci in the Pronouncement of the 

U L N  Advisors, written after the agreement was signed. However, the core of the ANIPA proposal 

is dl1  lacking (such as the creation of RAPs at a fourth level of government). Such points must be 

treated in the negotiations of the rernaining tables such as Table 2 about Justice and Democracy. 

Even though the results were not totally satisfactory, the Zapatistas, ANTPA and other 

indigenous organisations in the country advanced significantly towards the community-building 

strategy by which the indian movernent became more unified and representative. This  movement 

bas becorne one of the main socio-political actors in Mexico. The conjunction of their proposais 

has elaborateci a unified program of struggle that embraca the most advanced experienca and 

aspirations of the country's indigenous comrnunities. Also, they have created awareness among 

civil society in Mexico regardhg the historical rights of indigenous peoples by placing their 

sbuggle in the centre of the national political agenda. Civil society has supported Indian peopIes' 

stniggles by being solidarious and demanding for a more democratic state. 



The San Andrés Agreements signed and reached with the federal govemment in Table 1 do 

not resolve the totaliîy of indigenous demands nor does thk mean that the peace accord is to be 

signed yet. As a consequeme, the most important goals have not been achieved in this phase. These 

were: (i) the creation of the fourth level of goverment, as proposed by ANIPA, and (ii) the 

recognition of the legal pluralisrn of the nation. 

On the other hand, it can be observed that the relative 'maturity' of the federal govenunent 

to deal witb indigenous peoples' issues has allowed for some positive achievements in favour of 

indigenous historical struggles. The recognition of indigenous peoples in the Constitution, as 

recognised in Article 4 of the Constitution, is an important step fornard. However, the nght to 

seIfdetermination in a constitutional framework of autonomy is still in process and should be 

recognised through the Law Initiative regarding indigenous peoples. 

The process to carry out these agreements is through the creation of the Verification 

Commission of Follow-up and through debate in the Union Congress within the process of the 

Political Refom. The Congress has to agree about the procedures and terms by which these 

agreements are going to be included in the Mexican Political Constitution. 

The EZLN demanded that the integration of the Commission for Follow-up and 

Verification be made up of autonomous representatives, rejecting public employees. The 

agreements that resulted from Table 1 about Rights and Indigenous Culture would be included in 

the Law Initiative about Indigenous Pmples that would be discussed by the Union Congress. 

Af i r  having signed the San Andrés agreements, the fegislative commission, COCOPA 

(Commission on Concordance and Pacification of the Union Congress) presented, on November 

29th, 1996, their final version of their proposais for constitutional reform on Rights and Indigenous 

CuItures to both the U L N  and the federal govemment. The EZLN accepteci this version because it 

substantially implies the content of the agreements and because it was COCOPA's ultimatum to 



Zapatistas -"take it, or leave ity'. The government did not accept this version and presented a 

counter proposal to the initiative of December 20th, 1996. The President's counter proposal 

weakens tbe previous agreements even more by changing substantial t em.  For example, 

COCOPA's iniîiative recognises the cornmunity as an 'entity of public right'; whereas the 

Executive considers them as 'entities of public interests', thus denying the M a n  right to form part 

of the organs of the state? 

4.5 Conclusions 

As we have seen selfdetermination has became a politicai symbol for indigenous peoples 

in the Amencas which has been strengthened in the Iast decade through a successfùl process of 

symbolic contestation. Govemments have been forced to respond to these dernands. In Mexico, the 

federai government has apparentiy espouseci the goal of selfdetenination and has pushed the 

EZLN into the govenunent's game of policy-making by defending COCOPA's initiative. In my 

view, the Zapatistas' acceptance of COCOPA's initiative is not going to solve the fiindamental 

problem of Indians' Iack of representation and selfdetermination. ïhis is because Indian autonomy 

at a communal level (as COCOPA's and federd government initiatives promote) would not be 

able, by itself, to give solutions to the big problerns of Indian peoples, but rather, would integrate 

them legaily in an indigenist, ethnocentric way due to the lack of representation of Indians in the 

Congres. 

Thus, what is going to solve the problem of lack of representation at al1 levels, is the IegaI 

recognition and the creation of the Fourth Level of Government for indigenous peoples which 

would facilitate transition to democracy in Mexico. The country would thus become stronger Rom 

its roots with its own mode1 of democracy which included the power for selfdetermination for 

lndian peoples, thus eradicating the historical marginaIisation to which they have been subjected. 



On the other hanci, there is a potential nsk to worsen the current situation if the federai govement 

continues with its traditional indigenist position. This could lead to national instability with a 

consequent civil war thai would endanger national inîegrity. 

It can be concludecl that the move toward selfdetermination is a long-tecm process and the 

propods ooming ftom the indigenous peoples in the negotiations had moderate success. The 

intention of the federal govement to implement a limited reforrn reducing the solution to a 

regdatory law of Article 4 of the Constitution failed, as well as the idea of negotiaiing a local 

agenda with the EZLN in chiapas." The govemment's proposals fhiled because the governrnent 

did not take into account Indian peoples' proposals. 

It was recommended by the EZLN and governrnent representatives that the Commission 

for Follow-up and Verification takes the Mutual Accord Manifesto as a foundation for the 

constitutionai and legal refom. This ought to be done because the manifesto is the most 

complete document and is more specific fiom the jurisdictionai point of view. The results of this 

process of negotiation are reflected in the new poIicy towards indigenous peoples sbted in words 

of the President of Mexico on May 23rd, 1996: "...in general, the policy is changing. The 

autonomy of Indian peoples, expressed in the National Consultation about Rights and Indigenous 

Participation does not contradict democracy. It will not contradict democracy, it will not effect 

national sovcreignty. It will not be the carrier of anachronisms nor exceptions to the right of the 

 tat te''.^^ 

In sum, if al1 that was agreed and not agreed upon is taken into consideration, it can be 

seen thaî there is a substantial advancement in the struggle of indigenous peopIes. However, there 

is stilI much work to be done for the achievement of the creation of RAPs which create the basis 

for selfdetemination. The complete proposa1 of the ANIPA for the creation of a fourth level of 

government, is presented in the next chapter in counterpart with the government's proposals.47 



The EZLN and AMPA have used strategies of symbolic politics to reuiforce their nniggle. 

EZLN has, above dl ,  attempted to routhize the confikt through peace-talks with the govenment 

in an attempt to achieve recognition and stabilisation of codict. This bas been shown through the 

achievement of concmte agreements between Indian peoples and the nation-state and a new 

relationstiip between Indian and federal government and the dominant society. 
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Chapter 5 

An Indian Proposal for Self-Determination in Mexico. The Need for a Fourth Level of  

Govemmeat 

Chapters 3 and 4 show how the federal governrnent is trying tu manage the s d l e d  

'Indian Problem' by pushing for partial constitutional reforms. h my view these reforms are not 

enough, though they represent the startuig point of the new relationship between Indian peoples and 

the nation-state. ANIPA's promotion of a project for selfdetermination by and for Indian peoples 

represents an attempt to routinize the confiict benveen lndians and the state. This chapter explores 

the Indian proposai for selfdetermination in Mexico and the need for a fourth level of govemment 

in order to stabilise conflicts which have bcen accentuated during the last decade due to Indian 

guemlla movements. 

The chapter consists of three parts. First, it will account for the ment amendrnents to 

constitutional Articles 4 and 27 regarding indigenous peoples due to partial governmental 

concessions and the consequent indigenist proposal to reform Articles 4 and 115. Second, it 

presents the importance of the indian project for the creation of autonomous regions by ANIPA, as 

a result of the Wan peacefiil rnovement, based on Indianist thought. Third, it considers 

conclusions beyond proposals in order to compare bath hdian and government's proposais and 

analyses the need for a Fourth Level of Government as an important fkctor to achieve self- 

detennination by and for Natives in Mexico. 

ï h e  initiative to create autonomous regions is based upon the urgent need to resolve the 

ongoing national-ethnic confiict, which has recently become more acute. The urgency is the result 

of the Indian rebellions of the EZLN (1994) and of the €PR (1996)' among other amed Indian 

guemllas.' 



ANIPA's initiative supported by the EZLN seeh the establishment of a constitutional- 

legal framework thai recognises the nght of indigenous peoples to exert autonomy as an expression 

of seIf-detemunattion and to cana1 the state's indigenist practices and avoid further destructive 

violence. With the creation of a Fourth Levei of Govemment by and for indigenous peoples, that is 

recognised by the nation-state, national unity will be ensured, as will the survival of Indian 

cultures. This fourth level is based on a decree initiative to reform and add Articles 4, 53, 73, 115 

and 116 of the Political Constitution of the United States of Mexico. These constitutional reforms 

would cùnstitute Iegal recognition of Indian autonomous regions as the basis of the fourth level of 

goverment. 

The Mexican political system is currently divided into three govemmental tiers: the 

Federal, State and Municipal levels. The Federation's supreme power is divided into three 

branches: the legislative, the executive and the judiciaL3 (See Articles 49, Cap. 4 para.1). 

Likavise, the powers of the states are divided into executive, legislative and judicial, as stated in 

Article 116, para.2. The Municipality has legal personaiity, in which there is no intemediate 

lithority between it and the govemment of the respective state. Hence, it has its own powers, such 

as the authority to establish police niles and govemment observance within the respective 

jurisdictions. AIso, it is allowed to manage its own patrimony in accordance with the law (Article 

115). 

It must be noted that even though three tiers of govemment are set in the Constitution, 

ùidian peoples are not recogrüsed in it. Thus, they are excluded from the federal, state and 

municipal autonomous Ievels of govement. This has exacerbated the continuing struggle to 

recover and exercise their autonomy in fâvourable conditions. 



5.1 Indigenous Peoples' Struggles for Self-Detemination 

Aboriginal peaples have generated their own practices in terms of social, cuitural, political 

and econornic maüers, as a result of a protracted and fiequently violent process of attempted 

constitutional reforrn in the Mexican state. Those practices provide Mexico with its cultural weaith 

and ethnic plurality. The indigenous peoples have long struggled to maintain and enrich the 

diversity which is the principal characteristic of the Mexican people as a whole. This struggle has 

been against those who have worked hard to constmct a fictitious and excluding mestizo or crioilo 

state in which ta segregate Aboriguial peoples. 

Histoncal experiences of Indigenous peoples differ depending on the regions but, in aimost 

every case, they have managed to preserve their f o m  of ""de focro"' autonomy by eleetion of 

their own authorities and the like. In some areas of the country, like the ones ùihabited by 

AboriginaI tribes in the north of Mexico, these authorities show a great vitality and are an 

important seed for the development of an autonomous regime within the franiework of a new 

danocratic nation to which most Mexican people aspire.' In effect, autonomous practices have 

been exerted by indians outside the Iaw while resisting assimilation. The autonomy is seen by 

Natives as  the inherent right which has been exerted in resistance. 

Until now, the struggles for autonomy have been taking place in precarious or difficult 

conditions, advancing in counter-current to the liberal ideology which searches for homogeneity. 

The liberal state irnposed a temtorial division upon the country in such a way that aboriginal 

peoples rernained excluded. From the nineteenth century until today, the formation of 

municipalities and other entities of the republic has ban done in a disorderly manner, and in 

accordance with the individual interests of regional and local hacendados (landowners). It was in 

this way that aboriginal peoples were not accounted for in the federal organisation. This historical 



error must be corrected. The Mexican state cannot and must not continue to be politicdly 

stnictured under the M s e  assumption that indigenous people do not exist. To correct this injustice, 

it is necessary to reject the project of a homogeneous state. In its place, a new project for the 

nation m u t  be bom as weli as  a new Constitution, both of them sustained on a renewed federalism, 

in which aboriginal peoples are to be an organic part. 

To;i weak m p t  to resolve the 'Indian problem', the nation-state has granteci partial 

rights to indigenws peoples as a result of Indian stniggles. But this has been done within the 

indigenist paradigm that does not recognise the autonorny of Indian peoples. Such response is 

reflected in the amenciments to Articles 4 and 27 of the Constitution; however, it must be noted that 

they are still not under formal jundical regdations because there is no specific legislation to 

implement the rights recognised in the Constitution. This kind of govexnmentai approach is seen as 

a cunning contempomy mode1 for contiming with indigenist policies toward the lndians. 

On the other hanci, the Indian struggle for self-govement is seeking to strengthen 

Mexican unity rather than Mexico's hgmentation. The federal govenunent argues fragmentation 

of the country in reference to the Indian project for self-detemination as an excuse to deny their 

demands. 

5.2 Amendments to Articles 4 and 27 of the Constitution Regarding Indigenous Peopies 

The Mexican political system which supports the neo-liberal mode1 changed the 

amendments explained in Chapter 3 in order to m a t e  conditions for the so-called modernisation of 

the country. The federai govemment amendai both articles within an indigenist strategy. This was 

achievd first, by giving partial recognition to Indian peoples of Mexico, thus diverting their 

attention in order to fàcilitate the amendment to Article 27, which resulted in reverse consequences 

as Indian peoples' lands were embedded in the market economy. 



The amendrnents to Articles 4 and 27 of the Mexican Constitution refer to indigenous 

peuples in general t e m .  The arnendments to Article 4 recognise mostly lndian cultural rights and 

the pluriethnic composition of the state; however, they do not recognise the right of self- 

cietennination. Indians' legai and politicai status are not mentioned. 

In the paragraph added to Article 4 (January 28th, 1992) ths hdigenist position of the state 

is evident. This article refers to a regulatory law to legislate culnirai rights, but it is a law that does 

not exist at dl. This signifies the continuation of indigenist policies. Even though the formal 

acknowledgement exists, there is not a constitutional application of the intendecl amendrnents due 

to the lack of the regulatory law referred to above. Furthermore, it lirnits the IegaI 

acknowledgement of their customs, p ractices and traditions hcluding judicial and agrarian 

procedures. What is also seriously lacking is the legal entrenchment of the definition and 

implications of the legal concept of 'pueblos' (peoples). 

The arnendments to Article 27 of the constitution6 were ostensibly to protect the lands of 

indigenous groups; however, there is no mention of indigenous peoples. The article does not 

stipulate the mechanisms to recover communal rights. In this sense, the comrnunities that have the 

ejido as a form of land tenancy (also known as peqitefia propiedad [small property]), can not 

manage this 'integral protection'. 

Furthemore, Article 27 does not mention the agrarian reform necessary to return the 

Indian lands. Rather, the distribution of the land was cancelled in Salinas's mandate (1 988-1994}. 

To enhance agricultural investments, Salinas reformai Article 27 in response to the neoliberal 

project. The former president eliminated the most important ejido characteristics: the inalienable, 

inemburgable (unable to be confiscated) and imprescriptible rights (not subject to prescription, i.e., 

that the title of ownenhip may not be daimed). 



Salinas's government wrote a new Agrarian Law that regulates Article 27's reform. These 

reforms put an end to the Indian nght to land claims and redistribution of land and allowed for the 

privatisation of ejidos. The latter can be rented or sold, thus jeoparâising the integrity of Indian 

communitie~.~ 

The amenciments to these articles denote the Iegal gap between the formai legislation and 

the contiaued indigenist policies of the state. Power relations have not been modified and the state 

bas again excludeci Indian peoples h m  political pwer.' 

5.3 Indigenist Proposal. Indigenous Peoples' Development. Preliminary Project to Reform 

Articles 4 and 115 

The preIimlliary project to reform Articles 4 and 1 15 is a govemental initiative that does 

not take into account Indian proposals. This project is an anticipateù partial answer to the demands 

of Uidigenous peoples, but one with an indigenist point of view. Even though it considen Iegal 

recognition of Indians, it does so on a local community level rather than recognisîng them as 

peopks. The state sees the proposal of autonomous regions as a threat and associates it with 

p r o j e  of separatist movements. As was stated by ANIPA memben in a 1995 press conference 

"the state is afraid to discuss autonomous regions, because they believe that this demand aims at 

the fbgmentation of the cuuntry or that it is relatai with separatist movements.'" In my view, the 

staîes' position is only a strategy to avoid and deny an inherent right of self4etermination to 

indigenous peoples.(See Appendix 2 regarding the governrnent's proposals to amend Articles 4 and 

115). 

Article 4'' suggests an acknowledgement of indigenous political organisations as well as 

their customs and practices in the federal and local judicial processes. In the proposed reform to 

Article 115, 'the Indian community' is provided with legal recognition as a body of public interest, 



rather than as a body of public rigbt." The Article acknowledges the comrnunity as a 'tuiity of 

political organisation of peoples that occupies a defined geographic territory wbich is permanently 

inhabiteci by Indians of the same culture and social organisation, and whereby they recognise 

themselves as part of the national society by identifjing their ongins wiîh pre-lolumbian 

societie~."'~ 

5.4 Project of Initiative for the Creation of Autonomous Regions by ANIPA 

As we have seen, since 1994, indigenous armed rebellions by EZLN in Chiapas as well as 

other peacefùl Indian movements have highlighted the ethnic heterogeneity question. They have 

reinforced the demand for selfdetermination as the basis of a new relationship between lndian 

peoples and the state. The demands of al1 indigenous organisations go well beyond the indigenist 

proposais made by the state (as referred to above). 

By 1994, as a cansequence of the neo-Zapatista input, other lndian organisations sought to 

strengthen their demands for selfsetermination. During this year, Indian organisations gathered to 

talk abwt selfdetermination and autonomy issues.'3 Indianist ideology as a symbolic politic 

brought about the discussion of autonomy in an open way. The peace talks established self- 

goverurnent as the key to achieving a new relationship between Indian peoples and national 

society." However, it was in 1995 when the Indianist movement projected concrete initiatives for 

autonomy and self-governmentl' as well as a position that surpassed the indigenist proposal. The 

proposal of creating RAPs (Pluri-ethnic Autonornous Regions) through the creation of a fourth 

Ievel of governent in Mexico, is based on results of discussions between Indian peoples as well as  

centrd elernents of Agreements of San Andrés between EZLN and the federal govement. This 

initiative se& to amend articles 4, 58, 73, I l5  and 1 16 as ptoposed by ANIPA (see Appendix 3), 

which acts as an umbrella of Indian organisations. 



The indian project for the creation of Autonomous Regions in a framework of self- 

determinaiion se& the cancellation of indigenism because it makes autonomy impractical. In this 

way, Indianisrno sees indigenism as an obstacle to carrying and exercising selfdetennination (see 

Chapter 2). The indigenist model cm not offer any practce of autonomy; rather, it sets the 

fiamework for a patemalistic mode1 which threatens the existence of Indian cultures. As Diaz 

Polanco states, indigenism and autonomism are antithetical and ime~oncilable,'~ thus the 

maintmance of indigenisrn makes autonomy irnpracticable. 

The Indianist initiative for the creation of Autonomous Regions in Mexico is an effort to 

promote new relations between Indian peoples and the nation-state with peace and justice. This 

wouId give birth to a truly Mexican democratic model; one emerging fiom its indian mots. 

Consequently, were the date to accept the project, it would be acknowledging its historical debt 

with regard to Indian peoples; a debt due to the historical implementation of ethnocidal indigenist 

policies. 

This initiative," prepared by ANPA and supportai by 250 indian organisations fiom al1 

over Mexico (as FIPI, Consejo hdio Permanente (CIP), AJAGI A C ,  Consejo Guerrerense 500 

Anos and Organizacion Nacion Purépecha), goes beyond partial recognition of Indian peoples; 

rather, it acknow1edges autonomy as a practice of seIf-government within the Mexican nation. In 

tenns of creating Autonomous regions as part of the federal organisation, it would establish a basis 

for the resolution of the great economic, social and political problems fàcing indigenous peoples. 

At the sarne the ,  the autonomous regime would undoubtedly corne to strengthen the unity and 

integration of the indigenous nations as well as fâvour harmonious coexistence and democracy 

among the socio-cultural components of the Mexican peoples. 

The form of autonomy which is proposed by Indian people is founded in the principles of 

nationai unity, diversity, and equality of al1 Mexican people. More specifically, it recognises the 



plurality and fiatemity among al1 Wan people and the equality among al1 groups of aboriginal 

and non-aboriginal identity thaî coexist in the diverse regions of the country. It does not seek to 

separate, but rather to hannonise and co-orhte ;  it d o a  not seek to create privilege, rather, it 

recognises the legitimate historical rights of the abonginal peoples. 

As is well known, the colonial regime and the former aboriginal policy of the independent 

epoch d i sperd  the aboriginal population, destroyhg f o m  of socio-political CO-ordination of the 

ethnic population. This is one of the difficulties which can not be resolved adequately at a 

communal level. Therefore, a regional organisation of the aboriginal peoples is required, which 

would be allowed to put into practice the urgent development plans such a population requires. The 

main protagonists of such a process of development shouId therefore be the autonomous 

govemments of each region. 

Indianist reformers seek to mate a fhnework in which diverse social groups settled in 

each region may live in h o n y  and develop under clear democratic nonns and without 

exclusions. This ovedl  objective can only be reached in a regime of 'inclusive' autonomy, which 

guarantees equality of opportunity and of treatment of al1 Mexican people who are residents of 

each of the respective regions. 

Meanwhile, regionai autonomy would cancel al1 the unwritten laws, which have threatened 

the existence of Natives, by giving legal recognition to Indian selfdetermination and would be 

superior to the diverse practices that provide privileges to some Mexican people above others, for 

reasons of a supposed ethnic or sociocultural superiority. Simultaneously, it would create the 

institutions and precepts for the representation and participation of al1 members or residents of the 

plural regions of the country. This is an unalterable condition that enables the implernentation of a 

democratic life in the territories where the aboriginal peoples are living. It would fuel democracy in 

the nation as a whole and renew the federal pact." 



Thus, the spirit of indian Autonomy a h  to benefit al1 peoples. Selfdetermination does 

not irnply an ethnocenttric cleavage in the nation, rather, it mgnises the differences which exist 

and seeks d o n a l  cobesion. It also includes a r e n d  vision of gender, where women dernand the 

suppression of 'uses and cun~ms'  that oppress and limit their lives." The Indian initiative to 

refonn Article 4 states the ensured promotion, and participation on equai temu, of indigenous 

women. 

In general, the lndianist initiative offers a common framework of autonomy for pluriethnic 

regions. Howwer, more specific concepts and modalities have to be taken into account in order to 

fit different Indian realities. First, Article 4 must recognise the plurinational composition of the 

Mexican state rather than just a pluri-ethnic one. Also, the indigenous idioms ought to have official 

national recognition instead of merely regional recognition. 

Even though the proposa1 refers to the configuration of pluriethnic regions at the national 

level, the future regirne of autonomy in Article 135 should take into account binationality. Inter- 

state regions of monoethnic composition around the borders with the USA, Guatemala and Belice 

open the possibility of binationality regarding Indian nationalities that were disrupted by the 

division of nation-States. Besides the proposa1 to create Autonomous Regions within the established 

states, there should be a modality that includes the formation of Autonomous Regions whereby, 

given the appropriate conditions, the region would embrace different nation-state temtories. I L 0  

Convention 169 regarding Indian nghts for selfdetennination may be a good instrument in this 

respect especiaIly now, because Guatemala has recently signed peace agreement and IL0 

Convention 169. 

Reforms to Constitutional Article 4 in ANIPA's proposa120 consist of establishing the right 

for Indigenous peopIes to hold autonomous regimes, based on their poiitical-historical rights and 

also the recognition of institutions and legal practices of Indian peoples. The law ought to establish 



the means to ccwirdinate these practices with the national legd system, Another addition in 

ANIPA's initiative to this article is the penalty for racial discrimination t o w d s  Indian people and 

in gemerai. 

Proposed reforms to Article 115 give substance to creating a Fourth Level of Govemment 

through the pluriethnic regions with autonomous governrnents addresseci as Autonomous Regions. 

This new temtorid distribution of power, would mean political decentralisation and management 

as weU as use of economic and financial resources. Thus, federalism would becorne 

heterogeneous. *' 
As part of the proposal of autonomous regions, indigenous organisations want to ensure 

that they are represented in the Union Congress, and have proposed an amendment to Article 53, 

regardhg procedures for electing representatives. According to the proposai, the number of Indian 

deputies in the Congress should be determined in accordance with the percentage of Indian 

population in Mexico. It should aIso ensure that at least one deputy represents each culture. 

Furthemore, the election criteria should not be linked to political parties. 

The proposed reforms to Article 73 refer to the fàct that the Federal Congress has the duty 

to acknowledge the proposal to constitute Autonomous Regions. It shoutd thetefore open the 

possibility for Indian people and their assistants to participate in the expedition of these laws, thus 

the positive outcorne of the process would be ensureci. 

Article 115 is set up as a general disposition for establishing the Autonomous Regions. 

The disposition corresponds to their organisational fûnctions and cornpetencies, where the Regional 

govement constitutes the highest authority of each region. This regionaI govenunent would seek 

Iair representation, e.g., the presidents of the municipalities which are part of the Autonomous 

Regions would take part in the Regional govement. The Executive representatives of the 

government would be named fiom the Regional govemrnent. ïhe  executive members would be in 



charge of representing and administering the autonomous regional governrnent. It is important to 

state that the municipalities and Indigenous communities that are to be part of the Autonomous 

Regions, will have autonomy in m e n t  with the Regional Govemment. Coordination between 

municipalities and cornunifies with the Autonornous Region would be required to establish 

respective cornpetencies of the municipalities. 

in this sense, the Autonornous Regions are considered to represent the Fourth Level of 

Governent in the politicai-territorial IeveIs of the state. As a new territorial level of govemment, 

the Autunomous Regions would occupy a level that is in-between the Municipal and the state 

governmental levels of the Mexican federation. 

The general powers of the autonomous regional govements will be regulated in the 

preceding Law of Autonomy, once it is established and approved. The Autonomous Laws have to 

guarantee the autonomous organisation in the Region, as well as the CO-ordination of its respective 

municipalities and communities, which are to becorne part of the Region in a gradud way. 

The powers and jurisdictions of the municipalities in the Autonomous Regions will be 

established in Article 115 as weIl as in the future Law of Autonomy and also those specified in 

section IX of the Indianist initiative (SIX Appendix 3). 

The powers of Indian comrnunities are based mainly in the selfdecision-making processes 

and in relation with the corresponding municipalities. Additionally, their jurisdiction is related to 

the Autonomous Region of which they are to be part. The jurisdiction to be included in the 

regdatory Law of the Region should aIso refer to the communities set up. It is worth adding that 

the initiative establishes the right of the communities to set up their own autonomous govements 

frsely, in accordance with their uses and customs. 

Refening to mestizus or creoles who Iive in Indian communities, the initiative foresees 

their political participation within the Regions. The initiative expresses democratic practices 



without exclusions. These democratic practices would sum to the pluriethic concept where indians 

became part of heterogeneous component. 

The missing details regardkg the fiinctioning of Autonomous Regions ought to be 

coosidered in the Law of Autonomy. This statute wouId have to be approved by the Union 

Congres. The approval should hp ly  a firir number of indigenous representatives, relative to the 

percentage of indigenous people in the country. 

The initiative represents the h i t  of an open discussion about autonomy by and for 

indigenous people through analysing the experience of Indian peoples in five assemblies (1. Mexico 

City, 2. Sonora, 3. Oaxaca, 4. Chiapas, 5.  Guerrero) d u ~ g  1995 by ANIPA acting as an umbrella 

that pursues indian peoples' common goals. Natives of Mexico do have different interests, e.g., the 

Yaquis in the North (Sonora) seek to strengthen an autonomous tribaI organisation by managing 

self-govemment, whereas Mayas in Southem Mexico (Campeche, Yucatan, Tabasco, Quintana 

Roo and Chiapas) seek to rebuild their civilisation by holding selfdetermination. In this sense, 

ANIPA represents consensus of different organisations which have constmcted a cornmunity of 

common political interests and which are dedicated to establishing stable parameters in a renewed 

relationship with the Mexican state. Consultation and debate are key Factors to strengthen this 

initiative among Lndian people. In this sense, the Indian movement is seeking that autonomous 

regima be the foundation of an authentic democratic process. This means that none of the 

proposed transformations will denve fiom indigenist impositions through state policies. 

With the recognition and the consequent implementation of this initiative liom lndigenous 

peoples, the state has an opportunity to mend the historical denials of Indian rights, and at the sarne 

tirne, to enable the transition to democracy in Mexico. The statc would become stronger because it 

would include its mots. The even distribution of power is a key hctor to the eradication of poverty 

and rnarginaIization that have accnied over the previous five centuries among indigenous peoples. 



However, if the state undervalues this initiative and responds with military repression (as it has 

been doing until now) national integration is put at risk. The state has to analyse and mgnise the 

open initiative and the historical right for self-determination for indigenous peoples. The indiankt 

initiative is an opportunity to build a state with multinational characteristics where the democratic 

mode1 prevaiIs, but with its own propods, that corne from the rom. 

5.5 Rationales for the Proposed Mode1 

The need for a fourth Ievel of government in Mesico is justified on different grounds. First, 

in the context of international law, al1 peoples have the right to autonomy. Mexico recognised 

indigenous peoples as peoples when the federal govemment signed IL0 Convention 169 in 1 9 9 0 ~  

which describes indigenous people's rights. Secondly, since Indian peoples 'bave been the objects of 

expIoitation, genocide, ethnocide and dienation, the state has recognised that there needs to be a 

process of de-colonisation through the creation and implementation of a level of governrnent that 

men& these former practices. Thirdly, the country has a multiethnic and multicultud composition 

that is not represented by any organ of governrnent. Thus, there is an obligation to create a specific 

govermental level where the different ethnic nationalities are represented, rather than a mestizo- 

creole state which applies ùidigenist homogenising practiw. Fourthly, Mexico needs a new 

national project wkre indigenous peoples are taken into account. 

The autonomy and sovereignty that indigenous peoples are seeking does not h p l y  

separation or secession; rather, it is within the sphere of a broader interpretation of Mexican 

nationdism. None of the indian peoples wish to secede from Mexico, but neither do they want to 

have laws in which they had no input imposed upon them. The acknowledgement of different f o m  

of autonomy (consistent with the conditions of different Indian p p l e s )  would estabiish precisely 

the powers of each autonomous entity at a communal, municipal or regional level within the Fourth 



Level of Govemment in the nation-state. Therefore, the original mestiu~creole pact that founded 

the Mexican state would be replaceci by a pact arnong al1 Mexicans; where the mestizos and creoles 

becarne one elernent of the pluriethnic diversity of Mexico. The nation would then share a common 

aaîional project. Fifthly, the nation-state was founded and based on liberal thought which tned to 

establish a homogeneous order, one law and one unique power in the plurality. Therefore, 

fderdism was a fiction, because it did not respond to the social and cultural ciifferences that 

comprise the country. An authentic federalism would have to re-acommodate the levels of authority 

and responsibility of the entities that fom the nation, in order to correspond to its real diversity. 

With the creation of the Fourth Level of Government, there would be a transfer fiom the 

homogeneous and centralised state to a state that respects the existence of plurality. Also, the legai 

or&r would concern itself with respect for clifferences rather than adherence to a vision of forma1 

@ity which in practice has produced inequality. Finally, democracy embraces diversification of 

power as well as a democratic mode1 that is forged fiom the needs of the nation. As long as Indian 

peoples are being obliged to obey laws and authonties that they thernselves have not produced, they 

are exciuded from democracy. Thus, a real democratic system should recognise indigenous 

peoples' demands for selfdetermination in which they could be able to create and participate in 

selfdetermination projects of their own. A new level ofgovernment would alIow them to be part of 

the nation, sharing powers with the nation-state. There would be a balance, in which Indian people 

would becorne people with full rights. 

5.5.1 A Criticism of Both Initiatives 

The ANIPA project initiative and the indigenist proposa1 mentiond above (shown in 

Appendices 2 and 3) vary in s a p e  and in content. Five National indian meetings have corne to 

consensus of agreement regarding the former initiative, whereas the indigenist proposal of MI is 



the result of a closed seminar. The former is not a complete Indian proposal but reflects the 

aspirations of indigenous peoples for selfdetermination at the regional level. The indigenist 

proposai is a govermental proposal, the content of which refers to the partid recognition of 

indigenous peoples, r e f l d  in a legai recognition of conununitics of public interest rather than the 

recognition in a wider sense as peoples with the right to exert self-government. 

The recognition of autonomy in the regions according to the goveniment's proposal 

purportedly obliges the state to assume a democratic process through the decentralisation of power. 

Conversely, implementing communal autonomy might well have a major negative impact on 

indigenous peoples, as they would still not be powertùl enough to resist local and national powers. 

The government of a homogenising nation-state would imply the persisting exploitation of Indian 

labour and resources. The communal autonorny proposed by the federal governrnent is a 'solution' 

that avoids modifications in the national and local stnictures of power. Besides, it does not 

guarantee hdian peoples' participation in the higher regional and national administrations of 

developrnent because the community systern is only recognised as of public interest rather than of 

public right. Furthemore, it does not clearly esbblish the duty of the state to guarantee the 

territorial basis for the survival of these pwples." 

The deeper problems of indigenous peoples regarding education, health, senrices, work, 

production and housing go beyond the communal scale. For example, it could be difficult for each 

community or rnunicipality to formulate and apply its own programmes of education (bilingual, 

bicultural), health (with the application of traditional medicine) and so on. Thus, neither the 

community nor the municipality could efficiently assume those powers because they should be 

applied fiom the regional Ievel. 

In this sense, in order to find a solution to the marginaIisation of indigenous peoples, 

regional developrnent programs are required. Thus, they couid define and decide their own 



development in CO-ordination with the municipalities and communities that were to be part of the 

respective autonomous region. 

As Araceli Burguette has pointcd out, participants in the first five assemblies of ANIPA, 

concluded that the INI's proposal is limited, because the acknowledgement of the comunity does 

not go Eu enough toward creathg a new relatiomhip between indigenous peoples and the nation- 

state.% 

On the other han4 even though the ANIPA proposal is advmced relative to the 

govemment's, it does not take into account Indians who live in the cities, or those who are 

migrants; nor does it consider those who do not have land or live in regions where they are 

minorities. Pérez Ruiz denotes that currently, there is not a singIe municipality in Mexico without 

Indian population, "30% live in 1,971 municipalities," where 30% corresponds to the Indian people 

living in these municipalitia, referring monly to big cities and big muni~i~ali t ies .~ It does not 

acknowledge those that are single cornmunities like the ChichUnecas, in Guanajuato. To 

accommodate these particular cases, more models should be taken into account. 

However, the indianist proposal could be applied in giving legal status to those 

communities that are on their own and cannot be part of an Autonomous Region, for exarnple, the 

Kiliwa ethnic group (estimateû at 200 people) who Iived isolated in Baja California SU? or the 

Tlahuica in Mexico State (approximately 350 people). Such modality should be considered for 

those that do not meet the conditions because, for example, they lack neighbouring communities. 

Or, the communities could be in CO-ordination with Autonomous Regions relatively close by. A 

ttiird option would be to create a bureau of national co-ordination of Autonomous Regions and 

Autonomous Communities. 

In addition to these issues, some general consideration should be given to matters beyond 

the recognition and implementation of the Fourth Level of Govemment. For example, Article 27 



ought to be reformed in such a way that it clearly states that the Indian territories exkt as collective 

properties. Hence, this article should not simply try to rescue its 'revoIutionary spirit' of 

indienable, imprescriptible and inembargable rights. 

The nation-state needs a new Constitution, in which indigenous peoples are taken into 

account. The re-foudation of the state withjn a real federalism, would contribute to the transition 

to democracy. Decentdisation of power is key for the stabilisation and democratisation of the 

country. Thus, besides the recognition of Autonomous Regions, the Constitution ought to state as 

well the inclusion of indigenous peoples in the federal and local powers in the legislative, executive 

and judicial branches. The Constitution must ensure Indian participation in the Union Congres 

with deputies and senators. In the executive branch, it must require the creation of a national 

secretary of Indian people managed by them, as  well as enabling this at the local levels. In terms of 

legal power, it should enable the designation of lndigenous Judges in the national, Iocal and 

regional levels. 

5.6 Conclusions 

With the indigenist proposal that gives legal recognition to the comrnunities of public 

interest by reforming Articles 4 and 115, the state wishes to continue with its indigenist practice 

under the 'autonomous' rhetonc. 

ANIPA's initiative, which gives legal recognition to Indian peoples in a regional base 

through the Fourth Level of Govemment acknowledges communal, municipaI and regional 

approaches where autonomous uimmunitia and municipalities are the bases for the creation of 

autonorny at a regional level. This would go a Iong way towards resolving the relationship between 

indigenous peoples and the nation-state. With the creation of Autonomous Regions as  Fourth Level 

of Government, indigenous peoples would be recognised as who they are. It is an advanced 



proposal, though not finished yet, that would help in the transition to democracy in Mexico with 

peace and dignity. In this way, self-detennination of indigenous peoples does not weaken the 

nation-state7 but enriches it, especially as Indian autonomy does not irnply separaîism, but would 

improve the Federal Pact. 

Experience has shown indians that stniggle for landZ7 alone is insufficient without the 

modification of power relations between indian peoples and the nation-state. Furthermore, the 

acknowledgernent of indigenous rights ought to include legal instruments for a different territorial 

design that responds to their selfaevelopment. It also puts an end to the existing mechanisms that 

reproduce the domination and exploitation of the Indian population. 

If the state responds with more repression and rnilitarization it could lead to more Indian 

rebellions or a civil war, endangering the country's unity. It is in the federal government's interests 

to continue the peace talks with the rebel armed groups. But the nation should give equal treatment 

to peacefiil mobilisations N e  the ANIPA conglomerate. This would allow for a real democratic 

change and could lead to a reform of the state. In the new relation of nation-state and indigenous 

peoples, the former should implement a process of de-colonisation and bury indigenism. 

The p r m s  of reforming several articles in the Meican Political Constitution could lead 

to g r h g  recognition to indigenous peoples, thus implying the reforrnation of the state. hdian 

peoples could then be represented in federal and local powers and have their own legal recognition 

with the creation of Autonomous Regions, within the Fourth Level of Govemment. With the 

recognition of the Fourth LeveI of Govement, the Mexican state would have begun to pay back 

the terrible social, economic and historical debt. In this sense, there must be a social and economic 

contribution to the autonomy of indigenous peoples. Otherwise, there is a high risk that they will 

only be self-managing rnisery. However, there is not a unique formula for indigenous peoples to 



organise themselves with regard to administration and legal matters. Other ways must be sought 

and scholars shouid approach new perspectives beyond paradigms. 

The exercise of  the fllndamental right of autonomy is the guarantee of presemtion and 

development of Wan peoples. In this sense, the demand for autonomy and self-determination are 

basic demands. Self-determination is not a 'new, c r d  or given' right by the state. It is, in fàct, 

an inherent right; a historical right and therefore, it must be recognised considering that self- 

determination existed prior to the creation of the existing state. 

The strategy of using symbolic politics has allowed Indians of Mexico to corne into 

agreement in order to achieve a ccmrnon project for selfdetermination. EZLN, ANIPA and other 

Indian organisations are attempting to re-negotiate the place of indigenous peoples vis-à-vis the 

state by means of a constitutional amendment. The routinization of conflict strategy used by 

Indians has been key for such negotiation with the state. 
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p r o m m i n g  of ~hysicai resources for the detemination of ~riorihr proiects for its development. 
~ikewise. its nowins participation will be guaranteed in the munici~al administration in accordance with 
the following basis: 
L... 
n. Both, munici~alities and indigenous communities will have iuridical personalitv as bodies of public 
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The addition of Tndigenous Peoples' rights in this article of the federal constitution, within the chapter 
of individual guarantees, later on should be incorporated in the locai conslitutions of the federai entities. 
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See ~uillerxxk Bonfil Batalla, Uto~ia v Revolucion. El Pensamiento Politico Contemmdneo de los 
Indios en Arnérica Latina, (Ed. Nueva Imagen, México, 198 l), p.427. 
n Land is seen by the Indians as a susbin for selfdetermination, well-being, productive processes and as 



Chapter 6 

General Conclusions 

This thesis has shown how Indians have used some of the political sûategies predicted by 

the mode1 of symbolic politics. They have been struggling to recover seIfdetermination since they 

lost ttiis right five centuries ago. As a reversal response of the denial through history (first by the 

Spanish Crown and later on by the nation-state), they have used political strategies that go from 

rebellions to the use of syrnbolic politics through a range of political organisations such as ANIPA 

and EZLN. Indianismo has been developed and strengthened as a political ideology of opposition 

which goes against the ideology of the dominant society and its institutions. hdians have been able 

to constn!ct communities of political interest in response to indigenist policies which have 

oppressed Indians. 

The state's exertion of indigenism has generated misery and marginalisation of Indians. 

Furthennore, it has denied their existence, and has aimed at westernkation to change their values. 

Due to these practices, Indians have been excluded from the nation-building and decision-making 

processes. These faas have led them to be Ieft out of the federal organisations. In the present, as in 

the past, the government's response to their legitimate mobilisations has been a military one. In 

spite of this, Indian peoples have kept the exercise of autonomy at a communal level, though 

outside the law. Showing the capacity and resistance and as a political reversal response, Indians 

have opposed the dominant society through Indianismo which reasserts Indian values, philosophies 

and communal ways of living. 

The struggle for land has not been enough: Indians' expenences have taught them so. They 

are aitempting to negotiate the historical gap created due to the denial by means of construction a 

new political relationship with the state. They are seeking to be recognised in the Constitution 



through the creation of a fourth level of government which would allow them to exert autonomy 

w i t .  the serdetermination fiamework. 

The use of a cornmunity-building strategy has allowed Mexican indians to cane together 

despite their merences, creating an Indian nationalism which, in the last decade, has allowed them 

to create consensus and strengthen their stniggle vis-à-vis the state. nius  cultural events and 

gatherings have been key factors which bave created a cornmon sense of community beyond 

specific tribaVnationa1 and ethnic identities. While two political tendencies have ernerged 

represented by the EZLN and ANIPA respectively, diey are United by a ammoa demwd of 

recognition of Indian selfsetennination by the state. 

Despite the continuous oppression by the dominant society, Tndians have s u ~ v e d  m 

resistance. This shows that there stili exists capacity to exert self-government. In an opposition 

ideology, they have used symbolic politics to strengthen their demand to have selfdetermination be 

recognised as an inherent right. 

Pan-Indianism has allowed indians to corne together and share ideas, using symbolic 

reversal and symbolic cornpetition to strengthen Indianisrno as an ideology which has created 

awareness not only among Indians, but also within civil society and the state through fora at 

different levels. In addition, a process of recognition by international organisations (e-g. OAS and 

UN) concemhg indigenous peoples' rights for self-detennination has occurred. In the specific case 

of Mexico, this has allowed for a new approach in the relationship between indigenous peoples and 

the nation-state. 

The Mexican hdian stniggle has been teinforcd by other cases where indigenous peoples 

have shifted their relationship with the indigenist states. Nonvay, Panama and Finland are but a 

few examples; such current experiences have brought a new approach regarding Indian fin. in 



routinizing conflicf Indian peoplw are seeking to establish this new relationship which leads to 

conflict resolution. 

Indigenist policies have been designed and applied by the state to assunilate and 

homogenise Natives. These have resulted in an ongoing political Listability and hdian resistance. 

The latter have rebeiied through armed mobilisations in order to contest the indigenist practices 

which impIy deniai of inherent Indian rights. The most important fktor is that, as  a strategy in 

using symbolic politia, Indians have created a cornmon goal. 

The inconsistent values and practices of the indigenist state have been cnticised by Indian 

leaders in an opposition ideology. This has led them to rethink democracy and the new relationship 

between hdian peoples and domuiant society. This reversal response, however, has been partially 

fniitfiil because of continued indigenist practices which have produced insbbility in the country. 

To m p t  opposition, the current federal government is using a sophisticated method to perpetuate 

indigenism for the denial of Indian peoples' rights. However, the use of symbolic politics has 

allowed Indians to corne into agreement and has corne to reinforce their stniggle for self- 

determination. In this sense, the state is pushing for limited inclusion, whereas Indians are seeking 

the recognition of their rights. 

The lndianist position seeks the organiseci participation of Indian peoples in the national 

decisionniaking processes, planning and development and has tried to eradicate discriminatory 

policies. But if the indige~st practices persist, the rnutual relationship will become more violent. In 

this respect, the state should not only seek partial recognition but rather full recognition in the 

Constitution, taking into account spirinial, social, poIiticaI and economic rights. This wouId enable 

Indians to escape fiom the current situation of marginalisation and poverty. Therefore, the state has 

to decolonise the nation, building a new nation from the roots and compensate Indians with 

distribution of national incorne. This wouId eradicate the historical denial and permit a rnulti- 



national d o n  which would change power-relations between Native peoples and the state, enabling 

an integrai development. 

The rebirth of Indian struggle in the last decade has aIIowed Indians to becorne the main 

f m s  of the national agenda by assumkig a politicai posture of resistance tiarough militant 

strategies. Through Indian m e d  rebellions and unified political organisations the federal response 

bas k e n  to grant concession with repression and to use a cunning presumptive recognition. 

Salinas's reform of the Constitution aimed at partial recognition of hdian peoples and at the same 

the, to implement a negative amendment which weakens the property rights of ejidos because 

these properties can be privatiseci by constitutional mandate. Furthemore, whiie President 

Zedillo's governent began peace talks, the state has increased military presence in national lndian 

regions and peace talks have been intennittentty suspended. This in fact will create more violence 

and instability in the country, instead of resohing the confiict. 

The state should corne to a more mature state in the relationship between Indian peoples 

and the f o m r ,  taking into account the historical fàcts, and indigenist policies must be eliminated. 

Udess this is done, there is a high risk that Indian reaction will becorne more radical through 

fbrther uprisings which, considering the military repression in the country, would result in a serious 

civil war that would affect other sectors and tear the country and its people apart. Therefore, the 

nation-state must open a red space of recognition for selfdetemiination. For this, indigenism must 

disappear by the elimination of all policies directly and indirectly related to it. 

Indian resistance throughout five centuries of colonisation shows that the capacity for self- 

determination still exists. Even more, the strength acquired in the last two decades has created a 

common Indian identity through national organisations. In response, the Mexican government has 

had to begin to recognise the existence and rights of Indian peoples due to their permanent struggle. 



As a solution to these problerns 1 support ANIPA's proposal of the creation of a Fourth 

Level of Govemment where Indians wouId be represented at a national level (executive, legislative 

and judicial) and exert autonomy regionally within a selfdetermination framework. In this 

proposal, the creation of Plurkthnic Autonomous Regions (RAPs) is a key element. This process 

would fàcilitate the transition to dernwracy in Mexico. There would be a transfer fiom the 

homogenous and centraliseci state to a state that respecteci and legally recognised the existence of 

pluraliîy. Thus, the political d o m  to strengthen federalism in the country must seek a democratic 

mode1 that is forged fkom the needs of the nation. The ANIPA proposal should be reinforceci for the 

creation of RAPs by taking into account not only the creation of pluri-ethnic regions, but also 

considering Mians who Iive in the cities or those who are migrants and those who do not have land 

or Iive in regions where they are minorities. 

The creation of a Fourth Level of Government woutd bring transition to deniocracy in 

Mexico and shift the power relations between Indian pcoples and the nation-state, putting an end to 

the existing mechanisms that produce domination and exploitation of Natives. 

These proposals represent the culmination of a prolonged process of renewal of lndian 

peaples' organisations over the Iast several decades in Mexico. By engaghg in paraIlel processes 

of symbolic reversal, symbolic cornpetition, community-building and routinization of ccnflict, 

indians have begun the process of rejuvenation in al1 aspects and have begun to develop self- 

ideology vis-à-vis the nation-state. 



The San Andrés Agreements Signed by the EZLN and the Mexican Covernment on Rights 

md Indigenous Cultures in February, 1996 

A. The Federal Govemment, through its delegation, manifests its acceptance of these 

documents. 

B. The EZLN, through its delegation, manifests its acceptame of these documents in 

relation to the questions that led to its creation during the session of this second part of the 

ResoIute Plenary, that took place on Febnmy 14th 1996. These documents aIso relate to 

proposais for additions and/or substitutions or the elirnination of them in the text, in accordance 

with the results of the consultation carrieci out by the EZLN, and it expresses the followuig: 

1. The delegation of the EZLN insists in pointing out the lack of solution to the national 

agrarian problem and also insists on the need to reform Article 27 of the Constitution, which must 

recover the spirit of Erniliano Zapata, s u d s e d  in two basic demands: the land belongs to the 

one who works on it, and Land and Liberty. (Document called "Proposais made together by the 

Federal Govemment and EZLN and which they commit to send to point 1.4 of the Rules of 

Proceeding", p. 1 1, part 5, 'Legai and Constitutional Refom', incise B .) 

2. Referring to sustainable development, the delegation of the EZLN considers thaî it is 

uisufficient that the government sets indemnisation to indigenous peoples for the damages caused 

on their lands and territories once the damage has occurred. It is necessary to develop a policy of 

tnie sustainability which preserves the lands, the territones, and the natural resources of the 

indigenous peoples. In sum, it must see to the social costs implied in the development-projects. 

(Document called "Staternent made together by the Federal Govemment and the EZLN, wbich 

they will send to the sessions of debate and national decision", p.5, in the subtitle "Principle for a 

new relation", incise 2). 



3. in reference to the issue of the Situation, Rights and Culture of Indigenous Women, the 

delegation of the EZLN considers that the actuaI points of agreement are insufficient. The triple 

oppression of those who are poor, hdigenous and female justifies their demand for the construction 

of a new national society, with another economic, political, social and cuItural mode1 which 

includes al1 Mexican women and men. (document 3.2, "Actions and Measures for Chiapas, 

Compromises and Proposals in conjunction with the govertltnents of the Federal State and the 

EZLET7, p.9). 

4. In general tem, the delegation of the FZLN consider it necessary th& in each case, îhe 

t h e  and deadline by which the said agreement must be put into practice must be made explicit. For 

this, the indigenous peoples and the corresponding civil authonties must agree on the schedule for 

the agreement's Unplementation. 

S. Regarding the wamties of hl1 access to justice, the delegation of the EZLN considers 

that the need to appoint some interpreters in al1 court processes which follow indigenous persons 

cannot be ignored. This will ensure that the interpreters are explicitly acceptexi by the persons 

being processed and that they h o w  the language, the culture and the indigenous jurisdictional 

system. (Document 2, "Proposals made between the Government and the EZLN which they 

ainonit to sending to the sessions of national debate and decision, corresponding to point 1.4 of the 

RuIes of Procedure", p.6. subtitle: 'Warranties of Full Access to Justice"). 

6. The delegation of the EZLN considers indispensable legislation to protect the rights of 

migrants, be they indigenous or non indigenous people, who are within or outside of national 

fiontiers. (Document 1, "Manifest by the Federal Govemment and the EZLN which they will send 

to the sessions of national debate and decision", p.5, point 8, subtitle: "Protecting Indigenous 

Migrants7'). 

7. In order to strengthen the municipalities, the delegation of the EZLN considers that 

explicit commitments are needed from the governrnent to guarantee access to infrastructure, 

capacity-building and dequate econornic resources. (Document 2. "proposais made together by the 

Federal Government and the EZLN and which they commit to send to the sessions of national 

debate and discussion corresponding to point 1.4 of the Rules of Proceeding," p.3). 



8. Regarding means of communication, the delegation of the EZLN considers that it is 

necessacy that access to me,  timely and sufficient information of the govement's activities is 

guaranteed. Also, the access of indigenous peoples to existing means of communication is to be 

under wananty, as weU as their right to have their own means of communication (radio 

transmission, television, telephone, Wntten press, f*ax, communication radios, cornputers and access 

to satellite). (Document 2 "Proposais made together by the Federal Govemment and the EZLN and 

which they commit to sending to the sessions of national debate and decision corresponding to 

point 1.4 of the Rules of Proceeding", p.9, point 8: "Means of Communication"). 

C. In relation to the parts of the documents that are referred to in incise B, both delegations 

agree that in the oppomuiity they identie by common accord during the dialogue, they will seek 

concerted efforts in the negotiation of the said documents. 

D. The parties will ensure that these three documents that go together with this one, arrive 

at the sessions of national debate and decision as well as to other pertinent sessions. The other three 

documents have agreements and commitments reached by the two Parties. 

E. Both parties assume the cornmitment to send this present Resolution to the sessions of 

national decision and debate and to the corresponding sessions in Chiapas State. This is done in the 

understanding that the stated points in incise B shall also be taken into consideration by these 

sessions, as  a resulting material of the dialogue. 

San Andrés, Chiapas, Mexico, February, 1996. 



Pronouncement of EZLN Advisors Regarding the Document on Conjunctive Proposals 

The foilowing were agreed to by the government and the EZLN: 

1.- Worms made at the constitutional level to recognise the political, social, juridical, econornic 

and cultural rights of indigenous peoples. 

2.- The recognition of the right to selfdetermination and autonomy for indigenous peoples in the 

Mexican Constitution. 

3.-The reatm of municipal status, and consultative processes with the comrnunities and indigenous 

peupl= 

4.- The strengthening ofthe municipalitia where indigenous populations are a majority. 

5.- The recognition of Indian peoples' interna1 normative systems for the solving of codicts, as 

well as sgecific organisational forms with the objective of ïncluding indigenous peoples in the 

positive right of Mexico (in the Mexican Political Constitution). 

6:To designate their cornunit. and municipal representatives according to traditional indigenous 

customs and uses. 

7.- To incorporate mechanisms within local and federai laws for the participation of indigenous 

peoples in the proces of developrnental planning at al1 levels. 

8.- The participation of incligenous peoples in the electoral processes without necessarily king 

affiliated with the intervention of political parties. 

9.- That municipal agents or similsr posts be designatecl by the peoples and comrnunities in 

accordance with their customs. 

10.-Protection for indigenous migrants irnplementing inter-institutional policies regarding work, 

education, and health both in the communities of origin and in the zones that host them. 

1 1.-Prekrence will be given to indigenous communities obtaining concessions for the management 

of natural resources. 

12.-The compensation to the indigenous communities and peoples when the extraction of their 

natu rai resources harms their habitat and threatens their cultural reproduction. 

13 .-The creation of a position the known as ombudsman of communication. 

14.-That the referendum and the plebiscite [that are yet to occur] are to be moved to Table 2 of 

Democracy and Justice. 

15.-Autonomy at a wmrnunity level and the association of vanous municipalities like indigenous 

communities in order to carry out regional actions. 



The foiiowing were not accepted: 

1.- The regime of autonomy (which refers to the cornrnunity, municipal and regional level.) 

2.- The Autonomous Indignous Municipality. 

3.- The reform to Article 27 of the Constitution. The amendments only propose a law that is part 

of the niles of part VIX, although, in this w e ,  they do w t  mention Art. 27 either. These issues 

were moved to the Table of Wel1-Being and Development. 

4.- A proposal to consider the Autonomous Community as an additional level in the govemment 

structure. 

5.- The 'competencies' (the federal govemment does not admit that the communities and the 

municipalities working as associates can have functions and independent capacities which differ 

h m  those of the municipality, of the federaI entity or of the state). 

San Andrés, Chiapas, Mexico, Febmary, 1996. 

Source: "Los Primeros Acuerdos de Sacarn Ch'en. Compromisos, Propuestas y Pronunciamientos 
de la Mesa de Trabajo 1: Derechos y Cultura Indigena". Ce-Acatl. Revista de la Cultura de 
An5huac.Nhero Doble Especial78-79. Del 1 1 de mam al 19 de abri1 de 1996. 



Appendix 2 

Preiiminruy Project to Reform Articles 4 and 115 of the Constitution. A Proposal for 

Constitutional Reform Presented by the Mexican State. 

(Extract fiom the proposal for Constitutional Reform presented by the state in September 1995). 

Article 4 (The italicised phrases are amendments proposed) 

'The Mexican nation has a pluriethnic composition originally based in ifs indigenous peoples. The 

foilowing are recognïsed and their developrnent will be promoted their languages, cultures, uses, 

customs mmml resources, specific f o m  of social and political organisation, and their normative 

systens of conflict resolution. Effôctive access to the state's jurisdiction will be guaranteed to their 

mernbers. Zn all federal and local judicial processes in which they are involved, their practices 

and jundicai customs wiI1 be taken into account. 

Article 1 15 ('The itdicised phrases are the amendrnents proposed). 

"The states will adopt, for their intemal regime, a republican fonn of govenunent that is 

representaîive and popular, having the Fr= Municipality as the base of  its territorial division and 

for its administrative and political organisation. Regarding the Zndigenous cummunity, its own 

form of social organisution and mhonty  posts systems will be respected. It will be provided 

with access to the planning process of physical resources for the determination cf priority 

projects for its development. Likewise. its growing participation will be gtiaranteed in the 

municipal administration according to the following basis; 

I.... 

II. Both. rnunicipalities und indigenous cornmunities wiZZ have jundical personuZity as 

bodies ofpublic inferest und will manage their patrimony in conformity to the law. 

According tu the normative that rnust be established by the states' legislatures, the 

rnunicipalities will have the fâculty to issue police and good goveming dispositions as well as 

regulations, circulars and to administer dispositions for general observance within their respective 

junsdictions; respecting, in the cuse of indigenous communities, their fumlty to regulute their 

interna1 life within the frameworkr of respect tu fUndamentai righfs. and of co-ordination with 



municipal. local and federal structures. In any case, the comrnunities will be able to elaborate 

communal statutes which will be approved by the same communities crnd presented at the 

municipaf fevei, which will oniy intervene when if has findamental elements to question the 

commwal statu total& or partial&. In order to diminish controversies, Iocal legidation will 

regulote the creation of juries. 

iII. The municipaIities wiii be in charge of the following public services; the state-s will 

concur when it is necessary or when the laws state so: 

-Drinking water and sewage system 

-Public iighting 

-Sanitation 

-Centrai markets and supplies 

-Cemeteries 

-Pig slaughter 

-Streets, parks and gardens 

-Public security and transit 

10ther services thai local fegislatures may determine according to social, economic and territorial 

conditions of the municipalities, as to the financial and administering capacities of them. 

n>e pbl ic  seMces that indigenous communities con provide by communal work will be 

compensated in proportion to the amount the municipality spenak in these mutters. Ail proceeds 

will be credited to the communal budgets. 

IV. The Municipalities wiIL adrninister their 'hacienda' freely. Znternalfy, the 

municipliries will be obliged to distribute the resources in common agreement with the 

Nidigenouî communities that form the municipality. 

V. Under the t e m  stated by the federal and state Iaws, the municipalities will have the 

fàculty: to formulate, approve and adrninister temtory demarcation and plans for development at 

the urban, municipal, rural and communal levels; to participate in the creation and administration 

of their territorial reserves; to control and look over the use of land in their territorial jurisdictions; 

to intervene in the regdation of urban land tenancy; to offer license and permits for constructions; 



and to participate in the creation and administration of ecological reserve seas &écted. 

Indigenous communities will participale in this case. 

VI. When two or more urban centres situated in municipal territories of two or more 

federal entities fonn, or tend to form, a demographic or cultural continuity, the Federation, the 

fieral entities and the respective municipaiities and the indigenous communities involved will 

plan and regulate, in a United and co-ordinated way, the development of the referred centres that lie 

within their cornpetence; federd law as well as the uses und custom of the indigenous 

communities involved. 

Pef i l  de La Jornada. México, 22 de septiembre, 1995. 



DECREE INTT'IATIVE WHICH REFORMS AND ADDS ARTICLES 4,53,73,115 AND 1 16 

OF THE POLITICAL CONSTiTUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF MEXICO FOR THE 

CREATION OF AUTONOMOUS REGIONS. 

Presented by the National Indian Assemblv for Autonomv IANIPA). 

Articlel. The first paragraph of Article 4 of the Political Constitution of the Uniteû States of 

Mexico [shall bel amended, as folIows: 

"The Mexican Nation has a pluriethnic composition, which is sustained originalIy in its 

aboiginai peoples. In order to protect and promote the integrity and development of its territones, 

lands, languages, cultures, management (uses), customs, mtural resources, cultural patrimony , and 

specific forms of socid, econornic and political organisation, a regime of regional autonomy is to 

be established wïthin those states ofthe federation that have a plunethnic composition. The regime 

[shall] d l  be established within the terms that both the Law of Autonorny and the present 

Constitution establish, h order to strengthen the national unity and integrity. The indigenous 

peoples [shall bel are guaranteed effective access to the state's jurisdiction. The state guarantees 

the nght to integity as peoples and the dignity and identity of aboriginal peoples. Any form of 

discrimination towards the culture, aboriguial institutions and custorns [shall] will be considerd a 

punishable by the law. The law [shall] will establish the f o m  of co-ordination between the 

indigenous institutions and Iegal systems and the national, Iegal, political and administrative 

systerns. Likewise, the law [shall] will promote and assure the participation and equality of the 

indigenous wornan. In the autonomous regions, the aboriginal languages shall also have official 



status. The right to autonomy of the ùidigenous pçoples does not abrogate any of the rights and 

responsibilities whicb correspond to them as Mexican people." 

Article 2. Article 53 of the Constitution [shall bel is amended as follows: 

'?n each of the federal entities, one or more Autonomous hdigenous Regions [shall] will 

integrate to fonn the purpose of electing the deputies for relative rnajority in the Union Congtess. 

'The electoral districts tha t  correspond to the Autonomous Regions shall fom a special electoral 

district for the election of deputies of proportional representation for the Union Congress." 

Article 3. Section XXPXX is added to Article 73 of the Political Constitution, as follows: 

"Article 73. The Congress has the right to: 

XXTXI, examine the proposals to constitute Autonomous Regions and to expedite the Iaws on the 

matter, in accordance with the statement [to bel established in Section IX of Article 115 of the 

Constitution." 

Article 4. The introductory paragraph and the first paragraph of Section 1 of Article 1 

Constitution is refonned, as follows: 

"Article 115. For the previous regime, the states shall adopt the republican 

5 of the 

form of 

representative and popular governrnent, having as a basis of its territorial division and of its 

political and administrative organisation, the Free Municipality and Autonomous Regions, in 

conformity with the bases that follow: 

"1. Each municipality shall be administered by a House of Comrnons popularly elected and 

there shall not be any intermediary authonty between this one and the Government of the state. In 

those sections of the territory where there are aboriginal settlements, Autonomous Regions shall be 



estabiished as the population that Uihabits them shall demand. These Autonomous Regions shall be 

established as a territorial government in tenns that the present Constitution shall establish." 

Article 5. Section JX is to be added to Article 115 of the Politid Constitution in the following 

tenns: 

"IX. The Autonomous Regions shall have juridical recognition as a territorial body and as 

a form of political and administrative organisation, as well as a patrhony of its own. The 

inhabitants of the Autonomous Regions shall be able to exercise the political, administrative and 

cultural autonomy as well as the cultural heritage, in order to strengthen the communities and the 

municipal institution. 

'The Autonomous Regions shall be able to integrate thernselves with the union of the 

municipalities, communities or peoples. Depending on the interna1 composition of its population, 

the Autonomous Regions shall be able to be pluriethnic or monoethnic. 

"Each Autonomous Region shall have an intemal government, whose maximum authority 

shaii be the Regionai Government, eIected in a democratic %hion, in accordance to the uses and 

customs of the said regions, and in the terms that the Law of Autonomy establishes. In the 

Regional Govemrnent, al1 the aboriginal peoples of the region must be represented and in the 

respective cases, the non-aboriginal population too. 

'The Municipalities embedded within the Autonomous Regions [shall] wiIl be integrated, 

in each given (specific) case, in accordance to the pluriethnic pnnciple which the previous 

paragraph rnakes reference to, and municipal presidents [mayors] may be able to form part of the 

respective Regional Government, when the latter decides that it must be so. 

"[The responsibility for] the administration and representation of the Autonomous Region 

shall FaIl to the Executive Govement, which [shall] will be named and forrned by the Regional 



Governent [who are selected fiom] its rnembership. The Law of Autonomy [shall] will guarantee 

the [existence of, and process ofj autonomous organisation, as well as the co-ordination of the 

municipalities and the commWLities which form part of the respective Autonomous Region. 

"The proposal to constihite Autonomous Regions must be founded in the expression of the 

desire of the majority of the population in the respective territorial circumscription, through an 

organised plebiscite detennined by the local uses and customs. The Union Congress [shall] wiIl 

examine of the desire of the population to constitute itself as an Autonomous Region and shall 

create the resolution and the proceedings to establish these regions. Likewise, the Congress [shaIl] 

d l  determine the Autonomous Regions' [duties] cornpetencies on political, economical, social, 

culnid, educational and judicial matkrs, as well as the management of resources and the natural 

environment which shall be tramferreci to the local govements. In any case, the Autonomous 

Regions shall be comptent in order to: 

"a) Establish laws for the use, preservation, control and defence of their temtories, natural 

resources and natu rai environment. 

"b) Establish and execute the plans and programs of economic, social, cultural and 

educatiortal deveIoprnent of the region, as well as to elaborate, submit for a consensus and execute 

public policies in its jurisdiction. 

"c) Administrate the Autonornous Fun& for Compensation, which by law shall be 

assigned for the development of the autonomous regions, attending to the needs of the 

municipalities and communities of its jurisdiction. 

"d) Set noms on the exercise of the public services and expenditures of the federation and 

the states of the region, as welI as their own incornes and expenditures and ensure that they are 

accomplished as the duty states. 



"e) Administrate and provide intemal justice in those matters that the law determines, in 

accordance to the institutions and the judicial practices of the peoples. 

'Y) Examine and in any case, to approve the designation of with jurisdiction in the regions. 

"g) Examine and in any case, to approve the designation of the agents of the Public 

Ministry and of the Judicial Police of the region with cornpetence in the regions. 

h) Examuie and in any given case, to approve the designation of the preventive police with 

authority in the regions. 

i) Set laws to apply the legislative dispositions on matters of the pend, civil and 

administrative proceedings, that are applicable to the regions, in accordance with the uses and 

customs of the peoples. 

'The constituted autonomous regional governments may have gradua1 access to the 

competencies which correspond to hem, if the Regionai Council were to decide to do so. In 

addition to the competencies [duties] of the Autonomous Regions that may establish the 

Constitution and the Autonomous Law, those regions rnay have access to other competencies 

through agreements with the federal govemment and the respective govemments of the dates of the 

federation. 

'The autommous municipalities that may be part of a given Autonomous Region, shall 

enjoy al1 the prerogatives and faculties which the present article of the Constitution establishes and 

additionally, it shall enjoy those which the Law of Autonomy establishes, and in any case, it shall 

be comptent to: 

"a) Elect its authorities and houses of comrnons in accordance with its ethnic composition, 

uses and customs. 



'%) Co-ordinate its public policies, plans and programs with those of govenunent and the 

respective Autonomous Region and wiîh those of the rest of the municipalities that constitute the 

region. 

"The cumrnunities and peoples that form part of some Autonomous Regions shall be 

competent to: 

"a) name their governments, authorities and representatives, in accordance with their uses 

and customs; 

"b) Promote their own fonns of political, economic, social and cultural organisation; 

"c) Elaborate and apply plans and programs of use, protection and defence of their 

temtories and lands. 

"d) Decide intemally about the preservation, distribution, use and management of dl 

resources. 

''el Participate, in co-ordination with the respective regionai government, in the elaboration 

of the plans and educational prograrns of the communities or peopla, watching over their 

implementation, as well as ensuring that an interculturai education is given at al1 levels. 

"f) Promote the use, recovery, and continuance of indigenous languages in al1 areas of 

cultural, social, economic, politicd and administrative life. 

"g) Cwrdinate adivities with the government of the Autonomous Regions and with the 

respective municipality, to encourage the development and well-being of their population (and 

communities) as well as the defence of their culture and resources. 

"ln al1 the aspects that are not reserved as cornpetence of the Autonomous Regions, the 

respective local and fbderal laws shall be applicable and in any given case, the municipal orden as 

well." 



Article 6. A fourth paragraph is to be added to Section II of Article 116 of the Political 

Constitution, in the following tem: 

"in order to guarantee the representation of the Indian Peoples in the legidation of the 

states, the populatirin of each o f  the Autonomous Regions that may have been established by the 

Union Congress, in the t e m  contained in Section IX of Article 1 15 of the Constitution, shall have 

the right to elect at ieast one deputy for each region, and to integrate a territorial autonomous 

circumscription for the e l d o n  of the representatives by the principle of proportional 

represenîation which has been established for its specific case." 
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